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Thank you so much for 
purchasing this copy of 

Classic Science: 
Elementary 
Chemistry! 

 
 

I am so grateful for all of the work you do for your children and I am honored that you have 

chosen to bring this curriculum into your home. I am certain it will provide your child a complete 

background into the various concepts of earth science. Here is how this curriculum has been 

prepared for you: 
 

Timeline 
This is a 36-week curriculum for children of ages 8-12. The weekly curriculum has been 

arranged into four-week units. Each week has been broken down into three separate days to 

make it easier for you to set up a schedule: 
 

The first day of each week contains a reading assignment and worksheet review 
for your child. 

 

The second and third days contain hands-on activities to reinforce each weekly 
reading!  Don’t worry about expensive materials for these activities! Most 

equipment can be found around the home or at a local store. 

Tests 
You will find a Unit Test and its answer key at the end of each unit (the end of each unit can be 

found in Chapters 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32 and 36) inside the Parent Copy. 

 

Gasp! “Science fair projects” 
In addition, you will find several weekly activities that are entitled “ESP Activities”. These are 

inquiry-based activities that require a child to set up an experiment and collect data. In 

essence, these are mini-science fair projects. Before you start to cringe at the thought of 

doing many “science fair projects” I have provided a method for you to use. It is called the 

Exploring Scientific Procedures (ESP) Method and has been included in this book on pages 9-23. 



Many people have found it to be an easy, step-by-step guide for you and your child to approach 

these inquiry-based projects! DON’T PANIC! They are not as hard as you may imagine. Think of 

it this way, at the end of this year, your child will have completed several science fair projects! 

This is many times more inquiry-based projects than the average public school student…and 

your child is only beginning! All you have to do is read these pages a couple of times before 

working with your child! You will not be disappointed! 
 

What’s next? 
With all four books in the Classic Science series completed (Life, Earth, Physical and 

Chemistry), I’m looking towards future projects online to supplement this curriculum.  The best 

way to find out about these new developments, check out my website (www.eequalsmcq.com) and 

sign up for my free monthly LabNotes! 

 

I am honored that you have chosen this curriculum but I am eternally grateful for your time, 

patience and willingness to educate your child in the sciences. I can only hope that your children 

will attain the passion I have for this field. Thank you for all you are doing to help shape 

tomorrow! 

 

Above all else….Keep asking questions and keep searching for the answers! And if you get stuck, 

I’m only a click away mrq@eequalsmcq.com 

 

Take care, 

Scott McQuerry 

 

www.eequalsmcq.com
mrq@eequalsmcq.com
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Chapter 1 
Hard boiled eggs 

Drinking glass 

Vinegar 

6-10 similar objects (buttons, paper 

clips, screws, keys, donuts, etc.) 

Activity Worksheet (provided) 
 

Chapter 2 
Fluorescent light bulb 

Balloon 

Small plastic object 

Container of water 
 

Chapter 3 
Toothpicks 

Gumdrops or marshmallows (2 

different colors)  

Colored pencils/crayons 

Paper 

Copies of Activity Worksheet 

(provided) 

Two pennies 

Two nickels 

One paper bag or other opaque 

container 

 

 

 
 

Chapter 4 
Salt 

Water 

Disposable cups 

Freezer 

Activity worksheet (see attached) 
 

Chapter 5 
Various magazines to cut apart or 

several small items 

Modified blank periodic table 

(provided) 

Periodic Table cut outs (provided) 

 
Chapter 6 
Aluminum foil 

Ketchup 

Stainless steel pan 

One coffee cup 

Two metal spoons 

Thermometer 

Hot water 
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Chapter 7 
Water 

Plastic cups 

Measuring cups and disposable 

measuring spoons (check out discount 

stores!) 

1000 mg vitamin C tablets (or two 

500mg tablets) 

Tincture of iodine  

Hydrogen peroxide 

Liquid laundry starch 

1 bottle of Fluoride rinse solution 

2 eggs 

Vinegar 

3 drinking glasses 

 
Chapter 8 
Several diapers (cheap brands will 

work fine!) 

Water 

Paper towel 

Measuring cups 

Microwave or stove 

Leaves 

Tall drinking glass 

One coin 

Rubbing alcohol 

Paper coffee filters cut into 1”x 5” 

strips 

Tape 

Pencil 

 
 

Chapter 9 
1 glass mixing bowl  

3 Tsp baking soda   

4-5 Tbsp vinegar  

10 2-cm pieces of vermacelli (raisins 

will work as well!)   

Water 

Water 

Rubbing Alcohol 

Colored dishsoap 

Corn Syrup 

Food coloring 

Clear drinking glass 

Effervescent antacid tablets 

 
Chapter 10 
5-10 Mentos candies 

2L bottle of soda 

Paper rolled into a tube (just a bit 

larger than the candies) 

Small piece of cardboard 

Outdoor area 

Whole milk 

Sugar 

Vanilla 

Rock salt 

Ice 

Quart and gallon-sized sealable 

baggies 

Thermometer 
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Chapter 11 
 Water bottle with a pop top (there are many brands out there) 

Small amount of water 

Four effervescent tablets 

One wide-mouthed container slightly 

larger than the water bottle 

Empty 2L bottle with label removed 

Small amount of warm water 

Match (have a parent help you!) 

 
Chapter 12 
Ziplock baggie 

2Tbs baking soda 

2Tbs red cabbage juice (see recipe 

below) 

2Tbs calcium chloride (sold as 

Morton Ice Melter in the auto 

section of stores) 

2Tbs vinegar 

Activity worksheet (see attached) 

Several effervescent tablets 

Water 

Clear drinking glass 

Microwave or stove 

Clock with a second hand 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 13 
M&M’s 

Ziplock baggie 

Data chart (see attached) 

Three sizes of candy bars or cookies, 

(i.e Snickers Bars, fun size, regular, 

and king sized) 

1 Box 

1 Towel 

Gloves 

Goggles 

Tongs 

Kitchen scale (if this is not possible, 

you can make a balance out of a ruler 

and objects with a known weight like 

bags of cookies and chips…) 

 
Chapter 14 
Several balloons 

Confetti 

Needle or pin to pop the balloon 

Ruler 

Dominos 

Ruler 

Steady table 
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Chapter 15 
Tap water 

Rubbing alcohol  

Clear, narrow-necked plastic bottle 

(skinny water bottles work well) 

Food coloring 

Clear plastic drinking straw 

Modeling clay 

Ice cubes 

Drinking glass 

Cup or spoon to measure water from 

melted ice 

Insulating materials (i.e. hands, cloth, 

stryofoam, packing peanuts, foil, 

paper, tape, newspaper, towels, etc.) 

 
Chapter 16 
Activity worksheet (see attached) 

Container of six pennies made before 

1982 and seven made after 1982  

Radioactive quiz (see attached) 

 
Chapter 17 
Element Flash Cards (Chapter 5)  

Rings in various sizes (wire, pipe 

cleaners, embroidery hoops, etc.)     

Small objects such as pompoms, jelly 

beans, gum drops, mini marshmallows 

or clay  

Fishing line or thin string (optional) 

Element Flash Cards (Chapter 5)  

Electron orbital chart (see attached) 

 

Chapter 18 
Black construction paper 

Pie or cake pan 

Warm water 

Epsom salt 

Scissors 

Lemon (quartered) 

Clear drinking glass 

Liquid dish/hand soap 

Baking soda  

Measuring spoon  

Straw  

Paper towels 

 
Chapter 19 
1/4 cup no-tears baby shampoo 

(Liquid hand washing soap works well 

too!) 

3/4 cup water 

3 tablespoons light corn syrup 

Straw 

Additional water 

Black trash bag 

Tape 

Ruler 

Sponge/Towel 

Plastic dish 

Tweezers/pliers 

Fine copper wire, about 5cm long 

Wire cutters 

50mL distilled water 
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Chapter 20 
Black pepper 

Water 

Dish/bowl 

Liquid dish soap 

Plastic mesh bag (used for produce 

at the grocery store) or old window 

screen  

Wide mouth bottle  

Rubber band  

Index card  

Pitcher of water  

Bucket 

 
Chapter 21 
Bowl  

1 cup cornstarch 

Spoon   

Pie pan    

Scissors    

Water 

Container of water 

Several ice cubes 

Two feet of string 

Salt 

Clock with second hand 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 22 
Pre-washed white t-shirt 

Sharpie® Permanent Markers (Red, 

Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple) 

Plastic Cup 

Rubber Band 

Rubbing Alcohol  

Dropper Bottle or medicine dropper 

Safety glasses  

Measuring cup and spoons  

Vinegar  

Baking soda  

Reclosable bag (a quart-size zipper-

lock bag)  

Toilet Paper 

Warm and ice-cold water 

 
Chapter 23 
Dirty Pennies - try to collect 

tarnished pennies that all look the 

same 

Taco Sauce - Packets from Taco Bell 

can be used 

Vinegar 

Tomato Paste 

Salt 

Water 

Small plates 

1/2 C milk or heavy cream 

Vinegar or lemon juice 

Saucepan 

Stove 
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Chapter 24 
Red cabbage juice (from activity in 

Chapter 12) 

Milk of Magnesia 

Water 

Large clear bowl 

Spoon 

Vinegar 

Measuring cups/spoons 

Raw egg 

Red cabbage juice (from previous 

activity) 

Pan 

Mixing bowl 

Fork/whisk 

Cooking spray (or oil) 

 
Chapter 25 
Ruler 

Pencil 

Ice 

Two caps from drinking bottles 

Water 

Lamp (optional) 

9-volt battery  

Aluminum foil, approx. 6 cm x 10 cm 

(2 per group) 

Salt 

Electrical wires with alligator clips (2 

per group) 

Small bowl 

Water 

Spoon 

Measuring cup 

Chapter 26 
Two drinking glasses 

2 spoons  

2-sugar cubes  

Warm water 

Two drinking glasses 

2 spoons  

2 sugar cubes  

Cold and warm water 
 

Chapter 27 
Large box of baking soda 

One quart of vinegar 

Small lighter 

Empty aquarium or other large 

container (plastic will work fine) 

Small candle 

Water 

Glass bowl (sides must be at least 

twice as high as the candle flame) 

Effervescent tablets 

Clock with second hand 
 

Chapter 28 
Hydrogen peroxide 

One teaspoon yeast 

Cup 

Toothpick and match (optional) 

Tall glass jar (mason jars work well) 

Small dish 

Nickel 

Birthday candle 

Chewing gum or clay 

Matches  

Water 
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Chapter 29 
Salt-free crackers 

Two disposable cups/plates 

Iodine 

Drinking glass 

Spoon 

Water 

Starch packing peanuts (they look 

almost like styrofoam peanuts)   

You can find these peanuts in most 
large arts and crafts stores as well 
as in many companies that receive 
large boxes of materials via the mail.  
Contact various businesses for their 
assistance as these packing peanuts 
are typically discarded. 

 
Chapter 30 
Cereal (Total or generic equivalent 

seem to work well)  

Magnets (the more powerful the 

better – try getting some of the rare 

Earth magnets which are very 

powerful at a local craft store) 

Water  

Ziplock bag 

Bowl Apple slices (8 slices) 

Vitamin C tablets (from your activity 

in Chapter 7) 

Knife 

Rolling pin/brick/spoons (used to 

crush the tablets) 

Ziplock baggies 

Plate 

Chapter 31 
Whole milk 

Food coloring 

Water 

Cotton swabs 

Shallow dish 

Liquid soap 

McDonald’s Happy Meal  

Blender  

Liquid measuring cups  

Sauce pan  

Tall, skinny and clear container (i.e. 

olive jar, thin water bottle) 

 
Chapter 32 
Licorice sticks or ropes, red and 

black 

Gumdrops, jelly beans, or 

marshmallows in 4 colors 

Toothpicks  

Fishing line or string 

Banana 

Salt 

Warm water 

Blender 

Liquid soap 

Toothpicks 

Strainer 

Glass jar 

Rubbing alcohol 
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Chapter 33 
Very dark room 

Mirror 

Wint-O-Green Lifesaver mints 

Three light sticks (the disposable 

ones that you crack to make them 

glow) 

Two glass container 

Very warm and ice cold water 

 
Chapter 34 
Baking soda 

Vinegar 

Styrofoam cup 

Thermometer 

Water 

Measuring cup/spoon 

Syrup 

Clear plastic bottle about 15 oz 

capacity or slightly larger, with 

tightly fitting cap• 

Stopwatch 

Glass marble small enough to fit 

through the mouth of the bottle 

Permanent marking pen 

Several books 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 35 
1 ½ cups corn starch    

¼-1 cup Water  

Bowl with tall walls 

Large bolt 

Nuts and/or washers to fit the bolt 

Clock with second hand 

Pastry for two pie crusts (top and 

bottom)  

Box of crackers  

½ cup Sugar  

1 tsp Butter  

Cinnamon  

½ tsp Cream of tartar  

Pie pan  

Large pot  

 
Chapter 36 
Bar of Ivory™ soap  

Paper towel or microwave-safe dish  

Microwave oven 

Baking soda 

Vinegar 

Waterproof container with tall sides 

(i.e. plastic shoebox, aquarium, large 

bowl, etc.) 

Bubble solution 
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Exploring Scientific Procedures (ESP) 

is a method of introducing the concepts 

of scientific inquiry to children which 

include: 
 

Independent/Independent Variables 

Hypothesis building 

Constructing data tables 

and 

Graphing 

 

 

This background into the method is 

intended to train you, the educator, on 

the basics of scientific inquiry.  A 

rough timeline has been provided 

within this presentation to guide you 

through the potential administration of 

the method to children of various ages. 
 

The proven success of this method has 

been accomplished through short, 

weekly activities with children over a 

long period of time.   

 

ESP should be presented to children 

much like multiplication facts:  in 

repetitive short bites, spread out over 

an extended timeframe.  Children will 

begin to see how the independent/dependent variables, hypothesis, data tables 

and graphs are all related to the process of effective scientific inquiry. 

The materials necessary to perform 

this method are cheap and easy-to-

find and use.  Most materials can be 

found around the home. 
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ESP is a method to integrate the process 

of scientific inquiry into your regular 

science curriculum 

 

ESP encourages problem-solving 

strategies for children and adults 

 

ESP is low cost !!! 

 

ESP is a discipline that requires time and 

patience 

 

ESP should be used repetitively, in short 

amounts, over a long period of time 

(similar to learning multiplication 

tables!!!) 

 

ESP is not a script to be read 

 

ESP is not a curriculum to be memorized, 

but a method towards scientific literacy 

 

ESP does not have a standardized timeline 

 

ESP is not exclusively for children 

 

ESP is not a long list of definitions found 

within a massive textbook  

 

 

(two definitions are all you need…..) 

 

 
 

Independent Variable 
 

What “I” change in the experiment 
 

To make life easier for your children, you may 

want this “change” to be measurable - i.e. weight, 

mass, volume, height, etc.. 
 

 

 

 

 

Dependent Variable 
 

The result from the change you made 
 

This variable, also known as data, “depends” on 

your independent variable and, again, should be 

measurable. 
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The independent and dependent 
variables are close relatives and 

can be found throughout the 
following steps of scientific 

inquiry: 
 

 

Let’s start with a... 
 

 

 

 

 

Does the  ___________________    affect the  __________________ ?   

  (Independent Variable)       (Dependent Variable) 

 

 

 

 

 

Now that you’ve asked a QUESTION, it is time to change it into a... 

 

 
 

If the ______________________ is ___________________,  

                (Independent Variable)             (increased/decreased) 

 

then the ___________________ will __________________. 

                   (Dependent Variable)            (increase/decrease) 
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IInnddeeppeennddeenntt  
VVaarriiaabbllee  

DDeeppeennddeenntt  VVaarriiaabbllee  
TTrriiaall  OOnnee  TTrriiaall  TTwwoo  TTrriiaall  TThhrreeee  AAvveerraaggee  

All data that is collected within an experiment must be in an easy format for 

future study.  The following data table should remain the same throughout 

each of your child’s experiments.  With practice, they will become very 

proficient in recording data that can be easily analyzed. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              

While analyzing the data in an 

experiment, you are typically 

looking for patterns and 

relationships between what you 

are changing 

(the INDEPENDENT VARIABLE) 

and your data 

(the DEPENDENT VARIABLE). 
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 A GRAPH can help visualize the 

data in a way that is easier to see 

any of these possible relationships. 

 

The TITLE of any GRAPH  should restate the HYPOTHESIS of the 

experiment… 
 

….this helps the person who is reading your graph to easily identify 

what the data is all about!!! 
 

 

The effect of the  ___________________ 

                       (Independent Variable) 

on the  ______________________. 

       (Dependent Variable) 

IInnddeeppeennddeenntt  VVaarriiaabbllee  

DDeeppeennddeenntt    
VVaarriiaabbllee  

TTiittllee  
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Children must see the independent 
variable and the dependent variable in 

the… 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s try an example... 
 

Does the distance a rubber band is pulled back 

affect the distance a rubber band can travel? 

 

Can you identify the Independent and Dependent variables? 

IV = …distance a rubber band is pulled back 

DV = …distance a rubber band can travel 

 

LOOK FOR THESE PHRASES THROUGHOUT THE EXAMPLE!!! 
 

If the distance a rubber band is pulled back is 

increased, then the distance a rubber band can 

travel will decrease. 
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DDiissttaannccee  aa  
rruubbbbeerr  bbaanndd  iiss  

ppuulllleedd  bbaacckk  

DDiissttaannccee  aa  rruubbbbeerr  bbaanndd  ccaann  ttrraavveell  

TTrriiaall  OOnnee  TTrriiaall  TTwwoo  TTrriiaall  TThhrreeee  AAvveerraaggee  

 

 

 

 

 

 

DDiissttaannccee  aa  rruubbbbeerr  

bbaanndd  iiss  ppuulllleedd  

bbaacckk  
 

TThhee  eeffffeecctt  ooff  tthhee  ddiissttaannccee  aa  rruubbbbeerrbbaanndd  iiss  ppuulllleedd  

bbaacckk  oonn  tthhee  ddiissttaannccee  aa  rruubbbbeerrbbaanndd  ccaann  ttrraavveell  

DDiissttaannccee  aa  

rruubbbbeerr  bbaanndd  

ccaann  ttrraavveell  
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The phrases… 

 

“distance a rubber band is pulled back” 

and 

“distance a rubber band can travel” 

 

can be seen throughout the entire experiment! 

 

 

YOU NEVER CHANGE THE 
PHRASES... 

 

Therefore, the child will easily see the relationships between the: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have your child explore one activity a week.  At first, provide them with a 

question, a hypothesis a data table and a graph... 

 

…after a few weeks, ask your child to start writing their own hypothesis 

from your question.  In addition, have them set up their own data table and 

graph before starting the experiment.  With weekly repetition, children will 

be able to effectively set up, run and analyze the results of a scientific 

experiment! 
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More importantly, each experiment can be used 

to reinforce the scientific concept your child is 

currently learning. 

 

For example….. 
If your child is learning about how energy can 

be transferred from potential to kinetic, you 

can use the rubber band experiment to 

reinforce this concept…. 

 

…and while they are learning about the transfer 

of potential energy to kinetic energy, they are 

also practicing effective scientific inquiry 

procedures! 

 

Once your child becomes more proficient at this model…. 

 

You can really start having fun with them! 

 
 

Have the child list: 

 

All of the materials used in the experiment   

(i.e. ruler, rubberband, etc.) 

 

and 

All of the possible ways the materials could have been changed (each of 

which is a “SOE”) (i.e. size, shape, color of rubber band, angle of the launch, 

presence of wind, etc... 
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All materials in an 

experiment must remain  

CONSTANT 

 

The possible changes in 

materials identify 

sources of error (SOE) 

that could alter the 

results of an 

experiment. 

 

Constants are very 

important because you 

only want to change 

ONE variable in your 

experiment!!! 

 

Why do you only want to change ONE thing in your experiment? 

 

So that you can identify what variable is altering the results in your 

experiment….. 

 

….if you changed two variables, how would you know which one is affecting 

the results??? 

 

 

Constants share their importance with another factor in experiments.. 
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The control is a trial within your 
experiment that is used to identify any 
unknown SOE’s that may be affecting 

your data 
 

For example... 

 

If your child wishes to see the effects of salt water on the growth rate of 

plants, the CONTROL in this experiment would be to use ordinary water with 

their plants to gauge the normal growth rate.  Along with this CONTROL, 

the child will grow other plants with varying levels of salt water... 

 

If all the plants die, with the exception of the CONTROL, you may assume 

that the salt is the culprit!!!  If even the CONTROL perishes, you may have 

an unknown SOE in the water that needs to be identified. 

The CONTROL is the normal expectation of what is to happen 

  

Typically, you tend to already know what to expect with your CONTROL, but 

you run the trials anyway…just to be certain there are no hidden SOE’s that 

could affect your results. 
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So what do you do when your child is very 
comfortable with setting up, running and analyzing 

the results from an experiment??? 
 

 

 

The QMS 

stands for: 
Question 

Method 

Solution 
 

 

Consider the QMS Strategy as the “challenge phase” of this method….. 

 

Up to this time, you have been providing your child with the Question to 

solve in their experiments 

 

Now, let’s change the procedure a bit… 

 

Instead of providing the question to your child, now provide the Method (a 

procedure) or Results (a data table or graph) for them to follow…. 

 

- For example - 

 

By providing a completed graph to your child, 

or perhaps a procedure, your child can be 

asked to determine the experimental 
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By providing a graph such as this: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Independent and Dependent Variables can be 

identified and can be used to create a question and a 

hypothesis such as these: 
 

Question: 
 

Does the time of day affect its temperature? 

  

Hypothesis: 
 

If the time of day is increased, then the temperature will increase/decrease 
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….and a data table such as this: 
 

 
 

 

The QMS Strategy forces the child to look at 

an experiment from a more practical way… 
 

as a 
PROBLEM 
to solve!!! 

88aamm  

NNoooonn  

44ppmm  

TTiimmee  ooff  

ddaayy  
TTeemmppeerraattuurree  

TTrriiaall  OOnnee  TTrriiaall  TTwwoo  TTrriiaall  TThhrreeee  AAvveerraaggee  
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You really cannot be “wrong” In running 
a scientific experiment...as long as you 

can defend your data. 
 

 

It does not 
matter if your 

data supports or 
does not support 
the hypothesis; 
each experiment 
should set the 

stage for further 
experiments to 

explore. 
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Hard boiled eggs 

Drinking glass 

Vinegar 

6-10 similar objects (buttons, paper clips, screws, keys, donuts, etc.) 

 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
Matter is made of minute particles called atoms, and atoms are composed of even smaller 

components. These components have measurable properties, such as mass and electrical 

charge. Each atom has a positively charged nucleus surrounded by negatively charged 

electrons. The electric force between the nucleus and electrons holds the atom together. 
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Matter 
the name for all of the solids, liquids 

and gases in the universe 

Theory  

(“thee-or-ee”); a statement about 

some scientific event that has been 

tested many times and have all had 

the same results 

Chemistry  
(“kem-iss-tree”); the study of 

matter and how it changes 

Mass 
the measurement of how much 

matter there is in an object 

Physical properties 

(“fizz-eh-kull”); the characteristics 

of objects that stay the same such 

as color, shape and size 

Chemical 

properties 

the characteristics of objects that 

can change such as through burning 

or rusting 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

If you could not look inside a box, how could you figure out 

what is inside? 
You could shake the box and see if the objects roll, tumble or slide around;  smell 

the box and see if the objects are giving off an odor;  turn the box upside down and 

see if the objects tumble around or sticks to the sides of the box;  or, you could 

place a magnet next to the box and see if the objects are made of iron. 

How is a theory different than a prediction? 
A theory is a statement about an event that has been repeated many times through 

experiments.  A prediction is a guess about what may happen after an experiment. 

 
Is it easier to see physical or chemical properties? 

Answers will vary.  Physical properties should be much easier to see since we can 

observe matter very simply.  Chemical properties take more time and require some 

form of chemical reaction to take place before we can observe them. 

 
What happens to the matter inside a banana as it turns 

brown? 
After you leave a banana out on the counter for a few days it starts to turn dark 

brown in color.  This is because the tiny objects that make up a banana are moving 

around.  All of this movement of matter makes the banana look like it has changed 

color! 

What has to happen to see the chemical properties of matter? 
Matter has to change into a different kind of matter for you to see its chemical 

properties. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week One: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Chemistry 

2. Mass 

3. Theory 

4. Physical properties 

5. Chemical properties 

6. Matter 

 

Page 2: 
1. Theory 

2. Chemical properties 

3. Mass 

4. Matter 

5. Chemistry 

6. Physical properties 

 

Page 3: 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Rubber Eggs“ 

 
 
If you soak chicken bones in vinegar (the thinner bones 

work best), the vinegar will react with the calcium in the 

bones and weaken them so that they will become soft and 

rubbery, as if they had come from a rubber chicken. It is 

the calcium in your bones that makes them hard and 

strong. As you age, you may deplete the calcium faster 

than you replace it. If too much calcium is lost from your 

bones, they may become brittle and susceptible to 

breaking.  Exercising and eating a diet that includes 

calcium-rich foods can help prevent this from happening. 
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Rubber Eggs 
The matter that protects an egg can be changed with the right ingredients. 

 

Materials: 
Hard boiled eggs 

Drinking glass 

Vinegar 

 

Activity: 
1. Place the egg in the glass or jar.  

2. Add enough vinegar to completely cover the egg.  

3. Watch the egg. What do you see? Little bubbles may come off the egg as the 

acetic acid in the vinegar attacks the calcium carbonate of the eggshell. Over 

time the color of the eggs may change as well.  

4. After 3 days, remove the egg and gently rinse the shell off of the egg with tap 

water.  

5. How does the boiled egg feel? Try bouncing the egg on a hard surface. How 

high can you bounce your egg?  

6. You can soak raw eggs in vinegar for 3-4 days, with a slightly different result. 

The eggs shell will become soft and flexible. You can gently squeeze these eggs, 

but it's not a great plan to try to bounce them on the floor.  

 

Explanation: 
If you soak chicken bones in vinegar (the thinner bones work best), the vinegar 

will react with the calcium in the bones and weaken them so that they will become 

soft and rubbery, as if they had come from a rubber chicken. It is the calcium in 

your bones that makes them hard and strong. As you age, you may deplete the 

calcium faster than you replace it. If too much calcium is lost from your bones, 

they may become brittle and susceptible to breaking.  Exercising and eating a diet 

that includes calcium-rich foods can help prevent this from happening.  
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Physical Characteristics of Matter” 

 
 
 
All objects in the world can be organized and 

differentiated according to like characteristics.  

The method of dividing objects by physical 

characteristics and separating them into two 

categories is called a dichotomous key.  

Dichotomous keys are used to organized nearly 

every living and nonliving object in the natural world 

by scientists. 
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Physical Characteristics of Matter 
Children will identify and organize objects by their physical characteristics. 

 

Materials: 
6-10 similar objects (buttons, paper clips, screws, keys, donuts, etc.) 

Activity Worksheet (provided) 

 

Activity: 
1. Have children divide the objects into two groups.  These groups can be 

large/small, square/round, etc. 
2. Name each group on the worksheet. 

3. Choose one pile and divide that group into two different piles based on 

different physical characteristics. 

4. Divide the other pile in the same manner. 

5. Continue dividing the groups until each item stands by itself. 

 

Explanation: 
All objects in the world can be organized and differentiated according to like 

characteristics.  The method of dividing objects by physical characteristics and 

separating them into two categories is called a dichotomous key.  Dichotomous 

keys are used to organized nearly every living and nonliving object in the natural 

world by scientists. 
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Fluorescent light bulb 

Balloon 

Small plastic object 

Container of water 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
Matter is made of minute particles called atoms, and atoms are composed of even smaller 

components. These components have measurable properties, such as mass and electrical 

charge. Each atom has a positively charged nucleus surrounded by negatively charged 

electrons. The electric force between the nucleus and electrons holds the atom together. 

The atom's nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons, which are much more massive than 

electrons. When an element has atoms that differ in the number of neutrons, these atoms are 

called different isotopes of the element. 
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Atom the building blocks of the universe 

Nucleus 

(“new-klee-us”); combination of 

protons and neutrons within every 

atom 

Electron 

(“ee-leck-trahnz”); small piece of an 

atom with a negative charge that 

moves around the nucleus 

Nuclear energy 
(“nuke-lee-er”); the amount of 

energy that holds an atom together 

Proton 

(“pro-tahn”); small piece of an atom 

with a positive charge that sits 

inside the nucleus 

Neutron 

(“noo-trahn”); small piece of an 

atom that no charge and sits inside 

the nucleus 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How are atoms like building blocks? 
You can use building blocks to make all kinds of objects and you can take apart 

this object and make something different over and over again. 

What particles can be found in the center of the atom? 
Protons and neutrons make up the nucleus of the atom. 

 
How are protons and electrons attracted to each other? 

Protons and electrons act like different ends of a magnet.  Protons have a positive 

charge and electrons have a negative charge.  Since opposite charges attract each 

other, protons and electrons are attracted to each other. 

 
What keeps the electron spinning around the nucleus of an 

atom? 
The negatively charged electron is attracted to the positively charged proton in the 

nucleus.  This attraction keeps the electron spinning around the nucleus. 
 

What do you believe would be easier, splitting a stick of wood 

or splitting an atom? 
Answers may vary.  However, it would take a lot more energy to split apart a single 

atom compared to stick of wood. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Two: 

 
Page 1: 
Compare: 

Both are parts of an atom 

Both contain a charge 

Contrast: 

Protons are protons/Electrons are negative 

Protons are found in the nucleus of an atom 

 

Page 2: 
 

 

 
 
Page 3: 

1. Nuclear energy 

2. Atom 

3. Nucleus 

4. Neutron 

5. Proton 

6. Electron 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “A ‘Sparkling’ Personality”  
 

Electrons are free to jump from one atom to the next, 

and they're attracted to some materials more than 

others. In normal operation, a fluorescent light bulb is 

connected to a source of electrical current; however, the 

movement of electrons off of a charged balloon will 

supply plenty of electrons to slam around inside the tube. 

Inside the tube there is also mercury vapor. When 

electrons collide with the mercury vapor, they cause the 

vapor to emit ultraviolet light.  When ultraviolet light 

strikes a chemical called phosphor (the white powder 

inside a fluorescent bulb), it re-emits visible light.   
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A “Sparkling” Personality 
Moving electrons through your body can be used to light up a bulb. 

 

Materials: 
Fluorescent light bulb 

Balloon 

 

Activity: 
1. Darken the room. Hold the fluorescent bulb in one hand and the balloon in the 

other. Rub the balloon vigorously on your hair.  

2. Bring the balloon near the bulb and watch what happens. You should notice a 

flicker of light inside the bulb.  

3. Move the balloon up and down the bulb without touching the bulb. The light 

should follow the balloon.  

4. Touch the balloon to the glass and see if you can get a spark to jump. 

 

Explanation: 
Electrons are free to jump from one atom to the next, and they're attracted to 

some materials more than others. When you rub a balloon on your hair, electrons 

from your hair jump over to the balloon and stay there. The inside of a 

fluorescent tube is coated with a white material called phosphor. If you bombard 

phosphor with ultraviolet light, it re-emits visible light. In normal operation, the 

fluorescent tube is connected to a source of electrical current. The current 

supplies electrons that slam around inside the tube. Inside the tube there is also 

mercury vapor. When electrons collide with the mercury vapor, they cause the 

vapor to emit ultraviolet light, which hits the phosphors and the tube lights up. 

Bringing a negatively charged balloon near a fluorescent tube stirs up the 

electrons in the mercury vapor. This produces an electrical current, which excites 

the mercury atoms. The excited mercury atoms emit ultraviolet light and cause 

the phosphors to glow. When a spark jumps, you get a big release of energy and a 

brighter glow. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Lumpy Water“ 
 
 

Water is electrically neutral; however, it can be 

attracted to any object with extra electrons attached to 

it.  This is the case with the electrically charged plastic 

object.  As the water becomes attracted to the charged 

object, it rises up and forms a lump.  This lump changes 

the reflections you see in the water’s surface. 
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Lumpy Water 
Electrically charged plastic can be used to move water. 

 

Materials: 
Small plastic object 

Container of water 

 

Activity: 
Observe the reflections in the water’s surface. 

Rub the plastic object on your hair or your clothing several times. 

Bring the object close to the surface of the water. 

Notice how the reflections in the water change as you bring the charged object 

near the water’s surface.  This is caused by the water forming a “lump” under the 

object. 

 

Explanation: 
Water is electrically neutral; however, it can be attracted to any object with 

extra electrons attached to it.  This is the case with the electrically charged 

plastic object.  As the water becomes attracted to the charged object, it rises up 

and forms a lump.  This lump changes the reflections you see in the water’s 

surface. 
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Toothpicks 

Gumdrops or marshmallows (2 different colors) 

Colored pencils/crayons 

Paper 

Two pennies 

Two nickels 

One paper bag or other opaque container 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Matter is made of minute particles called atoms, and atoms are composed of even smaller 

components. These components have measurable properties, such as mass and electrical charge. 

Each atom has a positively charged nucleus surrounded by negatively charged electrons. The 

electric force between the nucleus and electrons holds the atom together. 

The atom's nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons, which are much more massive than 

electrons. When an element has atoms that differ in the number of neutrons, these atoms are 

called different isotopes of the element. 
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Elements 

(“ell-uh-ments”); groups of atoms 

with the same number of protons 

in their nucleus 

Hydrogen 
(“hi-droe-jen”); an element with 

only one proton in its nucleus 

Oxygen 
(“ox-ee-jen”); an element with six 

protons in its nucleus 

Chemical energy 
the energy that holds two or more 

atoms together 

Chemical bond 
another name for “chemical 

energy” 

Molecule 
("maul-ee-koo-el"); two or more 

atoms joined together 

Compound 
(“kom-pownd”); two or more 

different atoms joined together 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How are some atoms different from each other? 
Some atoms have different amounts of protons in their nuclei.  Groups of atoms 

with similar numbers of protons in their nuclei are called elements. 

How are atoms like building blocks? 
Molecules are made up of atoms that can bind together to make larger objects.  

More importantly, the molecules can be taken apart into their individual atoms and 

used to make other objects. 

 
What is the difference between a molecule and a compound? 

Molecules are made up of two or more atoms (the atoms can be the same or 

different elements).  Compounds are made up of two or more different atoms.   

 
Why are large amounts of pure elements hard to find on the 

Earth? 
Since atoms can bind with different atoms, pure elements are not always so easy to 

find. 

Explain the following phrase, “All compounds are molecules, 

but not all molecules are compounds.” 
Compounds are made up of two or more different atoms and molecules are made up 

of two atoms of any kind.  The term molecule is a general category for groups of 

atoms.  Any grouping of atoms can be called a molecule.  On the other hand, a 

compound must be made up of different atoms.  
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Three: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Chemical bond 

2. Oxygen 

3. Chemical energy 

4. Compound 

5. Molecule 

6. Hydrogen 

7. Elements 

 

Page 2: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Page 3: 
1. Elements 

2. Chemical energy 

3. Chemical bond 

4. Compound 

5. Hydrogen 

6. Molecule 

7. Oxygen 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Candy Compounds“ 
 
 
 

Molecules are made up of two atoms of any kind.  

However, compounds are made up of two or more 

different atoms.  Therefore... 

…all compounds are molecules, 

but not all molecules are 

compounds. 
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Candy Compounds 
Children will construct basic compounds using a sugary treat. 

 

Materials: 
Toothpicks 

Gumdrops or marshmallows (2 different colors)  

Colored pencils/crayons 

Paper 

Copies of Activity Worksheet (provided) 

 

Activity: 
1. Give the child several of the candies. 

2. Have the child color in the key based on the colors of the candies. 

3. Give each student a copy of the activity worksheet and read through the 

directions.  

 

Explanation: 
Molecules are made up of two atoms of any kind.  However, compounds are made 

up of two or more different atoms.  Therefore, all compounds are molecules, but 

not all molecules are compounds. 

In the model your child(ren) will be creating, the joining of two hydrogen atoms 

creates a molecule.  This is the same for the joining of two oxygen atoms.  

However, the joining of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atoms creates both a 

molecule AND a compound (because the molecule is made up of two different 

atoms!) 
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Connect two of your hydrogen candies together.  Color each of the 
candies below.   
Is this a molecule, a compound or both?  ________________________________________ 
 

 
 
Connect two of your oxygen candies together.  Color each of the 
candies below.   
Is this a molecule, a compound or both?  ________________________________________ 
 

 
 
Connect two of your hydrogen candies and one oxygen together .  
Color each of the candies below.   
Is this a molecule, a compound or both?  ________________________________________ 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “It’s in the bag!“ 
 
 

An atom is the building block of all matter within in the 

universe.  Each individual coin is an atom.  Much like the 

differences in coins within the container, there are also 

different kinds of atoms as well.  When two identical 

coins are pulled out of the container, you have a molecule.  

However, whenever two or more different coins are 

pulled out of the container, you have a compound AND a 

molecule.  Remember, a compound is a group of two or 

more different kinds of atoms joined together.  

Therefore, all compounds are molecules, but not all 

molecules are compounds. 
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It’s in the bag! 
Children will practice their understanding of atoms, molecules and compounds. 

 

Materials: 
Two pennies 

Two nickels 

One paper bag or other opaque container 

 

Activity: 
1. Place all of the coins into the container. 

2. Randomly pull one, two, three or all four out at the same time. 

3. Ask the child to identify if you have pulled out a single atom, a molecule or a 

compound and have them explain their answer. 

4. Repeat this activity until you feel your child has a strong understanding of the 

difference between an atom, a molecule and a compound. 

 

Explanation: 
An atom is the building block of all matter within in the universe.  Each individual 

coin is an atom.  Much like the differences in coins within the container, there are 

also different kinds of atoms as well.  When two identical coins are pulled out of 

the container, you have a molecule.  However, whenever two or more different 

coins are pulled out of the container, you have a compound AND a molecule.  

Remember, a compound is a group of two or more different kinds of atoms joined 

together.  Therefore, all compounds are molecules, but not all molecules are 

compounds. 
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Water 

Disposable cups 

Freezer 

Activity worksheet (see attached) 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

A substance has characteristic properties, such as density, a boiling point, and 

solubility, all of which are independent of the amount of the sample. A mixture of 

substances often can be separated into the original substances using one or more 

of the characteristic properties. 

The physical properties of compounds reflect the nature of the interactions among 

its molecules. These interactions are determined by the structure of the molecule, 

including the constituent atoms and the distances and angles between them. 
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Atomic number 
the number of protons in the 

nucleus of an atom 

Room temperature 

the normal temperature of the 

air that we, as humans, are 

used to 

Isotopes 

atoms with the same number 

of protons but a different 

number of neutrons 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Will the physical properties of hydrogen atom change if it is 

place in a water molecule? 
Yes; all elements and compounds have different physical properties. 

How do scientists figure out the atomic number of an element? 
The number of protons in an atom identifies its atomic number. 

 
Is it possible to have a different number of neutrons than 

protons in a nucleus?  What is this called? 
Yes; it is possible to have different amounts of neutrons from protons in the nucleus 

of an atom.  These particles are known as isotopes. 

 
How are the chemical properties of hydrogen and oxygen 

different when they combine to form water? 
Hydrogen and oxygen are very explosive gases.  However, they lose this chemical 

property when they bind together to form water. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Four: 

 
Page 1: 

 
 

Page 2: 
1. Atomic number 

2. Isotopes 

3. Room temperature 

 

Page 3: 
Elements and compounds have their own physical and chemical 

properties.  By themselves, the elements oxygen and hydrogen 

may be explosive, but while they are combined in the form of 

water, their physical and chemical properties change.  
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Answers to Unit 1 Review 
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Unit 1 Exam 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. Which of the following would not be a physical property? 
a. Shape 

b. Color 

c. Ability to burn 

 

2. The mass of an object is… 
a. A measurement 

b. A solid, liquid or gas 

c. The ability of matter to change 

 

3. Protons are attracted to... 
a. Electrons 

b. Other protons 

c. Neutrons 

 

4.  Which of the following is true? 
a. All molecules are compounds  

b. All compounds are made of the same kinds of atoms 

c. All compounds are molecules 

 

5. Isotopes of elements have different numbers of... 
a. nuclei 

b. neutrons 

c. electrons 
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How can all compounds be molecules but not 
all molecules be compounds? 
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Answers to Unit 1 Exam 
 

 

Page 1: 
1. Compound 

2. Atomic number 

3. Oxygen 

4. Hydrogen 

5. Electron 

6. Elements 

7. Chemistry 

8. Proton 

9. Molecule 

10. Chemical bond 

11.  Nucleus 

12. Matter 

13. Chemical 

14. Mass 

15. Neutron 

16. Theory 

17. Nuclear energy 

18. Isotopes 

19. Atom 

 
 

Page 2: 
1. C 

2. A 

3. A 

4. C 

5. B 

 
Page 3: 

Molecules are a general term for the grouping of two or more atoms.  

These atoms may or may not be identical.  Compounds are a grouping of 

two or more different atoms.   
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “It does MATTER, after all!“ 

 
 
 

All elements and molecules have different physical 

and chemical properties.  Liquid water will freeze at 

0°C; however, a cup of saltwater will not freeze at 

0°C because the salt has lowered the freezing point 

of the water. This means the temperature of the 

liquid must drop below 0°C before it will begin to 

freeze. 
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It does MATTER, after all! 
Children will explore how the physical and chemical properties of mixtures are 

different. 

 

Materials: 
Salt 

Water 

Disposable cups 

Freezer 

 

Activity: 
1. Measure 1 cup of cold water into each of the Styrofoam cups.  

2. Measure 1 tablespoon of salt into 1 cup, then mix well with spoon. Leave the 

other cup alone; do not add anything to it.  

3. Put both cups in the freezer for 10 minutes.  

4. Pull out the two cups in the freezer.  

5. You will find the cup with the plain water will have begun to freeze.  

 
Explanation: 
All elements and molecules have different physical and chemical properties.  

Liquid water will freeze at 0°C; however, the cup with the saltwater will not 

freeze because the salt has lowered the freezing point of the water. This means 

the temperature of the liquid must drop below 0°C before it will begin to freeze. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Physical or Chemical?“ 
 
 
Chemical properties include the characteristics of 

objects that can change such as through burning or 

rusting.  These are examples of chemical changes.  

Not all properties change, however.  These are 

known as physical properties and include such 

descriptors as the color, shape and size of an 

object. 
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Physical or Chemical? 
Children will test their knowledge of physical and chemical properties. 

 

Materials: 
Activity worksheet (see attached) 

 

Activity: 
Provide the activity worksheet to the child to test his/her knowledge of physical 

and chemical properties. 

 

Answer key: 
 

1. physical  

 

2. physical  

 

3. physical  

 

4. physical  

 

5. physical  

 

6. physical  

 

7. chemical  

 

8. chemical  

 

9. physical  

 

10. physical 
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Physical or Chemical:  Activity Worksheet 
 
Identify if the following examples are physical or chemical 
properties.  Circle your answer. 
 

Physical Chemical The color of the house is red. 

Physical Chemical Oxygen is a gas. 

Physical Chemical A flagpole is 25 feet tall. 

Physical Chemical A ruby is red. 

Physical Chemical Copper conducts electricity. 

Physical Chemical Water freezes at 32 degrees F. 

Physical Chemical Iron reacts with water to form rust. 

Physical Chemical 
Silver reacts with moisture in the air to 

form tarnish. 

Physical Chemical Steel is attracted to a magnet. 

Physical Chemical Sand and dirt are mixed in a flower pot. 
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Various magazines to cut apart or several small items 

Modified blank periodic table (provided) 

Periodic Table cut outs (provided) 
 

 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

There are more than 100 known elements that combine in a multitude of ways to 

produce compounds, which account for the living and nonliving substances that we 

encounter. 

Substances often are placed in categories or groups if they react in similar ways; 

metals are an example of such a group. 
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Atomic mass 

average mass of the protons 

and neutrons for an element 

and all its isotopes 

Chemical symbol 

one or two letters in the 

alphabet that identifies one 

element in the periodic table   

Periodic table 

an arrangement of all the 

elements that have been 

discovered 

Family 

a column of elements on the 

periodic table; each contains 

similar chemical and physical 

properties of elements 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How do scientists figure out the atomic mass of an element? 
The average mass of protons and neutrons from all of an element’s isotopes is 

calculated to find its atomic mass. 

What four pieces of information can be found in each square 

of the periodic table? 
You can find the atomic number, atomic mass, chemical symbol and element name for 

each element in every square of the periodic table. 

 
How many letters are found in an element’s chemical symbol? 

A chemical symbol can contain one or two letters.  The first letter is always 

capitalized. 

 
What is the importance of families in the periodic table? 

Each family (column) on the periodic table has elements with similar physical and 

chemical properties.   

 

Which family is the most reactive of all the elements? 
The first family is the most reactive of all the elements. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Five: 

 
Page 1: 

 

 
Page 2: 

1. Atomic mass 

2. Family 

3. Chemical symbol 

4. Periodic table 

 

Page 3: 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “The Periodic Table of Everyday Things“ 
 
 

The periodic table is an arrangement of all the 

elements that have been discovered.  This 

arrangement includes a “line up” by atomic weight 

and columns (families) of elements that have 

similar properties as well as a variety of other 

important physical and chemical properties. 
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The Periodic Table of Everyday Things 
Children will create their own classification of objects around their home. 

 

Materials: 
Various magazines to cut apart or several small items 

Modified blank periodic table (provided) 

 

Activity: 
1. Instruct the child that they will be creating a periodic table out of ordinary 

objects.  A modified blank periodic table has been provided for reference. 

2. They may cut pictures out of catalogs, magazines, use objects, glue things to 

the table, whatever it takes for creativity.   

3. Each column on the table will need to have similar characteristics, just like the 

periodic table. 

4. Each family will need to have its own unique name (i.e. candy family, paper 

family, etc.) 

5. The child will need to make a key that explains the families and their 

characteristics in common. 

 

Explanation: 
The periodic table is a way scientists have arranged all of the elements that have 

been discovered.  Every little square on this table has a lot of information about 

one element!   
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The Periodic Table of Everyday Things 
Scoring Guide 

 

 5 3 1 

Periodic 

Table 

arranged by 

Families 

Families all related, 

Family members 

each different  

 

Families all related, but 

family members the 

same 

 Or 

Families not related, 

family members each 

different 

 

Attempt at 8 

different 

families 

Key Key with clear 

description of each 

family 

Key designating family 

name but no description 

Key, makes no 

sense 

Creativity Pictures, drawings, 

designs by student, 

effort is evident, 

Periodic Table 

makes sense 

No pictures, just 

descriptive words, neatly 

done, effort there, 

Periodic table makes 

sense 

Poorly done, 

little effort put 

forth, Makes no 

sense or little 

sense  

Family 

Names 

Appropriately 

named families 

Family names correspond 

to half of the families 

Poor 

coordination 

between names 

and families. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Periodic Table Flash Cards (Part I)“ 
 
The following flash cards contain information that will be 

used throughout this book.  The first 18 elements have 

been chosen for their simplicity and key uses throughout 

the field of chemistry.  With the knowledge of these few 

elements, children will be well prepared for any future 

study in this field. 
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Periodic Table Flash Cards (Part I) 
Children will create a series of flash cards to use throughout their studies. 

 

Materials: 
Periodic Table cut outs (provided) 

 

Activity: 
Instruct the child to place the following information in the cut outs that are 

provided: 

Atomic number 

Element symbol 

Element name 

Average atomic mass 

Number of protons 

Number of neutrons 

Number of electrons 

 

Explanation: 
The following flash cards contain information that will 

be used throughout this book.  The first 18 elements 

have been chosen for their simplicity and key uses 

throughout the field of chemistry.  With the 

knowledge of these few elements, children will be well prepared for any future 

study in this field. 

 

Hint – in order to find the average number of neutrons, subtract the average 
atomic mass from the atomic number! 
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Use the following information to complete the flash cards below: 
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Aluminum foil 

Ketchup 

Stainless steel pan 

One coffee cup 

Two metal spoons 

Thermometer 

Hot water 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

There are more than 100 known elements that combine in a multitude of ways to 

produce compounds, which account for the living and nonliving substances that we 

encounter. 

Substances often are placed in categories or groups if they react in similar ways; 

metals is an example of such a group. 
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Malleable 
(“mal-ee-uh-bull”); a physical property of solids that can 

be hammered or rolled into a flat sheet 

Ductile 
(“duck-tull”); physical property of solids that can be 

pulled into the shape of a wire 

Conductive 
(“kon-duck-tiv”); physical property which allows solids 

to transfer electricity, heat or sound very easily 

Reactivity 
the ability and speed that atoms have in bonding with 

other atoms 

Alkali metals 

(“al-kah-lie”); metals in the first family of the periodic 

table (except for hydrogen) which are shiny, malleable 

and have high reactivity 

Alkaline metals 

(“al-kah-line”);  metals in the second family of the 

periodic table which are grey or white in color, not very 

malleable at all and have a lower reactivity than the 

first family of metals 

Transition 

metals 

(“tranz-ish-shun”); metals in the 3rd-12th families of the 

periodic table which are normally very shiny, hard and 

conductive, with poor reactivity 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How would you know if an unknown metal is malleable? 
If the metal can be hammered or rolled into a flat sheet, it is malleable. 

How would you know if an unknown metal is ductile? 
If the metal can be pulled into the shape of a thin wire, it is ductile. 

 
What are four physical properties of metals? 

The physical properties of metals make them shiny, malleable, ductile and conductive. 

 
If a metal reacts with other atoms, what is happening with its 

electrons? 
The reactivity of an atom involves the movement of electrons between atoms as they 

bond together. 

 

Most metals are of what type (Alkali, Alkaline or Transition)? 
Most metals are found in the families of transition metals. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Six: 

 
Page 1: 
Metals are shiny (they shine); metals are malleable (can be hammered or rolled 

into a flat sheet); metals are ductile (can be pulled into the shape of a thin wire); 

and, metals are conductive (the ability to transfer electricity, heat or sound very 

easily.) 

 

Page 2: 

 
 

Page 3: 
1. Ductile 

2. Conductive 

3. Malleable 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Cooking with Ketchup“ 
 
 

Tomato sauce (and any other acidic material) can eat 

holes in aluminum foil covering a metal container.  When 

aluminum metal is in contact with a different metal and a 

material (like ketchup) that can conduct electricity very 

well, the combination of the three materials make up an 

electric battery! 
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Cooking with Ketchup 
A simple battery can be produced in the kitchen with your leftovers. 

 

Materials: 
Aluminum foil 

Ketchup 

Stainless steel pan 

 

Activity: 
1. Smear a small amount of ketchup over the top of the aluminum foil. 

2. Wrap the opening of the stainless steel pan with the aluminum foil with the 

ketchup facing inside the pan. 

3. Allow the pan to sit out overnight. 

4. In the morning you may notice that the aluminum foil has been corroded 

where the ketchup was located. 

 

Explanation: 
Tomato sauce (and any other acidic material) can eat holes in aluminum foil 

covering a metal container.  When aluminum metal is in contact with a different 

metal and a material (like ketchup) that can conduct electricity very well, the 

combination of the three materials make up an electric battery!   

The stainless steel bowl is primarily made up of the element iron.  Iron has a habit 

of holding onto its electrons better than aluminum.  Therefore, the sauce provides 

an opportunity for electrons to leave the aluminum and enter the steel pan.  The 

areas that are corroded in the aluminum are areas where this transfer has taken 

place.   
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP: Conductive Metal“ 
 
 
 

Energy in the form of heat is transferred from the 

water into the spoons.  The metal within the spoon not 

only can conduct electricity, but it can also conduct heat 

as well.  When the water is added to the cup, you should 

observe that the temperature does not reach as high as 

the cup without the spoon.  Heat is conducted through 

the metal and out of the liquid! 
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ESP: Conductive Metal 
The conductivity of heat through metal objects will be explored. 
 

Materials: 
One coffee cup 

Two metal spoons 

Thermometer 

Hot water 
 

Activity: 
1. Heat water on the stove until it is boiling. 

2. Place a thermometer into the cup and fill it ¾ full. 

3. Record the temperature every minute for ten minutes and find the average of 

this data. 

4. Empty the water and refill the cup once again with the same amount of boiling 

water.  

5. Repeat this same procedure two more times. 

6. Insert one metal spoon and the thermometer into the water and repeat the 

data collection three times. 

7. Insert two metal spoons and the thermometer into the water and repeat the 

data collection three times. 
 

Explanation: 
Energy in the form of heat is transferred from the water into the spoons.  The 

metal within the spoon not only can conduct electricity, but it can also conduct 

heat as well.  When the water is added to the cup, you should observe that the 

temperature does not reach as high as the cup without the spoon.  Heat is 

conducted through the metal and out of the liquid! 
 

Independent Variable:  Number of spoons 

Dependent Variable:  Average temperature of the water 

Hypothesis: 
If the number of spoons is (increased/decreased), then the average temperature 

of the water will (increase/decrease). 
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Water 

Plastic cups 

Tincture of iodine 

Hydrogen peroxide 

Liquid laundry starch 

1 bottle of Fluoride rinse 

solution 

2 eggs 

Vinegar 

3 drinking glasses 

Measuring cups and disposable measuring spoons (check out discount stores!) 

1000 mg vitamin C tablets (or two 500mg tablets) 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

There are more than 100 known elements that combine in a multitude of ways to 

produce compounds, which account for the living and nonliving substances that we 

encounter. 

Substances often are placed in categories or groups if they react in similar ways; 

metals are an example of such a group. 
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Nonmetals 

elements that have the opposite physical and 

chemical properties of metals; most are gases; 

solid nonmetals are dull, brittle and not conductive 

Carbon 
(“kar-bon”); a nonmetal in family 14 that gains or 

shares four electrons during a reaction 

Nitrogen 
(“nigh-trow-gen”);  a nonmetal in family 15 that 

gains or shares three electrons during a reaction 

Phosphorus 
(“foss-for-us”); a nonmetal in family 15 that gains 

or shares three electrons during a reaction 

Oxygen 
(“ox-ee-gen”); a nonmetal in family 16 that gains or 

shares two electrons during a reaction 

Sulfur 
(“sull-fur”) ; a nonmetal in family 16 that gains or 

shares two electrons during a reaction 

Selenium 
(“seh-len-ee-um”) ; a nonmetal in family 16 that 

gains or shares two electrons during a reaction 
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Halogens 

(“hal-oh-gens”); nonmetal elements in family 17 

(Fluorine, Chlorine, Bromine, Iodine and Astatine) 

that gains or shares one electron during a 

reaction 

Noble gases 
Nonmetal elements in family 18 that do not react 

with any other elements in the periodic table 

Metalloids 

(“met-ahl-oidz”); elements that have chemical 

and physical properties of both metals and 

nonmetals; these elements conduct electricity 

only at certain temperatures or in certain 

amounts of light   

Semiconductors 

the ability of metalloids to conduct electricity 

only at certain temperatures or in certain 

amounts of light   
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Are most nonmetals a solid, liquid or gas at room 

temperature? 
Most nonmetals are a gas at room temperature. 

How is the reactivity of nonmetals different from metals? 
Metals react with other atoms by giving away their electrons.  Nonmetals either take 

or share their electrons when they are reacting. 
 

As you move through the nonmetals from left to right, what 

happens to their reactivity? 
The nonmetals gain or share fewer electrons as you move through the families from 

left to right on the periodic table. 
 

How reactive are the noble gases? 
The noble gases are not reactive at all. 

 

What is the most interesting property of metalloids? 
Metalloids can conduct electricity only at certain temperatures or in certain amounts 

of light. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Seven: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Semiconductors 

2. Carbon 

3. Oxygen 

4. Nonmetals 

5. Halogens 

6. Noble gases 

7. Metalloids 

 

Page 2: 
1. Nitrogen 

2. Oxygen 

3. Semiconductors 

4. Carbon 

5. Nonmetals 

6. Noble gases 

7. Metalloids 

8. Sulfur 

9. Halogens 

10. Phosphorus 

11. Selenium 

 

Page 3: 
1. Phosphorus 

2. Noble gases 

3. Carbon 

4. Sulfur 

5. Selenium 

6. Nitrogen 

7. Nonmetals 

8. Oxygen 

9. Semiconductors 

10. Halogens 

11. Metalloids 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Tick Tock – A ‘Vitamin C’ Clock“ 
 
 
When you combine starch, vitamin C and iodine together, 

two color-changing reactions take place: 

Iodide (ion) + Starch ----------------> Colorless 

Iodine (element) + Starch ----------> Dark Blue 

 

A dark blue color will be produced if iodine reacts with 

starch.  However, vitamin C prevents this from happening 

by reacting with the iodine.  Once the vitamin C is used 

up, it cannot break apart all of the new iodine (element) 

that is being made so the solution turns blue! 
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Tick Tock – A “Vitamin C” Clock 
Two colorless liquids are mixed together and after a few moments the mixture 

turns a dark blue color. 

 

Materials: 
Water  

Plastic cups 

Measuring cups and disposable measuring spoons (check out discount stores!) 

1000 mg vitamin C tablets (or two 500mg tablets) – you can use these tablets  

Tincture of iodine                                       again in chapter 30! 

Hydrogen peroxide 

Liquid laundry starch 

                                                           

Activity: 
Make a vitamin C solution by crushing a 1000 mg vitamin C tablet and dissolving it 
in 60ml of water. Label this as “vitamin C stock solution”. This will be a bit cloudy 
so let it sit for a bit before using if you want a really clear liquid. 
 

1. Combine 5ml of vitamin C stock solution, 5ml of iodine and 60ml of water. Label 

this “solution A”. 

2. Prepare “solution B” by adding 60ml of water, 15ml of hydrogen peroxide and 

2ml of liquid starch solution. 

3. Pour solution A into solution B, and pour the resulting solution back into the 

empty beaker and then back again to make sure they are thoroughly mixed. 

4. Start timer. Record the amount of time it takes for the reaction to occur. 

5. Repeat the experiment but this time use only 30ml of water when preparing 

solutions. 

6. Combine 5ml of vitamin C stock solution, 5ml of iodine and 30ml of water. Label 

this “solution A”. 

7. Prepare “solution B” by adding 30ml of water, 15ml of hydrogen peroxide and 

2ml of liquid starch solution. 
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8. Pour solution A into solution B, and pour the resulting solution back into the 

empty beaker and then back again to make sure they are thoroughly mixed. 

9. Start timer. Record the amount of time it takes for the reaction to occur. 

 
Explanation: 
There are actually two chemical reactions going on at the same time when you 

combine the solutions. During these reactions two forms of iodine are created - 

the elemental form (iodine) and the ion form (iodide). What you should about 

these two atoms are… 

Iodide (ion) + Starch ----------------> Colorless 

Iodine (element) + Starch ----------> Dark Blue 

The iodide ions inside the liquid iodine react with hydrogen peroxide to produce 

iodine element which is blue in the presence of starch. BUT… the vitamin C you 

added does not get along well with the iodine element!  As long as vitamin C reacts 

with iodine, the solution cannot turn dark blue. That is, until all of the vitamin C 

gets used up!  

 

Once the Vitamin C is used up, it cannot break apart all of the new iodine 

(element) that is being made so the solution turns blue! 

 

You should notice the clock reaction moves much slower in the first trial than 

when the volume of water was reduced. When you added less water, there were 

fewer molecules to get in the way of the iodide and the hydrogen peroxide 

reacting to form iodine. As this reaction moves much faster, the vitamin C is used 

up faster too. And as soon as the vitamin C is gone, you see the color change! 

 

Safety Precautions:  
Do not drink the solutions! Be careful when working with the iodine - it stains, and 

it stains really well. Be very careful not to spill any of the solution. Waste Disposal 

Dispose all liquids down the drain with plenty of water. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “The Power of Fluoride“ 
 

An egg that is not exposed to the fluoride will begin to 

bubble within a few moments of being placed into the 

vinegar.  This is due to the calcium within the eggshell 

reacting with the acid in the vinegar.  It will take longer 

for the egg to bubble if it is treated with a strong 

solution of fluoride.  This is because the fluoride bonds 

with the calcium in the shell and prevents the acid from 

reacting quickly with its surface. 
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The Power of Fluoride 
This activity demonstrates the protective power of fluoride on your teeth. 

 

Materials: 
1 bottle of Fluoride rinse solution  

2 eggs 

Vinegar 

3 drinking glasses 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour four inches of Fluoride rinse solution into one of the containers and 

then place an egg in the solution.  

2. Let it sit overnight.  

3. Remove the egg.  

4. Pour four inches of vinegar into each of the remaining two containers.  

5. Put the egg that has been treated with the Fluoride into one container of 

vinegar and the untreated egg in the other container of vinegar. 

6. Observe what happens with each egg. 

 

Explanation: 
The egg that was not exposed to the fluoride will begin to bubble within a few 

moments of being placed into the vinegar.  This is due to the calcium within the 

eggshell reacting with the acid in the vinegar.  It will take longer for the egg to 

bubble if it is treated with a strong solution of fluoride.  This is because the 

fluoride bonds with the calcium in the shell and prevents the acid from reacting 

quickly with its surface.   
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Water 

Paper towel 

Measuring cups 

Microwave or stove 

Leaves 

Tall drinking glass 

 

One coin 

Rubbing alcohol 

Tape 

Pencil 

Several diapers (cheap will work fine!) 

Paper coffee filters cut into 1”x 5” 

strips 

 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
There are more than 100 known elements that combine in a multitude of ways to 

produce compounds, which account for the living and nonliving substances that we 

encounter. 
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Mixture 
a group of two or more metals that are connected 

together 

Iron 
a transition metal (Atomic Number = 26) that has is 

magnetic and is used to create the alloy called steel 

Alloy 
(“al-oi”); a combination of two or more metals (or other 

elements) together to form a different kind of metal  

Metallurgists 
(“meh-tall-ur-jists”); scientists who study new ways to 

mix metals together  

Brass alloy of the elements copper and zinc 

Bronze alloy of the elements copper and tin 

Steel alloy of the elements iron and carbon or chromium 

Stainless 

steel 
alloy of the elements iron and chromium 

Chromium 
(“kroh-me-um”; Atomic Number 24); used in the making of 

stainless steel as it prevents iron from turning into rust 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Why would a nail be considered a mixture? 
Most nails contain two or more metals mixed together. 

What are two ways you can separate salt from water? 
You can boil the water out of the mixture or allow the water to evaporate naturally 

out of the container. 

 
What is the number one rule of mixtures? 

Whatever elements have been placed into a mixture can always be taken back out 

and used again. 

 
What is one example of an alloy? 

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc.  Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin.  Steel is an 

alloy of iron and carbon. 

 

What must react together in order to produce rust? 
Iron must react with water and oxygen to produce rust. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Eight: 

 
Page 1: 
Compare: 

Both are metals and alloys 

Both are made from copper 

Contrast: 

Brass is made from zinc 

Bronze is made from tin 

 

Page 2: 

 
 

Page 3: 
1. Bronze 

2. Chromium 

3. Brass 

4. Steel 

5. Mixture 

6. Iron 

7. Stainless steel 

8. Metallurgists 

9. Alloy 
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Answers to Unit 2 Review 
 

1. Carbon 

2. Chemical symbol 

3. Semiconductors 

4. Halogens 

5. Atomic mass 

6. Stainless steel 

7. Metalloids 

8. Nonmetals 

9. Periodic table 

10. Noble gases 

11. Oxygen 

12. Malleable 

13. Nitrogen 

14. Family 

15. Ductile 

16. Phosphorus 

17. Conductive 

18. Alloy 

19. Selenium 

20. Chromium 

21. Sulfur 

22. Mixture 

23. Steel 

24. Iron 
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Unit 2 Exam 
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Which of the following are more conductive? 
Metals or Nonmetals 

 

Why do you believe this is true? 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. The total amount of protons in the nucleus of an atom is 
called... 

a. Atomic symbol 

b. Atomic number 

c. Atomic mass 

 

2. If a metal is ductile, it can be _____________________  very easily. 
a. rolled 

b. pulled 

c. hammered 

 

3. What do scientists call the ability of atoms to bond with 
other atoms? 

a. maleability 

b. conductive 

c. reactivity 

 

4.  Most nonmetals are... 
a. liquids 

b. solids 

c. gases 

 

5.  If you mix “Metal A” with “Metal B”, the new metal you 
form will have the properties of... 

a. “Metal A” 

b. “Metal B” 

c. Neither “Metal A” or “Metal B” 
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Answers to Unit 2 Exam 
 

 

Page 1: 
1. Metalloids 

2. Chemical symbol 

3. Steel 

4. Selenium 

5. Nitrogen 

6. Bronze 

7. Mixture 

8. Halogens 

9. Alloy 

10. Chromium 

11. Phosphorus 

12. Sulfur 

13. Nonmetals 

14. Periodic table 

15. Iron 

16. Carbon 

17. Conductive 

18. Stainless steel 

19. Oxygen 

20. Noble gases 

21. Ductile 

22. Brass 

23. Malleable 

24. Atomic mass 

25. Family 

 
 

Page 2: 
Accept all reasonable answers.  Metals tend to be much better conductors 

than nonmetals.  Examples of this include the ability of metal pans to 

retain heat long after the heat source has been removed from them.  This 

is the opposite of nonmetallic gases which do not retain heat very well.  Air 

is not the best insulating material! 

 

Page 3: 
1. B 

2. B 

3. C 

4. C 

5. C 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP: Diaper Goo“ 

 
 

The absorbent powder that is placed within most (if not 

all) diapers is known as sodium polyacrylate.  In the 

presence of water, this powder undergoes a physical 

change by creating a long chain of molecules known as a 

polymer.  This polymer can absorb several times its 

weight in water!!!  Since this is a physical change, the 

mixture of water and sodium polyacrylate can be 

separated easily by simply allowing the diaper to 

evaporate its moisture into the air! 
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ESP: Diaper Goo 
Children will test the absorbency of a diaper. 

 

Materials: 
Several diapers (cheap brands will work fine!) 

Water 

Paper towel 

Measuring cups 

Microwave or stove 

 

Activity: 
1. Open a diaper and place it onto a paper towel.  You will want the inside portion 

of the diaper pointing up. 

2. Measure 1/2 cup of water and SLOWLY pour it onto the diaper. 

3. Carefully pull up the diaper and see if any water has seeped through the paper 

towel.  (Diaper size and brand will absorb different amounts of water...you may 

want to experiment with your diaper before your child!!!) 

4. Continue adding a measured amount of water onto the diaper until it begins to 

seep onto the paper towel.  Record the amount of water that is required for 

this to occur. 

5. For experimentation, increase the temperature of water. 

 

Explanation: 
The absorbent powder that is placed within most (if not all) diapers is known as 

sodium polyacrylate.  In the presence of water, this powder undergoes a physical 

change by creating a long chain of molecules known as a polymer.  This polymer can 

absorb several times its weight in water!!!  Since this is a physical change, the 

mixture of water and sodium polyacrylate can be separated easily by simply 

allowing the diaper to evaporate its moisture into the air! 
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A word of caution: sodium polyacrylate will irritate the nasal membranes if 
inhaled.  Avoid eye contact; if it gets into eyes, they will become dry and irritated.  
Be sure to wash hands after use. 
 

Independent Variable:  Temperature of water 

Dependent Variable:  Amount of water absorbed 

Hypothesis: 
If the temperature of water is (increased/decreased), then the amount of water 

absorbed will (increase/decrease). 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Separating Leaves by their (Hidden) Colors“ 

 
Chromatography is a separation technique for mixtures. 

In this case, we are separating the pigments within the 

cells of a leaf.  Leaves use the green pigment, chlorophyll 

to capture the energy from the sun. Chlorophyll gives 

leaves their green color. During the fall, trees prepare 

for winter by shutting down photosynthesis. As this 

happens, the green chlorophyll disappears from the 

leaves. As the green fades, we begin to see yellow and 

orange. These colors have been there all along, but we 

couldn’t see them because they were covered by the 

green.  The moving alcohol carries these “hidden” 

pigments upwards through the paper, allowing us to see 

them more easily! 
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Separating Leaves by their (Hidden) Colors 
This activity will separate the pigments that make up a leaf. 

 

Materials: 
Leaves 

Tall drinking glass 

One coin 

Rubbing alcohol 

Paper coffee filters cut into 1”x 5” strips 

Tape 

Pencil 

 
Activity: 
1. Collect 2-3 large leaves from several different trees.  

2. Place one of the leaves on top of the paper strip. 

3. Rub the coin over the leaf (firmly) and across the strip about one inch from one 

of its ends.  You want to “stain” the paper strip in a straight line. 

4. Tape the other end of the strip to the middle of the pencil so that is freely 

hangs from the pencil. 

5. Add about ¼ inch of rubbing alcohol in the glass. 

6. Slowly lower the paper strip into the glass.  The “leaf stain” should be parallel 

with the liquid surface but should never touch the surface of the alcohol. 

7. Rest the pencil on top of the glass and do not disturb the device. 

8. If you watch the liquid slowly wick its way up the paper filter, it will soak the 

“leaf stain” and start to draw different colors out of the green pigment.  These 

colors will be carried upwards as the rubbing alcohol will continue to wick up the 

filter paper towards the pencil. 
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Explanation: 
Chromatography is a separation technique for mixtures. In this case, we are 

separating the pigments within the cells of a leaf.  Leaves use the green pigment, 

chlorophyll to capture the energy from the sun. Chlorophyll gives leaves their 

green color. During the fall, trees prepare for winter by shutting down 

photosynthesis. As this happens, the green chlorophyll disappears from the leaves. 

As the green fades, we begin to see yellow and orange. These colors have been 

there all along, but we couldn’t see them because they were covered by the green.  

The moving alcohol carries these “hidden” pigments upwards through the paper, 

allowing us to see them more easily!   
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1 glass mixing bowl 

3 Tsp baking soda 

4-5 Tbsp vinegar 

Water 

Water 

Rubbing Alcohol 

Colored dish soap 

Corn Syrup 

Food coloring 

Clear drinking glass 

Effervescent antacid tablets 

10 2-cm pieces of vermacelli (raisins 

will work as well!) 

 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
A substance has characteristic properties, such as density, a boiling point, and 

solubility, all of which are independent of the amount of the sample. A mixture of 

substances often can be separated into the original substances using one or more 

of the characteristic properties. 
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Weight 
(“wayt”); a measurement of the force 

of gravity on an object 

Gravity 
a force that pulls objects towards 

each other 

Gram 
unit of measurement for weight and 

mass 

Volume 
the amount of space that an object 

takes up 

Density 
(“den-city”); the amount of atoms 

that can be found in an object 

Helium 
(“hee-lee-um”); a gas which is less 

dense than air 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What is the difference between mass and weight? 
Mass is a measurement of the amount of matter in an object while weight is a 

measurement of the force of gravity on an object. 

What would happen to your mass and weight if you were 

standing on the moon?   
Your mass would stay the same; however, your weight would decrease because the 

force of gravity on the moon is not as strong as the Earth’s gravity. 

 
How many paperclips would it take to equal 1000 grams? 

A single paperclip weighs 1 gram so it would take 1000 paperclips to equal 1000 

grams. 

 
How could you increase the density of a box? 

By adding anything into the box, you would increase the density of the box. 

 

When you blow up a balloon, tie it up and let it go it sinks to 

the ground.  What does that tell you about the density of 

your breath? 
Since the balloon falls to the ground, the air coming out of your lungs is denser than 

the air. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Nine: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Gram 

2. Gravity 

3. Density 

4. Volume 

5. Weight 

6. Helium 

 

Page 2: 
1. Volume 

2. Gram 

3. Helium 

4. Weight 

5. Density 

6. Gravity 

 

Page 3: 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Dancing Spaghetti“ 
 
 
 

Spaghetti is denser than water and, therefore, sinks 

when placed in water. When spaghetti is placed in a 

solution of baking soda and vinegar, the spaghetti rises to 

the surface due to the carbon dioxide gas that adheres 

to it. When the spaghetti reaches the surface, the gas is 

released, and the spaghetti sinks again. 
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Dancing Spaghetti  
Children will explore how density can affect the movement of objects. 

 

Materials: 
1 glass mixing bowl  

3 Tsp baking soda   

4-5 Tbsp vinegar  

10 2-cm pieces of vermicelli (raisins will work as well!)   

Water 

 

Activity: 
1. Fill a clear container 3/4 full with water. Add the baking soda and stir to 

dissolve. 

2. Break the vermicelli into 2-cm, or 1-inch, pieces and add them to the container. 

3. Add the vinegar. If the vermicelli does not begin to "dance" after a few 

minutes, add more sodium hydrogen carbonate and acetic acid. 

 

Explanation: 
Spaghetti is denser than water and, therefore, sinks when placed in water. When 

spaghetti is placed in a solution of baking soda and vinegar, the spaghetti rises to 

the surface due to the carbon dioxide gas that adheres to it. When the spaghetti 

reaches the surface, the gas is released, and the spaghetti sinks again. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Bobbing for Antacid“ 
 
An effervescent tablet is considerably more dense than 

all of these liquids.  However, these tablets dissolve when 

they come into contact with the liquids.  This occurs 

faster within the water than it does with the alcohol or 

soap.  As the tablet reaches the soap layer, the tablet 

should slow down considerably as these liquids are 

relatively the same density.  As the tablet dissolves, the 

gas that is formed (carbon dioxide) remains attached to 

its surface.  These bubbles give the tablet enough 

buoyancy to raise the tablet to the surface.  As the 

tablet reaches the top of the column, the bubbles burst.  

Without these bubbles of gas, the tablet’s density causes 

it to sink (rather rapidly) towards the bottom of the 

column. 
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ESP:  Bobbing for Antacid 
Children will make an antacid tablet dance. 

 

Materials: 
Water 

Rubbing Alcohol 

Liquid dish soap 

Corn Syrup 

Food coloring 

Clear drinking glass 

Effervescent antacid tablets 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour a small amount of corn syrup into your drinking glass.  You are going to 

have four layers of liquids in the cup so give yourself plenty of room while 

pouring them in!!! 

2. Now pour an equal amount of dish soap. 

3. Next pour in an equal amount of colored water. 

4. Last, pour in an equal amount of rubbing alcohol with a little food coloring 

added. 

5. Break off one quarter of an effervescent tablet and place it into the glass.  

Notice the tablet rapidly sinking and floating to the surface….it can’t make up 

its mind!!! 

6. Record the amount of time it takes for the tablet to continue moving. 

7. For experimentation, change the size of the tablet. 
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Explanation: 
The effervescent tablet is considerably more dense than all of these liquids.  

However, these tablets dissolve when they come into contact with the liquids.  

This occurs faster within the water than it does with the alcohol or soap.  As the 

tablet reaches the soap layer, the tablet should slow down considerably as these 

liquids are relatively the same density.  As the tablet dissolves, the gas that is 

formed (carbon dioxide) remains attached to its surface.  These bubbles give the 

tablet enough buoyancy to raise the tablet to the surface.  As the tablet reaches 

the top of the column, the bubbles burst.  Without these bubbles of gas, the 

tablet’s density causes it to sink (rather rapidly) towards the bottom of the 

column. 

 

Independent Variable:  Size of the tablet 

Dependent Variable:  Time of the tablet in motion 

Hypothesis: 
If the size of the tablet is (increased/decreased), then the time of 

the tablet in motion will (increase/decrease). 
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5-10 Mentos candies 

2L bottle of soda 

Small piece of cardboard 

Outdoor area 

Whole milk 

Sugar 

Vanilla 

Rock salt 

Ice 

Thermometer  

Quart and gallon-sized sealable baggies 

Paper rolled into a tube (just a bit larger than the candies) 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Materials can exist in different states--solid, liquid, and gas. Some common 

materials, such as water, can be changed from one state to another by heating or 

cooling. 

A substance has characteristic properties, such as density, a boiling point, and 

solubility, all of which are independent of the amount of the sample. A mixture of 

substances often can be separated into the original substances using one or more 

of the characteristic properties. 
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Solid 
a group of atoms that have a fixed 

shape and a fixed volume 

Liquid 

a group of atoms that have a fixed 

volume but its shape changes with 

the shape of its container 

Gas 
a group of atoms that have no fixed 

volume or shape 

Temperature 
(“tem-pur-ah-chur”); the 

measurement of the motion of atoms 

Pressure 

the measurement of how hard atoms 

of gas push on the walls of its 

container 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What does it mean for a solid to have its atoms in a “fixed 

shape”? 
The atoms of a solid are in a “fixed shape” because they stay in one place and do 

not move around when you move the entire object around. 

What do you have to add to a solid in order to turn it into a 

liquid?   
Energy must be added to a solid to turn it into a liquid. 

 
Why do liquids not have a fixed shape? 

The atoms inside a liquid spread out to fill its container.  This means that a liquid 

does not have a fixed shape. 

 
What does “temperature” measure? 

The temperature of an object is the measurement of the motion of its atoms. 

 

What would happen to the pressure of a gas if you increased 

its volume? 
Pressure and volume have an inverse relationship with gases.  As the volume of a gas 

increases, its pressure decreases. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Ten: 

 
Page 1: 

 

Page 2: 
1. Gas 

2. Temperature 

3. Liquid 

4. Pressure 

5. Solid 

 

Page 3: 
1. Liquid 

2. Pressure 

3. Solid 

4. Gas 

5. Temperature 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Mentos Eruption“ 
 
The carbon dioxide gas that is inside soda is placed inside 

the liquid with a lot of pressure.  This pressure can be 

quickly released if you can break apart the bonds that 

hold water molecules together.  The chemicals inside 

Mentos candies do this very well.  As they sink to the 

bottom of the soda, tiny bubbles form all over the 

candies which naturally float to the surface.  With so 

much gas being released at once, it is forced out of the 

bottle violently and takes with it much of the soda as 

well! 
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Mentos Eruption 
Children will take a solid and a liquid and turn them into a gas.  Quickly. 

 

Materials: 
5-10 Mentos candies 

2L bottle of soda 

Paper rolled into a tube (just a bit larger than the candies) 

Small piece of cardboard 

Outdoor area 

 

Activity: 
1. Go outside! 

2. Carefully open the bottle of soda. Position the bottle on the ground so that it 

will not tip over.  

3. Unwrap the whole roll of Mentos and stack them in the paper tube.  

4. Place the cardboard on top of the opened bottle of soda. 

5. Place the stack of Mentos on top of the cardboard and directly over the mouth 

of the bottle. 

6. Quickly pull the cardboard away and allow the candies to drop into the soda. 

7. Jump back quickly and watch the eruption! 

 

Explanation: 
First of all, there is a lot of debate over how and why this works. Here is one 
possible explanation… 
The carbon dioxide gas that is inside the soda is placed inside the liquid with a lot 

of pressure.  This is why you can get sprayed very easily when you open a bottle of 

soda as you let out much of that trapped pressure inside the bottle.   

This pressure can be quickly released if you can break apart the bonds that hold 

water molecules together.  The chemicals inside Mentos candies do this very well.  

As they sink to the bottom of the soda, tiny bubbles form all over the candies 

which naturally float to the surface.  With so much gas being released at once, it 

is forced out of the bottle violently and takes with it much of the soda as well! 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Ice cream, you scream... “ 
 

When a substance freezes, the particles arrange 

themselves into an orderly pattern. This arrangement is 

called a crystal. When rock salt is added to the ice, it 

interferes with the orderly arranging of the particles in 

the ice crystals. Therefore, more kinetic energy (heat) 

must be removed from the ice for freezing to occur. 

This results in a lower freezing point. Furthermore, the 

more rock salt is added, the more kinetic energy must be 

removed. The greater the concentration of rock salt, the 

lower the freezing point of the ice. 
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ESP:  Ice cream, you scream... 
An edible chemical change will be created with this activity! 

 

Materials: 
Whole milk 

Sugar 

Vanilla 

Rock salt 

Ice 

Quart and gallon-sized sealable baggies 

Thermometer 

 

Activity: 
1. Into a one-quart baggie, place two tablespoons of sugar and one teaspoon of 

vanilla. Securely seal the bag and mix well. 

2. Into a one-gallon baggie, place two cups of ice.  

3. Add six tablespoons of rock salt to the gallon bag.  

4. Place the sealed quart bag into the gallon bag. Close the larger bag securely.  

5. Holding the large bag by the top seal, gently rock the bag from side to side. Do 

not hold the bag in your hands—it will be cold enough to cause tissue damage 

to your hands. Continue rocking the bag for ten minutes (the contents of the 

quart bag should be solidified).  

6. Record the temperature of the salt/ice mixture in the gallon bag after ten 

minutes.   At this time you can remove the frozen contents from the quart bag 

and enjoy! 

7. For experimentation, decrease the amount of rock salt used. 
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Explanation: 
When a substance freezes, the particles arrange themselves into an orderly 

pattern. This arrangement is called a crystal. When rock salt is added to the ice, 

it interferes with the orderly arranging of the particles in the ice crystals. 

Therefore, more kinetic energy (heat) must be removed from the ice for freezing 

to occur. This results in a lower freezing point. Furthermore, the more rock salt is 

added, the more kinetic energy must be removed. The greater the              

concentration of rock salt, the lower the freezing point of the ice.   

 

Independent Variable:  Amount of rock salt 

Dependent Variable:  Temperature of the mixture 

Hypothesis: 
If the amount of rock salt is (increased/decreased), then the         

temperature of the mixture will (increase/decrease). 
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Water bottle with a pop top (there are many brands out there) 

Small amount of water 

Four effervescent tablets 

One wide-mouthed container slightly larger than the water bottle 

Empty 2L bottle with label removed 

Small amount of warm water 

Match (have a parent help you!) 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Materials can exist in different states--solid, liquid, and gas. Some common 

materials, such as water, can be changed from one state to another by heating or 

cooling. 
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States of 

matter 
a solid, liquid or gas 

Physical change 
the act of changing the state of matter; a 

reversible change in matter 

Energy the ability to do work, or move things around 

Thermal energy 

measurement of the amount of energy given 

off by atoms in motion; felt as heat on our 

bodies 

Freezing point temperature at which liquids turn into solids 

Melting point temperature at which solids turn into liquids 

Condensation 
(“kon-den-say-shun”); the process in which a 

gas turns back into a liquid 

Vaporization 
 (“vay-puhr-ih-zay-shun”); the process by which 

a liquid turns into a gas 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What does it mean that a physical change can be reversed? 
The physical changes of a solid to a liquid and then to a gas can be reversed.  A 

gas can be converted into a liquid which can then turn into a solid.   

What is the number one rule of physical changes?   
There is always a change in energy during a physical change. 

 
What takes place to atoms when they reach their freezing 

point? 
When a liquid reaches its freezing point, there is not enough energy for its atoms to 

be moving around.  At this time, the liquid begins to turn into a solid. 

 
How does vaporization work? 

When the atoms of the liquid get so much energy that they break away from each 

other and start bouncing all over the place, vaporization is occurring. 

 

How can you make a gas go through condensation? 
By removing energy from the gas you can slow down its atoms until they begin to 

condense, or turn into a liquid. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Eleven: 

 
Page 1: 
Answers will vary.  The answer should include a reference to the melting point 

and vaporization of water which is changing from a solid into a liquid and then 

a gas. 

 

Page 2: 
1. Melting point 

2. States of matter 

3. Vaporization 

4. Physical change 

5. Thermal energy 

6. Freezing point 

7. Condensation 

8. Energy 

 

Page 3: 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Water Bottle Rocketry“ 
 
 

When effervescent tablets are placed in water, carbon 

dioxide gas is created.  This is the gas that is found 

within each of the tiny bubbles as the tablets dissolve.  

As the bubbles reach the top of the water level, they 

burst open and its gas escapes inside the bottle.  Since 

the bottle cannot stretch very well, the pressure inside 

continues to build until it is too great and then the pop 

top is forced open.  The force of all the water and the 

gas rushing out of the tiny opening pushes the bottle 

upwards! 
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Water Bottle Rocketry!  
Children will observe three states of matter as 

they fly through the air. 

 

Materials: 
Water bottle with a pop top (there are many 

brands out there) 

Small amount of water 

Four effervescent tablets 

One wide-mouthed container slightly larger than 

the water bottle 

 

Activity: 
1. Put on your safety goggles and go outside!!! 

2. Fill the water bottle about 1/6 full with water. 

3. Break apart the effervescent tables and quickly place them into the water. 

4. Seal the bottle very quickly making certain that the pop-top is sealed 

securely. 

5. Place the bottle upside down into the wide-mouthed container. 

6. Wait a short while and enjoy the rocket as it flies into the air. 

 

Explanation: 
When the effervescent tablets are placed in water, carbon dioxide gas is created.  

This is the gas that is found within each of the tiny bubbles as the tablets 

dissolve.  As the bubbles reach the top of the water level, they burst open and its 

gas escapes inside the bottle.  Since the bottle cannot stretch very well, the 

pressure inside continues to build until it is too great and then the pop top is 

forced open.  The force of all the water and the gas rushing out of the tiny 

opening pushes the bottle upwards! 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Cloudy Bottles“ 
 

Molecules of water vapor will bounce around like 

molecules of other gases unless you give them a reason to 

stick together. Cooling the vapor slows the molecules 

down, but how do you cool the vapor? When you squeeze 

the bottle, you compress the gas and increase its 

temperature. Releasing the container lets the gas 

expand, which causes its temperature to go down. Real 

clouds form as warm air rises. As air gets higher, its 

pressure is reduced. The air expands, which causes it to 

cool. As it cools below the dew point, water vapor forms 

the droplets we see as clouds. Smoke acts the same in 

the atmosphere as it does in the bottle. 
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Cloudy Bottles 
Children will create a cloud in a bottle. 

 

Materials: 
Empty 2L bottle with label removed 

Small amount of warm water 

Match (have a parent help you!) 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour just enough warm water in the bottle to cover the bottom of the 

container.  

2. Light the match and place the match head inside the bottle.  

3. Allow the bottle to fill with smoke.  

4. Cap the bottle.  

5. Squeeze the bottle really hard a few times. When you release the bottle, you 

should see the cloud form. It may disappear between 'squeezes'. 

 

Explanation: 
Molecules of water vapor will bounce around like molecules of other gases unless 

you give them a reason to stick together. Cooling the vapor slows the molecules 

down, but how do you cool the vapor? When you squeeze the bottle, you compress 

the gas and increase its temperature. Releasing the container lets the gas expand, 

which causes its temperature to go down. Real clouds form as warm air rises. As 

air gets higher, its pressure is reduced. The air expands, which causes it to cool. 

As it cools below the dew point, water vapor forms the droplets we see as clouds. 

Smoke acts the same in the atmosphere as it does in the bottle.  
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Ziploc baggie 

2Tbs baking soda 

2Tbs vinegar 

Several effervescent tablets 

Water 

Clear drinking glass 

Microwave or stove 

Clock with a second hand 

One head Red Cabbage 

Distilled water 

2Tbs calcium chloride (sold as Morton Ice Melter in the auto section of stores) 

 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
In most chemical and nuclear reactions, energy is transferred into or out of a 

system. Heat, light, mechanical motion, or electricity might all be involved in such 

transfers. 
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Chemical change 

a change in matter in which a new 

kind of matter, with brand new 

properties, is formed 

Burning 

a chemical change in which elements 

inside wood combine with oxygen to 

form ashes and smoke 

Thermal energy  (“thur-mull”); heat 

Light energy  light 

Endothermic 

reaction 

(“en-doh-thur-mik”); a chemical 

reaction in which thermal energy is 

being absorbed by the new form of 

matter 

Exothermic 

reaction 

(“ex-oh-thur-mik”);  a chemical 

reaction in which thermal energy is 

being released by the new form of 

matter 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What is the difference between a chemical and physical 

change? 
Answers will vary.  The most profound difference would be that molecules that 

react together are broken apart and rearranged into different molecules during a 

chemical change.   

What is being changed during a chemical reaction?   
There is always a change in energy during a physical change. 

 
How is cooking bacon an example of an endothermic reaction? 

Bacon cannot continue cooking without energy constantly being provided.  Therefore, 

thermal energy is being absorbed by the bacon as it goes through a chemical change. 

 
How is burning wood an example of an exothermic reaction? 
Thermal energy is being released by the products of burning wood.  Once wood 

begins to burn, there is no need to add more energy into the wood as it will provide 

all of the necessary fuel to continue the burning process. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twelve: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Burning 

2. Thermal energy 

3. Endothermic reaction 

4. Light energy 

5. Chemical change 

6. Exothermic reaction 

 

Page 2: 
1. Endothermic reaction 

2. Chemical change 

3. Exothermic reaction 

4. Light energy 

5. Burning 

6. Thermal energy 

 

Page 3: 
Visible energy (light) and thermal energy (heat) production, along with the 

production of smoke are all indicators of a chemical change.  The burning of the 

wick is another indication of a chemical change.   
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Answers to Unit 3 Review 
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Unit 3 Exam 
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Why does a glass of liquid water turn cold 
when you add ice to the glass? 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. Which of the following is true? 
a. Matter is a measurement of the amount of mass in an object. 

b. Mass is a measurement of the amount of matter in an object. 

c. Neither A or B are correct 

 

2. If the volume of gas is increased, its pressure will ____________. 
a. Increase 

b. Decrease 

c. Stay the same 

 

3. There is always a change in ____________________ during a physical 
change. 

a. mass 

b. matter 

c. energy 

 

4.  The process in which a gas turns into a liquid is known as... 
a. condensation 

b. vaporization 

c. melting 

 

5. Energy is changed during which kind of change: 
a. chemical 

b. physical 

c. chemical and physical 
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Answers to Unit 3 Exam 
 

 

Page 1: 
1. Liquid 

2. Physical change 

3. Helium 

4. Gram 

5. Vaporization 

6. Weight 

7. Thermal energy 

8. Density 

9.  Pressure 

10. States of matter 

11.   Solid 

12. Light energy 

13. Melting point 

14. Burning 

15. Gravity 

16. Gas 

17. Energy 

18. Chemical change 

19. Volume 

20. Freezing point 

21. Temperature 

22. Thermal energy 

23. Condensation 

 
 

Page 2: 
Accept reasonable answers.  The temperature of the liquid water decreases 

as energy is removed by the ice cubes.  As the ice cubes absorb energy, their 

molecules begin to move faster and break apart from each other causing ice 

to melt.  Since there is more thermal energy inside the liquid than inside the 

solid ice, this energy will continually move into the ice cubes until they melt 

entirely. 

 

Page 3: 
1. B 
2. B 
3. C 
4. A 
5. C 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “A Cool Colorful Hot Pack“ 

 
 

Changes in color, temperature and volume are indications 

that a chemical reaction is taking place.  This is different 

from a physical change in which no new molecules are 

being produced.  Cabbage juice is a very good acid/base 

indicator.  It will turn greenish blue for a base (like 

calcium chloride) and pin for acids (like vinegar). 
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A Cool Colorful Hot Pack 
Children will create a modified hot and cold pack. 

 

Materials: 
Ziplock baggie 

2Tbs baking soda 

2Tbs red cabbage juice (see recipe below) 

2Tbs calcium chloride (sold as Morton Ice Melter in the auto section of stores) 

2Tbs vinegar 

Activity worksheet (see attached) 

 

Activity: 
To make the red cabbage juice, chop one head of red cabbage and place into one 
gallon of boiling distilled water for about 15 minutes.  The liquid should look like 
grape soda.  Let the fluid cool and then strain the cabbage out of the solution.  
Pour the liquid back into the plastic jug.  You can refrigerate or freeze the 
leftovers for use in the future (I would recommend it!) 

 
1. Place the calcium chloride in the baggie.  Seal it up and make observations on 

the worksheet. 

2. Place the red cabbage juice into the baggie and seal it up.  Gently shake until all 

of the solid particles are dissolved.  Make observations on the worksheet. 

3. Place the baking soda into the mixture.  Seal the baggie and gently shake.  Be 

prepared to open the baggie to release some of the gas that will be produced.  

Make observations on the worksheet. 

4. Place the vinegar into the baggie and seal it up very well.  You may need to 

reopen it once again to release any extra gas that is produced.  Make 

observations on the worksheet. 

5. When you are finished, the baggie can be thrown out with the trash. 
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Explanation: 
Changes in color, temperature and volume are indications that a chemical reaction 

is taking place.  This is different from a physical change in which no new molecules 

are being produced.  Cabbage juice is a very good acid/base indicator.  It will turn 

greenish blue for a base (like calcium chloride) and pin for acids (like vinegar). 

 

The temperature of the mixture increased while the calcium chloride was 

dissolving as this reaction is an exothermic reaction.  The decrease in 

temperature after the addition of the baking soda is known as an endothermic 

reaction.  This reaction requires energy in the form of heat (which it absorbs 

from the air, the baggie and your hand)!  As heat is removed from your hand to 

keep the reaction continuing, the solution feels cool to the touch! 
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Signs of Change Data Sheet 
Under the COLOR column you will write the color the substance in your bag turns 

after you add the material indicated. 

Under the TEMPERATURE column, circle the words colder, warmer or same to 

describe the temperature of the baggie after you add the material indicated. 

Under the VOLUME column, circle words same, bigger or much bigger to describe 

the volume of the baggie after you add the material indicated. 

Under the BUBBLES column, circle yes or no to indicate whether or not you observe 

bubbles. 

Material Color Temperature Volume Bubbles 

Calcium 

chloride 
 

No temperature 

change 
No change in volume None 

Red 

Cabbage 

Juice 

 

Colder 

Warmer 

Same 

Same 

Bigger 

Much Bigger 

Yes 

No 

Baking 

Soda 
 

Colder 

Warmer 

Same 

Same 

Bigger 

Much Bigger 

Yes 

No 

Vinegar  

Colder 

Warmer 

Same 

Same 

Bigger 

Much Bigger 

Yes 

No 
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Signs of Change Data Sheet 
 

1. Where did you observe any color changes?   

 

 

2. When did you observe a temperature change?   

 

 

3. When did you observe any volume changes?   

 

 

4. Based on your observations, what properties would you 

look for to see if a chemical change has occurred? 
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Answers to the questions: 
1. Where did you observe any color changes?   

Answers may vary; however, there should be color changes after the addition of 

baking soda and after the addition of vinegar.  Students may also not a change in 

color of the red cabbage juice when it is added to the calcium chloride.   

 

2. When did you observe a temperature change?   

The baggie will get warmer after the red cabbage juice is added to the calcium 

chloride and it will get colder when the baking soda is added to the calcium 

chloride/indicator mixture.  The baggie will also get colder when the vinegar is 

added to the baggie, but this is difficult to observe since the baggie is already 

pretty cold. 

 

3. When did you observe any volume changes?   

The volume will increase when the baking soda is added.  There will also be an 

increase in volume when the vinegar is added. 

 

4. Based on your observations, what properties would you look for to see if a 

chemical change has occurred? 

Color, temperature and volume changes indicate a chemical change has occurred. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Bubble, bubble, heat can be trouble...“ 
 
Effervescent tablets should dissolve much faster in the 

warmer water than in the room temperature water.  This 

occurs because the molecules in the warmer water are 

moving faster than the room temperature water.  Since 

the molecules are moving faster, they collide with the 

tablet much faster, resulting in the tablet dissolving at a 

faster rate. 
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ESP:  Bubble, bubble, heat can be trouble... 
Children will identify heat as a property within a chemical reaction. 

 

Materials: 
Several effervescent tablets 

Water 

Clear drinking glass 

Microwave or stove 

Clock with a second hand 

 
Activity: 
1. Fill a drinking glass one half full of room temperature water. 

2. Place one effervescent tablet into the water and record how long it takes for it 

to completely dissolve. 

3. Heat up water in a microwave or stove for one minute and repeat the same 

procedure. 

4. Continue heating the water for experimentation. 

 

Explanation: 
The tablet should dissolve much faster in the warmer water than in the room 

temperature water.  This occurs because the molecules in the warmer water are 

moving faster than the room temperature water.  Since the molecules are moving 

faster, they collide with the tablet much faster, resulting in the tablet dissolving 

at a faster rate. 

 

Independent Variable:  Temperature of the water 

Dependent Variable:  Time for the tablet to dissolve 

Hypothesis: 
If the temperature of the water is (increased/decreased), then the 

time for the tablet to dissolve will (increase/decrease). 
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M&M’s 

Ziplock baggie 

1 Shoe box-sized container 

1 Towel 

Gloves 

Goggles 

Tongs 

Three sizes of candy bars/cookies (i.e Snickers=fun size, regular, and king sized) 

Kitchen scale (if this is not possible, you can make a balance out of a ruler and objects with a known 

weight like bags of cookies and chips…) 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

In most chemical and nuclear reactions, energy is transferred into or out of a 

system. Heat, light, mechanical motion, or electricity might all be involved in such 

transfers. 

Radioactive isotopes are unstable and undergo spontaneous nuclear reactions, 

emitting particles and/or wavelike radiation. The decay of any one nucleus cannot 

be predicted, but a large group of identical nuclei decay at a predictable rate. This 

predictability can be used to estimate the age of materials that contain radioactive 

isotopes. 
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Radioactivity 
(“ray-dee-oh-ack-tiv-eh-tee”); 

the release of energy and atomic 

particles during a nuclear reaction 

Atomic particles 

three different “pieces” of 

matter that fall off of isotopes 

that are radioactive 

Alpha particle 

one of three atomic particles; 

made up of two protons and two 

neutrons 

Beta particle 

one of three atomic particles; a 

super fast electron created from 

a nuclear reaction 

Gamma radiation 

one of three atomic particles; the 

energy that is given off during a 

nuclear reaction 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What is released from radioactive isotopes? 
Atomic particles (alpha particles, beta particles and gamma radiation) 

What causes isotopes to be radioactive?   
Some isotopes of elements do not have enough nuclear energy to hold all of their 

protons, neutrons and electrons together.  Since they do not have enough nuclear 

energy, they break apart very easily and release atomic particles. 

 
What happens to the radioactive isotope when an alpha 

particle is released? 
Since an alpha particle is made up of two protons and two neutrons, the radioactive 

isotope changes to a smaller atom with two fewer protons. 

 
What happens to the radioactive isotope when a beta particle 

is released? 

When a beta particle is created, a neutron inside a radioactive isotope splits into a 

proton and an electron.  The new proton stays in the nucleus of the atom.  The new 

electron speeds away from the nucleus and is known as a beta particle.  Once the 

beta particle speeds off, what is left behind is a new element with one more 

proton in its nucleus. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirteen: 

 
Page 1: 
Alpha particle - made up of two protons and two neutrons 

Beta particle - a super fast electron created from a nuclear reaction 

Gamma radiation - the energy that is given off during a nuclear reaction 

 

Page 2: 
1. Alpha particle 

2. Atomic particles 

3. Beta particle 

4. Gamma radiation 

5. Radioactivity 

 

Page 3: 
1. Alpha particle 

2. Atomic particles 

3. Gamma radiation 

4. Radioactivity 

5. Beta particle 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “The Decay of Candium“ 
 
 

Some naturally occurring isotopes of elements are not 

stable. They slowly decompose by discarding part of the 

nucleus. The isotope is said to be radioactive. This 

nuclear decomposition is called nuclear decay. The length 

of time required for half of the isotope to decay is the 

substance's half-life. Each radioactive isotope has its 

own particular half-life. However, when the amount of 

remaining isotope is plotted against time, the resulting 

curve for every radioisotope has the same general shape. 
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The Decay of Candium 
Children will simulate the process in which a radioactive isotope decays. 

 
Materials: 
M&M’s 

Ziplock baggie 

Data chart (see attached) 

 

Activity: 
1. Place 50 atoms of candium (pieces of candy) in the bag. 

2. Seal the bag and gently shake for 10 seconds. 

3. Gently pour out candy.  

4. Count the number of pieces with the print side up—and record the data. These 

atoms have "decayed".  

5. Return only the pieces with the print side down to the bag. Reseal the bag.  

6. Consume the "decayed atoms”. 

7. Gently shake the sealed bag for 10 seconds.  

8. Continue shaking, counting, and consuming until all the atoms have decayed. 

9. Graph the number of undecayed atoms vs. time 

 

Explanation: 
Some naturally occurring isotopes of elements are not stable. They slowly 

decompose (decay) by discarding part of the nucleus. The isotope is said to be 

radioactive. This nuclear decomposition is called nuclear decay. The length of time 

required for half of the isotope to decay is the substance's half-life. Each 

radioactive isotope has its own particular half-life. However, when the amount of 

remaining isotope is plotted against time, the resulting curve for every 

radioisotope has the same general shape. 
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The Decay of Candium Data Chart 
 

Half-

life 
Total Time 

# of Undecayed 

Atoms 

# of Decayed 

Atoms 

0    

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

8    
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Yumminium“ 
 
The calculation of an average atomic mass from multiple 

isotopes is a simple mathematical problem students 

should be familiar with.  The important distinction 

between the atomic number and the atomic mass is that 

the former describes the total number of protons in each 

atom (which does not change) and the latter describes 

the average mass of protons and neutrons in the atom’s 

nucleus.  Since the number of neutrons varies between 

isotopes, the atomic mass may not be a whole number. 
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Yumminium 
Children will explore the unstable nature of a tasty “element”. 

 

Materials: 
Three sizes of candy bars or cookies, (i.e Snickers Bars, fun size, regular, and king 

sized) 

1 Box 

1 Towel 

Gloves 

Goggles 

Tongs 

Kitchen scale (if this is not possible, you can make a balance out of a ruler and 

objects with a known weight like bags of cookies and chips…) 

 

Activity: 
1. Announce that a new element was discovered yesterday. The atomic number is 

113 and the atomic symbol is Ym for Yumminium. It is extremely unstable and 

that once it exposed, it will not last long at room temperature.  

2. Explain that each of the three types of candy are isotopes of the element 

Yumminium.  Each isotope has a different number of neutrons. Since the mass 

number is the combined mass of the protons and neutrons, the different 

number of neutrons accounts for the differences in mass.  

3. Have the child read the mass (grams) from the scale and write it down. Do the 

same for the other two sizes.  These will represent the atomic masses for 

these candies.  

4. Have the child calculate the atomic mass for Yumminium by taking an average 

of all three masses.  

5. Ask the child to calculate the number of neutrons for each isotope by 

subtracting the atomic number (113) from the mass of each isotope (found in 

Step #2). 

6. Finally, have the child calculate the number of neutrons for each isotope and 

for the element.  
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Explanation: 
The calculation of an average atomic mass from multiple isotopes is a simple 

mathematical problem students should be familiar with.  The important distinction 

between the atomic number and the atomic mass is that the former describes the 

total number of protons in each atom (which does not change) and the latter 

describes the average mass of protons and neutrons in the atom’s nucleus.  Since 

the number of neutrons varies between isotopes, the atomic mass may not be a 

whole number. 
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Several balloons 

Confetti 

Needle or pin to pop the balloon 

Ruler 

Dominos 

Ruler 

Steady table 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Radioactive isotopes are unstable and undergo spontaneous nuclear reactions, emitting particles 

and/or wavelike radiation. The decay of any one nucleus cannot be predicted, but a large group 

of identical nuclei decay at a predictable rate. This predictability can be used to estimate the 

age of materials that contain radioactive isotopes. 

The nuclear forces that hold the nucleus of an atom together, at nuclear distances, are usually 

stronger than the electric forces that would make it fly apart. Nuclear reactions convert a 

fraction of the mass of interacting particles into energy, and they can release much greater 

amounts of energy than atomic interactions. Fission is the splitting of a large nucleus into 

smaller pieces. Fusion is the joining of two nuclei at extremely high temperature and pressure, 

and is the process responsible for the energy of the sun and other stars. 
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Nuclear 

reaction 

a reaction involving a change in the nucleus of 

an atom; examples include fission and fusion 

Fission 

(“fizz-shun”); process of splitting the nucleus 

of an element by striking it with a moving 

neutron 

Nuclear fuel 
different isotopes of elements that can be 

broken apart through fission 

Uranium 

(“yoo-rain-ee-um”) one of several radioactive 

elements; an isotope of this element (U-235) is 

commonly used as a nuclear fuel 

Plutonium 

(“plew-tone-ee-um”); one of several radioactive 

elements; an isotope of this element (Pu-239) 

is commonly used as a nuclear fuel 

Chain reaction 
a process in which one neutron sets off a huge 

amount of fission reactions  
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How are fission and radioactive isotopes similar? 
Both radioactive isotopes and fission involve the breaking down of large elements 

into smaller elements and the release of large amounts of energy. 

How are fission and radioactive isotopes different?   
Unlike radioactive isotopes, fission requires the collision of a nucleus with a moving 

neutron.  Also, during fission, at least one neutron escapes from the reaction and 

flies away from the nucleus. 

 
What happens to a neutron as it strikes a nucleus just before 

a fission reaction? 
The neutron is absorbed into the nucleus before it starts to split apart. 

 
How does a chain reaction take place during fission? 

Each neutron that is released from a nucleus during fission can strike other nuclei 

and generate a fission reaction.  This chain reaction can release a tremendous 

amount of energy if enough nuclei are present! 

Name one good and one bad effect of fission? 
Answers will vary.  However, one potential benefit of fission reactions is the 

generation of energy through nuclear power plants.  The negative effects of nuclear 

power involve the creation of nuclear bombs and the radioactive waste products of 

nuclear power plants. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Fourteen: 

 
Page 1: 
During fission, a large isotope is broken down into smaller 

(different) elements which is similar to radioactivity.  Also, 

a huge amount of energy is given off when the nucleus is 

split apart during the decay of radioactive isotopes and 

through fission. 
 

Page 2: 
1. Uranium 

2. Nuclear fuel 

3. Fission 

4. Chain reaction 

5. Nuclear reaction 

6. Plutonium 
 

Page 3:  
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP: Explosive Measurements“ 
 
 

Energy that is released during fission is not easy to 

replicate inside the home.  The bursting of a balloon 

represents the release of energy and the breaking down 

of large elements into smaller elements as occurs during 

the process of fission. 
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ESP: Explosive Measurements 
Children will measure how the height of an explosion can alter its debris field. 

 

Materials: 
Several balloons 

Confetti 

Needle or pin to pop the balloon 

Ruler 

 

Activity: 
1. Place a small amount of confetti inside a balloon, blow it up and tie it off. 

2. Place the balloon on an empty table. 

3. Pop the balloon. 

4. Measure the distance of the three farthest pieces of confetti from where the 

balloon was touching the table. 

5. Repeat this procedure two more times.  (Make certain to have the same amount 

of confetti in each balloon!) 

6. Do this same procedure three more times.  However, raise the balloon to a 

height of 15cm (6 inches) and 30 cm (12 inches) above the table. 

 

Explanation: 
Energy that is released during fission is not easy to replicate inside the home.  

The bursting of a balloon represents the release of energy and the breaking down 

of large elements into smaller elements as occurs during the process of fission. 

 

Independent Variable:  Height of the balloon 

Dependent Variable:  Distance of the confetti 

Hypothesis: 
If the height of the balloon is (increased/decreased), then the 

distance of the confetti will (increase/decrease). 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Nuclear Chain Reactions“ 
 
In a nuclear fission reaction in a nuclear power plant, the 

radioactive element Uranium-235 is used in a chain 

reaction. The fission of U-235 splits off two neutrons, 

which in turn strike two U-235 atoms. Two neutrons are 

split from each of the two U-235 atoms. Each of these 

neutrons then go on to strike another U-235 atom. Each 

of those atoms are split releasing two neutrons, which go 

on and hit more uranium atoms.  The chain reaction 

continues on and on, getting bigger and bigger with each 

split.   
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Nuclear Chain Reactions 
Children will simulate a chain reaction. 
 

 

Materials: 
Dominos 

Ruler 

Steady table 
 

 

Activity: 
1. Arrange the dominos in the pattern shown above.  

2. Knock over the single domino in front of this arrangement. Do they all fall over? 

They should. 

3. On another section of the table, arrange a straight line of dominos.  

4. Knock over the first domino in one of the two straight lines.  They all should 

fall over, but it should have taken longer for them to all fall down. 

5. Arrange another straight line of dominos.  

6. Take the ruler and hold it anywhere between the dominos lined up in the second 

straight line. Knock over the first domino and watch what happens. Not all the 

dominos fell over.   
 

 

 

Explanation: 
In a nuclear fission reaction in a nuclear power plant, the radioactive element Uranium-

235 is used in a chain reaction. The fission of U-235 splits off two neutrons, which in 

turn strike two U-235 atoms. Two neutrons are split from each of the two U-235 atoms. 

Each of these neutrons then go on to strike another U-235 atom. Each of those atoms 

are split releasing two neutrons, which go on and hit more uranium atoms.  The chain 

reaction continues on and on, getting bigger and bigger with each split.  This is what 

happened with the first arrangement of dominoes that was made. 

 

The things that slow down a chain reaction are the control rods. A control rod is made up 

of cadmium or boron, which absorb neutrons. If you insert the control rod between the 

uranium atoms, the amount of neutrons available to cause more splits is reduced. In the 

second line up of dominos, the ruler served as a control rod. Putting it between two 

dominos breaks the chain reaction similar to what happens in a nuclear reactor. 
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Water 

Rubbing alcohol 

Food coloring 

Clear plastic drinking straw 

Modeling clay 

Ice cubes 

Drinking glass 

Measuring cup

Clear, narrow-necked plastic bottle (skinny water bottles work well) 

Insulating materials (i.e. cloth, stryofoam, foil, paper, tape, newspaper, etc.) 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Radioactive isotopes are unstable and undergo spontaneous nuclear reactions, emitting 

particles and/or wavelike radiation. The decay of any one nucleus cannot be predicted, but a 

large group of identical nuclei decay at a predictable rate. This predictability can be used to 

estimate the age of materials that contain radioactive isotopes. 

The nuclear forces that hold the nucleus of an atom together, at nuclear distances, are usually 

stronger than the electric forces that would make it fly apart. Nuclear reactions convert a 

fraction of the mass of interacting particles into energy, and they can release much greater 

amounts of energy than atomic interactions. Fission is the splitting of a large nucleus into 

smaller pieces. Fusion is the joining of two nuclei at extremely high temperature and pressure, 

and is the process responsible for the energy of the sun and other stars. 
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Fusion  (“fewz-shun”);  the process of creating 

heavier atoms by joining two smaller nuclei 

Plasma  

(“plaz-mah”); the fourth state of matter 

which is made of a mixture of free 

electrons and nuclei   

Protium  

(“pro-tee-um”); an isotope of hydrogen 

that is made up of only one proton and no 

neutrons 

Deuterium 
(“doo-teer-ee-um”); an isotope of hydrogen 

with one proton and one neutron 

Helium-3 
an isotope of helium with two protons and 

one neutron 

Helium-4 
an isotope of helium with two protons and 

two neutrons 

Supernova a star that has blown up 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How are fission and fusion different? 
Fission releases energy through the splitting apart of elements.  Fusion reactions 

release energy through the joining of two nuclei into a larger element. 

Describe the fourth state of matter. 
The fourth state of matter, called plasma, is a superheated mixture of nuclei and 

freely moving electrons. 

 
Why is pressure so high within plasma? 

The movement of freely moving electrons causes an increased amount of pressure as 

they bounce into each other.  

 
How does pressure affect the amount of fusion on the sun? 

The pressure on the sun is so great that it pushes nuclei together, causing fusion 

to take place. 

How does the sun produce elements we use on Earth? 
During fusion, lighter elements stick together and form larger elements.  Our sun 

has the ability to make elements as large as oxygen.  Larger stars can produce much 

larger elements. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Fifteen: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Plasma 

2. Fusion 

3. Helium-4 

4. Protium 

5. Supernova 

6. Fusion 

7. Deuterium 

8. Helium-3 

 

Page 2: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Page 3: 
Compare: 

Both are ways of changing the nucleus of an atom. 

Both release energy. 

Contrast: 

Fission requires a moving neutron to begin the reaction. 

Fusion creates heavier atoms/Fission splits large atoms apart 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Measuring the Effects of Fusion“ 
 

Air expands when it is warmed by the radiation that is 

being emitted from the fusion reaction on the sun.  When 

air “expands” it is actually absorbing energy and moving 

faster.  As the molecules of air move faster, they strike 

the container they are in with more frequency which, in 

turn, causes an increase in pressure.  This pressure can 

be easily measured with some simple household items.   
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Measuring the Effects of Fusion 
Children will make a thermometer out of household objects. 

 

Materials: 
Tap water 

Rubbing alcohol  

Clear, narrow-necked plastic bottle (skinny water bottles work well) 

Food coloring 

Clear plastic drinking straw 

Modeling clay 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour equal parts of tap water and rubbing alcohol into the bottle filling about 

1/8 to a ¼ of the bottle. 

2. Add a couple of drops of food coloring and mix. 

3. Put the straw in the bottle, (DO NOT DRINK MIXTURE) and don't let the 

straw touch the bottom. 

4. Use the modeling clay to seal the neck of the bottle, so the straw stays in 

place. 

5. Now hold your hands on the bottle to warm it and watch what happens to the 

mixture in the bottle. 

 

Explanation: 
The air in the bottle expands when it is warmed by the radiation that is being 

emitted from the fusion reaction on the sun. As the air in the bottle expands, the 

liquid no longer can fit in the bottom of the bottle and it forces the colored liquid 

mixture to move up through the straw. If the bottle were to get very hot, the 

liquid would come out through the top of the straw. You can watch the 

thermometer and see how the liquid changes throughout the day.  Of course, in 

order to accurately read the temperature, you will need to buy a real 

thermometer that is carefully calibrated for temperature changes. This one is to 

see how a thermometer works. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “On your mark, get set… Melt!“ 
 
The amount of energy generated by fusion reactions on 

the sun is amazingly high!  This energy is more than 

enough to reach across several millions miles of space 

before striking our planet and causing our atoms to 

vibrate. 
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On your mark, get set… Melt! 
Children will attempt to insulate a container of ice from the sun. 

 

Materials: 
Ice cubes 

Drinking glass 

Cup or spoon to measure water from melted ice 

Insulating materials (i.e. hands, cloth, stryofoam, packing peanuts, foil, paper, 

tape, newspaper, towels, etc.) 

 

Activity: 
1. Inform the child they will be attempting to keep ice cubes from melting after 

being placed in a sunny area.  Allow them to find as many insulative materials as 

they would like to experiment with. 

2. Place three identical ice cubes into the glass. 

3. Allow the child to use materials of their choice to insulate the containers 

against heat. 

4. Place insulated containers with ice cube(s) in sun. 

5. After one hour, have the child measure the amount of water that has melted.  

 

Explanation: 
The amount of energy generated by fusion reactions on the sun is amazingly high!  

This energy is more than enough to reach across several millions miles of space 

before striking our planet and causing our atoms to vibrate.   
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Container of six pennies made before 1982 and seven made after 1982 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
The atom's nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons, which are much more 

massive than electrons. When an element has atoms that differ in the number of 

neutrons, these atoms are called different isotopes of the element. 

Radioactive isotopes are unstable and undergo spontaneous nuclear reactions, 

emitting particles and/or wavelike radiation. The decay of any one nucleus cannot 

be predicted, but a large group of identical nuclei decay at a predictable rate. This 

predictability can be used to estimate the age of materials that contain radioactive 

isotopes. 
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Americium-241  
(“ah-mare-eh-see-um”); radioactive 

isotope used in smoke detectors 

Cobalt-60  
(“ko-balt”); radioactive isotope used to 

clean the tools doctors use in surgery 

Krypton-85  
(“krip-tawn”); radioactive isotope used 

in small lights found on appliances 

Thorium-229  
(“thor-ee-um”); radioactive isotope 

used in the long, skinny light bulbs  

Tracer 

most common use of radioactive 

isotopes by doctors; once inside the 

body, tracers can be detected with x-

rays 

Technetium-99  
(“teck-net-ee-um”); radioactive isotope 

most commonly used as a tracer 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Name as many places in your home where you may find 

radioactive isotopes? 
Answers will vary.  Some possible answers include:  smoke detectors, small 

indicator lights on appliances and fluorescent light bulbs 

Name any places in your home that in which radioactive 

elements were used on the object. 
Answers will vary.  Some possible answers include:  packaged meat and colored 

glass are two examples 

How do doctors use radioactive isotopes? 
Doctors use radioactive isotopes to clean surgical instruments and as tracers in the 

human body. 
 

How do doctors use radioactive isotopes as tracers? 

Small amounts of isotopes can be added to a liquid and placed inside our bodies.  

Doctors can then take X-Rays of the patient and watch how the liquid passes 

through the body.  If the liquid does not travel in the correct path, the doctor will 

know where the problem is located! 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Sixteen: 

 
Page 1: 

 
 

Page 2: 
1. Cobalt-60 

2. Tracer 

3. Thorium-229 

4. Technetium-99 

5. Krypton-85 

6. Americium-241 

 

Page 3: 
1. Tracer 

2. Americium-241 

3. Technetium-99 

4. Thorium-229 

5. Krypton-85 

6. Cobalt-60 
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Answers to Unit 4 Review 
 

1. Chain reaction 

2. Nuclear reaction 

3. Supernova 

4. Americium-241 

5. Protium 

6. Uranium 

7. Fission 

8. Tracer 

9. Deuterium 

10. Cobalt-60 

11. Helium-4 

12. Thorium-229 

13. Beta particle 

14. Plutonium 

15. Atomic particles 

16. Alpha particle 

17. Fusion 

18. Krypton-85 

19. Technetium-99 

20. Gamma radiation 

21. Nuclear fuel 

22. Radioactivity 

23. Plasma 

24. Helium-3 

25. Fusion 
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Unit 4 Exam 
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How can scientists control a fission reaction?  
Be certain to explain how fission works in 

your answer. 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. Radioactive isotopes give off atomic particles called 
a. Alpha, beta and kappa 

b. Beta, gamma and delta 

c. Alpha, beta and gamma 

 

2.  An isotope that gives off an alpha particle becomes a new 
element with… 

a. One less proton 

b. Two fewer protons 

c. Two more protons 

 

3.  A chain reaction takes place during the process of… 
a. Fusion 

b. Fission 

c. Both fusion and fission 

 

4.  The fourth state of matter (plasma) creates a mixture of… 
a. Nuclei and electrons 

b. Protons and electrons 

c. Electrons and neutrons 

 

5. Technetium-99 is used by doctors to _________________________. 
a. Light bulbs 

b. Destroy bacteria 

c. Act as tracers 
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Answers to Unit 4 Exam 
 

 

Page 1: 
1. Americium-241 

2. Fusion 

3. Technetium-99 

4. Fusion 

5. Thorium-229 

6. Krypton-85 

7. Gamma radiation 

8. Fission 

9. Nuclear reaction 

10. Alpha particle 

11. Radioactivity 

12. Plasma 

13. Beta particle 

14. Tracer 

15. Helium-3 

16. Helium-4 

17. Nuclear fuel 

18. Uranium 

19. Chain reaction 

20. Supernova 

21. Atomic particles 

22. Deuterium 

23. Protium 

24. Cobalt-60 

25. Plutonium 

 
 

Page 2: 
Accept reasonable responses.  Answers may include a reduced amount of 

nuclear fuel would control the amount energy being releases.  Another answer 

may include the slowing down of neutrons in order to control the chain 

reaction that could occur during a fission reaction. 

 

Page 3: 
1. C 

2. B 

3. B 

4. A 

5. C 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “A penny for your thoughts…“ 

 

Neutrons in the nucleus add to an atom's mass. Electrically 

neutral particles (neutrons) in the nucleus add to its mass but 

do not affect the number of electrons and so have almost no 

effect on the atom's links to other atoms (its chemical 

behavior). A block of pure carbon, for instance, is made up of 

two kinds, or isotopes, of carbon atoms that differ somewhat in 

mass but have almost identical chemical properties. Scientists 

continue to investigate atoms and have discovered even smaller 

pieces of which electrons, neutrons, and protons are made. 

 

The atomic mass of an element is an average mass of all 

isotopes of the element within a sample.  This number can be 

altered based on the size of the sample.   
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A penny for your thoughts… 
Children will demonstrate that isotopes of an element have different masses. 

 

Materials: 
Activity worksheet (see attached) 

Container of six pennies made before 1982 and seven made after 1982  

 

Activity: 
Before the lesson, prepare the canisters in the following manner:  
 

1. Put a piece of tape on the sides of the canisters and write a code letter on the 

top of each canister. Be sure to keep a record of the code letters on a 

separate sheet of paper.  

2. Weigh the canisters with their tops. Record the mass on the tape on the side.  

3. Place a penny sample in the canister. Record the number of old and new pennies 

next to the appropriate code letters on your separate sheet of paper.  

 

Explanation: 
Neutrons in the nucleus add to an atom's mass. Electrically neutral particles 

(neutrons) in the nucleus add to its mass but do not affect the number of 

electrons and so have almost no effect on the atom's links to other atoms (its 

chemical behavior). A block of pure carbon, for instance, is made up of two kinds, 

or isotopes, of carbon atoms that differ somewhat in mass but have almost 

identical chemical properties. Scientists continue to investigate atoms and have 

discovered even smaller pieces of which electrons, neutrons, and protons are 

made.  

 

The atomic mass of an element is an average mass of all isotopes of the element 

within a sample.  This number can be altered based on the size of the sample.  In 

the case of the ten pennies, it is possible that the child chose three old and seven 

new pennies.  However, if this was not chosen, the average mass would be 

different! 
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A penny for your thoughts… Data Sheet 
 

In 1982, the United States government changed the way it minted pennies. 

Before 1982, pennies were made of 95% copper and 5% tin. Now they are 

made of zinc coated with copper. Because they weigh different amounts (have 

different masses), we can call them isotopes of pennies. 

 

The average mass of 
pre-1982 (old)  

pennies is 3 grams. 
 

The average mass of 
post-1982 (new) 

pennies is 2.5 grams. 
 

 

 

1. Calculate how much three old pennies plus seven new pennies should weigh. _____g 

2. Divide your answer for number 4 by ten (10) to find the average mass of the 

pennies in the sample containing three old plus seven new pennies. ______g 

3. Reach into the container and pick out ten pennies without looking.   

4. Add up how much they should weigh.  ______g 

5. Divide your answer for #4  by ten (10) to find the average mass of a penny in your 

sample. ______g 

6. Did the average mass of a penny equal your answer from #2?  Why do you think 

this happened? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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1. Review “Day One” vocabulary 
2. Run the activity, “Are you smarter than a nuclear chemist?“ 
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Are you smarter than a nuclear chemist? 
Children will take a simple quiz to test their knowledge of radioactivity. 

 

Materials: 
Radioactive quiz (see attached) 

 

Activity: 
Provide the child with the Radioactive quiz.  When completed, go over the answers 

with him/her. 

 

Radioactive Quiz – Answer Key 
1. True or False:  All nuclear materials remain highly toxic for thousands of years.  

False -Some radioactive isotopes have-lives of seconds or days, while others like plutonium-239 has 

a half-life of over 2,400 years.  

3. The human body has the capability to repair damaged caused by exposure to radiation.  

True - Many of the DNA sores induced by radiation are similar or identical to those our bodies can 

create naturally through problems with our hormones.  DNA repair mechanisms can act to reduce the 

consequences of this damage.  

6. One of the chief dangers from nuclear power plants is that they can explodelike a nuclear bomb. 

False - There's a big difference between a nuclear power plant and a nuclear bomb. After 

detonation, the density of uranium (or plutonium) atoms in a bomb is incredibly high, enough for 

fissions to take place and energy to be released very quickly! This means all of the radioactive 

material splits apart very quickly!  The density of atoms in a nuclear power plant is much less, and, 

even in a meltdown situation would generate heat at a much slower rate than is necessary to fly apart. 

The act of meltdown actually terminates the explosive process, because when a core "melts down" it 

spreads out and becomes more stable.  

7. It is safer to drive behind a tanker truck carrying gasoline than a truck load of spent nuclear fuel.  

False - People occasionally die in gasoline truck accidents, but the Department of Energy and the 

nuclear industry claim that no one has died or been hurt by a radiation release due to a nuclear waste 

transportation accident.  
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Radioactive Quiz 
 

Answer each of the following questions as True or False.  If you 
choose “False”, explain why you think it is wrong. 

 

1. True or False:  All nuclear materials remain highly toxic for thousands of years.  

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

3. True or False:  The human body has the capability to repair damaged caused by  

    exposure to radiation.  

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

6. True or False:  One of the chief dangers from nuclear power plants is that they  

    can explode like a nuclear bomb. 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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7. True or False:  It is safer to drive behind a tanker truck carrying gasoline than  

     a truck load of spent nuclear fuel.  

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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Element Flash Cards (from Chapter 5) 

Rings in various sizes (could be wire, pipe cleaners, embroidery hoops, etc.) 

Small objects such as pompoms, jelly beans, gum drops, mini marshmallows or clay 

Fishing line or thin string (optional) 

Electron orbital chart (see attached) 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Atoms interact with one another by transferring or sharing electrons that are 

furthest from the nucleus. These outer electrons govern the chemical properties 

of the element. 

A large number of important reactions involve the transfer of electrons between 

reacting ions, molecules, or atoms. In other reactions, chemical bonds are broken 

by heat or light to form very reactive radicals with electrons ready to form new 

bonds.  
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Orbital 
(“or-bit-uls”); a layer of electrons 

that spins around the nucleus 

Valence electrons  

(“vay-luns”); the number of 

electrons in the last orbital of 

each element 

Neutral atom 
an atom with an equal number of 

protons and electrons 

Chemical bond   

the force that holds two atoms 

together; also known as “chemical 

energy” 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Why do atoms tend not to have any charge? 
Most of the time, atoms are electrically neutral.  This means the atom’s positive 

charges from its protons equal that of the negative charges from its electrons. 

How are orbitals the same for every element? 
Orbitals are layers of electrons that spin around the nucleus.  The total amount of 

electrons that can fill up one of these orbitals is the same for the elements. 

How many electrons can fill the first, second and third 

orbital? 
The first orbital can hold up to two electrons while the second and third orbitals can 

each hold up to eight electrons. 
 

What is the importance of valence electrons? 

Valence electrons are involved with the bonding of elements. 

 

As you move across the periodic table from left to right, what 

happens to the number of valence electrons? 
As you move across the period table, the number of valence electrons increases. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Seventeen: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Neutral atom 

2. Orbital 

3. Valence electrons 

4. Chemical bond 

 

Page 2: 

 

Page 3: 
Answers will vary.  The drawing should resemble something similar to this: 

 

 

 

 
 Nucleus 

3rd Orbital – 8 electrons 

2nd Orbital – 8 electrons 

1st Orbital – 2 electrons 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Atomic Model“ 
 

The construction of scientific models is very important 

to scientists.  This is due to the three dimensional view a 

model can provide.  The extra dimension provides a new 

vantage point from which to draw conclusions.  This is 

very similar to the importance of examining data in a 

graph.  One can see different relationships within a graph 

much easier than in a data table. 
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Atomic Model 
Children will construct a 3D model of an element. 

 

Materials: 
Element Flash Cards (from Chapter 5)  

Rings in various sizes (could be wire, pipe cleaners, 

embroidery hoops, etc.)     

Small objects such as pompoms, jelly beans, gum drops, mini marshmallows or clay  

Fishing line or thin string (optional) 

 

Activity: 
1. Have the child select an atom above element number 11 (sodium) to model. 

2. Using your flash cards from Chapter 5, the child can identify the number of 

protons, neutrons and electrons in their element. 

3. The nucleus of the atom should be made first, using an appropriate number of 

small objects (pompoms, for example) attached to it to represent protons and 

neutrons.  

4. Three different sized rings 

will need to be constructed 

which will encircle the 

nucleus. 

5. The electrons are to be 

attached to the rings in the 

correct number and 

arrangement according to the 

chart below.   

6. If you wish to make mobiles 

out of their creations, hang 

the models from the ceiling or 

other support with the fishing 

line or string. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Periodic Table Flash Cards (Part II)“ 
 
 

The amount of valence electrons is vital to the 

understanding of chemical bonds.  It is the number of 

electrons in the outer (unstable) orbitals that determine 

the type and the number of bonds than an element can 

form. 
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Periodic Table Flash Cards (Part II) 
Children will add the number of valence electrons to each of their flash cards. 
 

Materials: 
Element Flash Cards (from Chapter 5)  

Electron orbital chart (see attached) 
 
 

Activity: 
Instruct the child to write down the number of valence electrons on the back of 

each flash card.  They may use the Electron orbital chart on the next page. 
 

 

Explanation: 
The total number of valence electrons for each element equals the number of 

electrons in their outer orbital. 
 

Atomic Number Element Name Valence Electrons 

1 Hydrogen 1 

2 Helium 2 

3 Lithium 1 

4 Beryllium 2 

5 Boron 3 

6 Carbon 4 

7 Nitrogen 5 

8 Oxygen 6 

9 Fluorine 7 

10 Neon 8 

11 Sodium 1 

12 Magnesium 2 

13 Aluminum 3 

14 Silicon 4 

15 Phosphorus 5 

16 Sulfur 6 

17 Chlorine 7 

18 Argon 8 
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Black construction paper 

Pie or cake pan 

Warm water 

Epsom salt 

Scissors 

Lemon (quartered) 

Clear drinking glass 

Liquid dish/hand soap 

Baking soda 

Measuring spoon 

Straw 

Paper towels 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 
Bonds between atoms are created when electrons are paired up by being 

transferred or shared. A substance composed of a single kind of atom is called an 

element. The atoms may be bonded together into molecules or crystalline solids. A 

compound is formed when two or more kinds of atoms bind together chemically. 

Atoms interact with one another by transferring or sharing electrons that are 

furthest from the nucleus. These outer electrons govern the chemical properties 

of the element. 
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Negative ion  
(“i-ahn”); an atom with more 

electrons (-) than protons (+) 

Positive ion  
(“i-ahn”); an atom with fewer 

electrons (-) than protons (+) 

Ionic bond  

(“i-ahn-ick”); the bonding of a 

positive and negative ion by the 

gaining and releasing of electrons 

Ionic compound 

a compound formed by an ionic 

bond between positive and negative 

ions 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How is an ion formed? 
An ion is formed when an atom loses, shares or gains an electron. 

What happens when negative ions and positive ions get close 

together? 
Negative and positive ions are attracted to each other and form an ionic bond 

between each other. 

What causes atoms to lose, share or gain electrons? 
Atoms tend to lose, share or gain electrons when their last orbital is not filled. 

 

Can two metals join together to form an ionic compound? 

No; Ionic compounds are formed between metals and nonmetals. 

 

What would happen if you placed an ionic compound in water? 
Ionic compounds dissolve very easily in water. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Eighteen: 

 
Page 1: 
1. Ionic compounds form between metals (like sodium) and nonmetals (like chlorine).  

2. Ionic compounds are always called with their metal named first!  (In this case, 

you have created sodium chlorine). 

3. Ionic compounds form a crystal at room temperature. (i.e. salt crystals) 

4. Ionic compounds can be dissolved very well in water.  (i.e. saltwater)  

 

Page 2: 
1. Negative ion 

2. Ionic compound 

3. Positive ion 

4. Ionic bond 

 

Page 3: 
1. Ionic bond 

2. Positive ion 

3. Negative ion 

4. Ionic compound 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Salty Crystals“ 
 
 

Ionic bonds form when one or more electrons are 

transferred from one neutral atom (typically a metal) to 

another (typically a nonmetallic element). When, for 

example, crystals of epsom salt (magnesium sulfate) are 

dissolved in water, they break apart into two kinds of 

ions in equal numbers, magnesium ions and sulfate ions.  

As molecules of magnesium sulfate bind together (once 

all of the water in the pan has evaporated), their 

molecules line up in an orderly fashion and bind together.  

This produces very long symmetrical rows of molecules 

that we see as crystals. 
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Salty Crystals 
Children will create very fast growing crystals. 

 

Materials: 
Black construction paper 

Pie or cake pan 

Warm water 

Epsom salt 

Scissors 

 

Activity: 
1. First, a sunny day isn't required, but it will help! You want rapid evaporation of 

the water to form the crystals, so select a warm, dry place to grow crystals 

(sunny porch or window is great). 

2. Use the scissors to cut black (or other dark color) construction paper so that it 

will fit in the bottom of the pan. 

3. Add 1 tablespoon of Epsom salt to 1/4 cup warm water. Stir until the salt is 

dissolved. 

4. Put the construction paper in the pan and pour the salt solution over the paper. 

5. Put the pan in the place you have selected for crystal-growing. As the water 

evaporates, you'll see lots of spiky crystals. 

 
Explanation: 
Ionic bonds form when one or more electrons are transferred from one neutral 

atom (typically a metal) to another (typically a nonmetallic element). When, for 

example, crystals of epsom salt (magnesium sulfate) are dissolved in water, they 

break apart into two kinds of ions in equal numbers, magnesium ions and sulfate 

ions.  As molecules of magnesium sulfate bind together (once all of the water in 

the pan has evaporated), their molecules line up in an orderly fashion and bind 

together.  This produces very long symmetrical rows of molecules that we see as 

crystals. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Lemony Bubbles“ 
 

The chemical reaction between the ionic compound 

sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) and citric acid (lemon 

juice) results in the baking soda breaking into sodium and 

bicarbonate ions.  These ions react with the citric acid to 

produce carbon dioxide gas (found inside all of those 

bubbles), water and another compound called sodium 

citrate. 
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Lemony Bubbles 
Children will create a bubbly solution using a lemon. 

 

Materials: 
Lemon (quartered) 

Clear drinking glass 

Liquid dish/hand soap 

Baking soda  

Measuring spoon  

Straw  

Paper towels 

 

Activity: 
1. Place 1 teaspoon of baking soda into the glass.  

2. Add about a teaspoon of liquid soap to the cup. Use the straw to stir the 

mixture.  

3. Squeeze a lemon wedge into the cup and stir the mixture with your straw.  

4. Watch the bubbles form. 

 

Explanation: 
This experiment is an example of a chemical reaction between the ionic compound 

sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) with citric acid (lemon juice). When the citric 

acid combines with the baking soda, the baking soda breaks into sodium and 

bicarbonate ions.  These ions react with the citric acid to produce carbon dioxide 

gas (found inside all of those bubbles), water and another compound called sodium 

citrate. 
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3/4 cup water 

3 tablespoons light corn syrup 

Straw 

Additional water 

Black trash bag 

Tape 

Ruler 

Sponge/Towel 

Plastic dish 

Tweezers/pliers 

Fine copper wire, about 5cm long 

Wire cutters 

50mL distilled water 

1/4 cup no-tears baby shampoo (Liquid hand washing soap works well too!) 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 
Bonds between atoms are created when electrons are paired up by being 

transferred or shared. A substance composed of a single kind of atom is called an 

element. The atoms may be bonded together into molecules or crystalline solids. A 

compound is formed when two or more kinds of atoms bind together chemically. 

Atoms interact with one another by transferring or sharing electrons that are 

furthest from the nucleus. These outer electrons govern the chemical properties 

of the element. 
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Covalent bond  

(“koe-vale-ent”);   a bond shared 

between atoms that shares 

electrons with each other 

Double bond 
covalent bond in which two electrons 

are shared between atoms 

Triple bond 
covalent bond in which three 

electrons are shared between atoms 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What happens with the electrons between two atoms when a 

covalent bond is formed? 
A covalent bond occurs whenever an atom shares electrons with other atoms. 

How can an atom have more than one covalent bond? 
The number of covalent bonds an atom can have depends on its number of valence 

electrons.  If an atom has two valence electrons, it can have two covalent bonds.  

Three valence electrons would allow for three covalent bonds and so on. 

How many covalent bonds exist in one molecule of water? 
Since oxygen has two valence electrons, it forms two covalent bonds to create water. 

 

Is it possible for an atom to share two electrons with a single 

atom? 

Yes; this is known as a double bond. 

 

Are most molecules formed by only ionic or covalent bonds? 
No; most compounds are made up of both ionic and covalent bonds. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Nineteen: 

 
Page 1: 

 

Page 2: 
1. Double bond 

2. Covalent bond 

3. Triple bond 

 

Page 3: 
Accept reasonable responses.  It is unlikely that an atom with five electrons 

in its outer orbital will give away those electrons when it only needs three 

more to make a bond.  If it gains three electrons, it can form an ionic bond.  

If it shares three electrons, it can form a covalent bond. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP: Don’t burst my bubble!“ 
 

Bubbles are made up of two layers of long 

carbon/hydrogen chains.  By diluting the bubble solution, 

the diameter of the bubbles would become smaller 

before they pop.  This is because the bubble solution is 

being spread out over a larger area.  Without the ability 

to join together, a bubble becomes more difficult to 

form. 
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ESP: Don’t burst my bubble! 
Children will experiment with bubble size as they alter the soap solution. 
 

 

 

Materials: 
1/4 cup no-tears baby shampoo (Liquid hand washing soap works well too!) 

3/4 cup water 

3 tablespoons light corn syrup 

Straw 

Additional water 

Black trash bag 

Tape 

Ruler 

Sponge/Towel 

 

Activity 

1. Mix the shampoo, water and light corn syrup to make the bubble solution. 
2. Tape the black trash bag onto a flat surface 

3. Place two or three drops of bubble solution onto the trash bag. 

4. Have the child blow into the drops with their straw.  They are to blow until the 

bubble pops. 

5. Have the child measure the diameter of the bubble and wipe off the surface. 

6. Double the amount of water in the bubble solution for experimentation. 

 

Explanation: 
By diluting the bubble solution, the child should observe that the diameter of the 

bubbles would become smaller.  The long chains of carbon and hydrogen that make 

up the bubble solution are actually getting spread out over a larger area.  Without 

the ability to join together, a bubble becomes more difficult to form. 

 

Independent Variable:  Strength of the bubble solution 

Dependent Variable:  Diameter of the bubble 

Hypothesis: 
If the strength of the bubble solution is (increased/decreased), then the 

diameter of the bubble will (increase/decrease). 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Inducing a Bond“ 
  

  

A water molecule contains two covalent bonds between the 

oxygen and hydrogen atoms.  The molecules are slightly negative 

at the oxygen end and slightly positive at the hydrogen end.  

This makes water a “polar” molecule.  Polar molecules are 

attracted to themselves as well as to other polar molecules.  

The polar water molecules next to the small pieces of copper 

wire that float on the water cause electrons in the wire to 

rearrange themselves so they move away from one end and 

concentrate in the other.  This results in the wire becoming 

positively charged on one end and negatively charged in the 

other.  Since opposite charges attract, the newly-charged 

pieces of wire can easily float towards or away from each other 

until their opposite charges connect. 
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Inducing a Bond 
Children will model a covalent bond. 

 

Materials: 
Plastic dish 

Tweezers/pliers 

Fine copper wire, about 5cm long 

Wire cutters 

50mL distilled water 

 

Activity: 
1. Cut the wire into 1cm lengths using the wire cutters 

2. Fill the dish half full with distilled water. 

3. Use the tweezers/pliers to place two pieces of wire on the surface of the 

water. 

4. Align the wires parallel to each other. 

5. The wires will either repel or attract one another. 

6. Add a few more pieces to see how they interact. 

 

Explanation: 
A water molecule contains two covalent bonds between the oxygen and hydrogen 

atoms.  The molecules are slightly negative at the oxygen end and slightly positive 

at the hydrogen end.  This makes water a “polar” molecule.  Polar molecules are 

attracted to themselves as well as to other polar molecules.  The polar water 

molecules next to the small pieces of copper wire that float on the water cause 

electrons in the wire to rearrange themselves so they move away from one end 

and concentrate in the other.  This results in the wire becoming positively charged 

on one end and negatively charged in the other.  Since opposite charges attract, 

the newly-charged pieces of wire can easily float towards or away from each 

other until their opposite charges connect.   
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Black pepper 

Water 

Dish/bowl 

Liquid dish soap 

Wide mouth bottle 

Rubber band 

Index card 

Pitcher of water 

Bucket 

Plastic mesh bag (used for produce at the grocery store) or old window screen 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 
Bonds between atoms are created when electrons are paired up by being 

transferred or shared. A substance composed of a single kind of atom is called an 

element. The atoms may be bonded together into molecules or crystalline solids. A 

compound is formed when two or more kinds of atoms bind together chemically. 
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Hydrogen bond 

bonds take place between hydrogen 

atoms and a handful of atoms that 

can gain electrons from other 

atoms 

Polar 

uneven sharing of electrons within 

molecules which cause some of its 

atoms to have a positive charge and 

others to have a negative charge 

Surface tension 

the “stickiness” of water; created 

by hydrogen bonds between water 

molecules 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Can any atom form a hydrogen bond? 
No; hydrogen bonds take place between hydrogen atoms and (mostly) nitrogen, 

oxygen, fluorine and carbon. 

Why can’t a single hydrogen atom form a hydrogen bond with 

another molecule? 
Single hydrogen atoms cannot form hydrogen bonds.  The hydrogen atom has to be 

a part of a larger compound before it can form a hydrogen bond with a different 

molecule. 

What does it mean that water is a “polar” molecule? 
The electrons that are shared between the hydrogen and oxygen atoms are not 

evenly shared.  Because of this, the oxygen has a small negative charge and the 

hydrogen atoms have a small positive charge. 
 

How can you break apart a hydrogen bond? 

Heating the molecules that are bonded together will cause the hydrogen bonds to 

separate. 

 

Why does a “dome” of water cover the top of a glass that it 

completely full of water? 
Water molecules hold on to each other with hydrogen bonds.  And each molecule is being pulled 

by another molecule – except at the top of the water level.  There is no force pulling on the 

water molecules at the water level.  So, as you add more and more water molecules into the 

glass, they keep holding onto each other because nothing is pulling them in the opposite 

direction.  This allows you to add more water than the glass would be able to hold!  This extra 

water forms a “dome” over the top of your water glass. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty: 

 
Page 1: 

 

 
Page 2: 

1. Polar 

2. Surface tension 

3. Hydrogen bond 

 

 
Page 3: 

1. Polar 

2. Hydrogen bond 

3. Surface tension 
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Answers to Unit 5 Review  
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Unit 5 Exam 
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Compare and Contrast the following 
vocabulary words: 

 

Hydrogen bonds 

Ionic bonds 
 

How are they the same? (Compare) 
1. _____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
2. _____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 
How are they different? (Contrast) 
1. _____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
2. _____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. Each orbital of an atom is filled with _______________________. 
a. Electrons 

b. Valence electrons 

c. Protons and neutrons 

 

2. The amount of valence electrons can be found from the 
________________ of the periodic table. 

a. Metals 

b. Nonmetals 

c. Families 

 

3. When an atom loses an electron, it is called a ___________________. 
a. Negative ion 

b. Positive ion 

c. Isotope 

 

4.  The number of covalent bonds an atom can have depends 
on its ________________________. 

a. Number of electrons 

b. Number of valence electrons 

c. Atomic number 

 

5. The type of bond that holds water molecules together is 
called ____________________. 

a. Hydrogen 

b. Ionic 

c. Covalent 
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Answers to Unit 5 Exam 
 

 

Page 1: 
1. Covalent bond 

2. Ionic bond 

3. Triple bond 

4. Neutral atom 

5. Orbital 

6. Negative ion 

7. Hydrogen bond 

8.  Valence electrons 

9.  Ionic compound 

10. Surface tension 

11.   Chemical bond 

12. Positive ion 

13. Polar 

14. Double bond 
 

Page 2: 
Compare: 

Both are bonds that involve the gain/release of electrons 

Both utilize force to bind atoms together. 

 Contrast: 

Hydrogen bonds must involve the exchange of electrons from a 

hydrogen atom 

Ionic bonds can form between two atoms.  Hydrogen bonds require the 

hydrogen that is binding to be a part of a larger molecule. 

 

Page 3: 
1. A 

2. C 

3. B 

4. B 

5. A 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Magical Fingers“ 

 
 

When you add detergent to water the surface tension of 

the water is lowered. This is because the soap breaks 

apart the hydrogen bonds that hold water molecules 

together.  When the surface tension is lowered, the 

water wants to spread out. As the water flattens on the 

dish, the pepper that is floating on top of the water is 

carried to the outer edge of the plate as if by magic. 
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Magical fingers 
Children will explore how the surface tension of water can be changed. 

 

Materials: 
Black pepper 

Water 

Dish/bowl 

Liquid dish soap 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour water into a plate or bowl. 

2. Shake some pepper onto the water. 

3. Dip your finger into the pepper and water, nothing much happens. 

4. Put a drop of dishwashing liquid on your finger and then dip it into the pepper 

and water the pepper will rush to the outer edges of the dish.  

 

Explanation: 
When you add detergent to water the surface tension of the water is lowered. 

This is because the soap breaks apart the hydrogen bonds that hold water 

molecules together.  When the surface tension is lowered, the water wants to 

spread out. As the water flattens on the dish, the pepper that is floating on top 

of the water is carried to the outer edge of the plate as if by magic. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Antigravity Water“ 
 
 

If you dip a piece of the screen into a glass of water, you 

notice that the water fills the screen holes. A force 

called cohesion, which is the attraction of molecules that 

are the same to each other, causes this effect. The 

water stays in the bottle even though the card is 

removed because the molecules of water are joined 

together to form a thin membrane between each opening 

in the screen. Tipping the bottle or touching the screen 

will break the surface tension and cause the water to 

flow out. 
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Antigravity Water 
Children will explore how surface tension holds water molecules inside a container. 
 

Materials: 
Plastic mesh bag (used for produce at the grocery store) or old window screen  

Wide mouth bottle  

Rubber band  

Index card  

Pitcher of water  

Bucket 
 

 

 

Activity: 
1. Cut a piece of mesh from the bag large enough to drape over the mouth of 

the bottle. 

2. Stretch the mesh over the bottle and use a rubber band to secure it in 

place. 

3. Fill the bottle with water by pouring the water through the screen. Fill the 

bottle almost to the very top. 

4. Cover the bottle with an index card. Hold the card in place as you turn the 

card and the bottle upside down over the bucket. 

5. Slowly remove the card from the opening and the water mysteriously stays 

in the bottle.  

6. Tip the bottle slightly to the left or right and the water will fall. Shake the 

bottle and the water will fall. Touch the screen and the water will fall. It 

might be a good idea to tell your friends about this so they have a chance to 

run. 
 

Explanation: 
If you dip a piece of the screen into a glass of water, you notice that the water 

fills the screen holes. A force called cohesion, which is the attraction of 

molecules that are the same to each other, causes this effect. The water stays in 

the bottle even though the card is removed because the molecules of water are 

joined together to form a thin membrane between each opening in the screen. 

Tipping the bottle or touching the screen will break the surface tension and cause 

the water to flow out. 
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Bowl 

1 cup cornstarch 

Spoon 

Pie pan 

Scissors 

Water 

Container of water 

Several ice cubes 

Two feet of string 

Salt 

Clock with second hand 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Although molecules can be separated into their individual elements in solution, the 

elements themselves do not break down any further.  Chemical elements do not 

break down during normal laboratory reactions involving such treatments as 

heating, exposure to electric current, or reaction with acids. 

 

A substance has characteristic properties, such as density, a boiling point, and 

solubility, all of which are independent of the amount of the sample. A mixture of 

substances often can be separated into the original substances using one or more 

of the characteristic properties. 
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Mixture 
adding together two items that do not 

dissolve into each other 

Solute 
(“sahl-oot”);  a molecule that is 

dissolved by the solvent in a solution 

Solvent 
(“sahl-vent”); a molecule that is 

dissolving the solute in a solution  

Solution 

(“sow-loo-shun”); when a solute mixes 

together so well that you cannot see it 

anymore in the solvent 

Colloid 

(“kahl-oyd”); a mixture in which not all 

of the solute can be dissolved by the 

solvent; the undissolved solute is still 

very small 

Suspension 

(“suh-spen-shun”); a mixture in which 

some of the particles are large enough 

to be easily seen (and removed) 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How does an ionic bond form between sodium and chloride 

ions? 
As the sodium atom gives away one electron to chlorine to fill up its outer orbital, 

the sodium becomes a positive ion.  And, by taking one electron, chlorine becomes a 

negative ion.  Since opposite charges attract each other, the sodium and chloride 

ions form an ionic bond and create table salt. 
 

How is the forming of an ionic bond like a tug-of-war? 
When you place an ionic compound, like table salt, the large negatively charged 

oxygen ions surround the positive sodium ion in one molecule of table salt.  As they 

surround the sodium ion, the force of all the oxygen ions pulling on the sodium ion 

is so great the sodium ion is pulled away from its partner, the chloride ion! 

What happens to covalent compounds when they are dissolved 

in water? 
Dissolving a covalent compound is similar to dissolving an ionic compound with one 

large exception:  A covalent compound will not break apart into individual ions in 

water.  Instead, individual molecules are separated from each other when covalent 

compounds are placed in water. 
 

Which has more mass?  A solute, a solvent or a solution? 

A solution would have more mass than its individual parts which are a solute and a 

solvent. 

 

What are two examples of mixtures that do not contain fully 

dissolved particles? 
Colloids and suspensions 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-one: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Suspension 

2. Solvent 

3. Solution 

4. Solute 

5. Mixture 

6. Colloid 

 

Page 2: 

 

Page 3: 
Whenever you add an ionic compound with water, the water molecules surround 

each ion and separate the ions from each other.   

When covalent compounds are dissolved in water, the covalent bonds that hold 

each ion together are not broken apart!  Entire molecules are pulled apart from 

other molecules when covalent compounds are dissolved in water. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Is the mixture a solid or liquid?  You choose!“ 
 

A mixture of cornstarch and water is a non-Newtonian 

fluid. A non-Newtonian fluid has properties of both a 

solid and a liquid, and it reacts to stress with increased 

viscosity.  To be more specific, a mixture of cornstarch 

and water can be considered a colloidal suspension (a 

combination of a colloid and a suspension). A colloidal 

suspension is a two-phase system in which the starch is 

not fully dissolved in water but simply mixed into a 

permanent suspension that will not settle upon standing. 
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Is the mixture a solid or liquid?  You choose! 
Children will explore a substance with both solid and liquid properties. 

 

Materials: 
Bowl  

1 cup cornstarch 

Spoon   

Pie pan    

Scissors    

Water 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour 1 cup of cornstarch into a bowl. 

2. Continue to add a small amount of water until the solution begins to thicken. 

Stir carefully! Do not fight the viscosity of the mixture. 

3. Pour some of the mixture into the pie pan.  

4. Try to cut it with the scissors as you pour. Tap the polymer in the pie pan with 

your hands. Pour some of the polymer into your hands and roll it into a ball. 

Does the ball retain its shape? Form a long rope (snake) with the polymer and 

pull it apart quickly. What happens? With your spoon, attempt to draw in the 

mixture. Can you write your name? 

 

Explanation: 
This mixture is a non-Newtonian fluid. A non-Newtonian fluid has properties of 

both a solid and a liquid, and it reacts to stress with increased viscosity.  The 

mixture of cornstarch and water can be considered a colloidal suspension (a 

combination of a colloid and a suspension). A colloidal suspension is a two-phase 

system in which the starch is not fully dissolved in water but simply mixed into a 

permanent suspension that will not settle upon standing. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Freezing ice at room temperature“ 
 

The particles that make up salt are arranged into an 

orderly pattern known as a crystal. When salt is added to 

the ice, the sodium and chloride (this is the stuff that 

makes up salt!!!) interferes with the orderly arranging of 

the particles in the crystal. This causes the ice to melt.  

However, as the salt begins to dissolve into the water, 

the wet string refreezes to the ice cube.  At this time 

the string is attached to the string.  For most cases, the 

string will become attached to the ice cube within a few 

moments. 
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ESP:  Freezing ice at room temperature 
The addition of salt to ice makes for an interesting physical change. 

 

Materials: 
Container of water 

Several ice cubes 

Two feet of string 

Salt 

Clock with second hand 

 

Activity: 
1. Soak the string in the container of water and insert an ice cube into the water. 

2. Drape the wet string over the top of the ice cube and quickly remove the string 

from the water bath. 

3. Record how long the ice cube remains attached to the string before it falls into 

the water.   

4. Repeat this procedure, this time adding a small pinch of salt onto the string 

where it touches the ice. 

5. Remove the string immediately from the water bath and record the amount of 

time the ice cube remains attached to the string. 

6. For experimentation, increase the amount of time you leave the string/salt in 

the water before removing the string. 

 

Explanation: 
The particles that make up salt are arranged into an orderly pattern known as a 

crystal. When salt is added to the ice, the sodium and chloride (this is the stuff 

that makes up salt!!!) interferes with the orderly arranging of the particles in the 

crystal. This causes the ice to melt.  However, as the salt begins to dissolve into 

the water, the wet string refreezes to the ice cube.  At this time the string is 

attached to the string.  For most cases, the string will become attached to the ice 

cube within a few moments. 
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Independent Variable:  Time the string is left on the ice 

Dependent Variable:  Time the ice and string remains attached 

Hypothesis: 
If the time the string is left on the ice is (increased/decreased), then 

the time the ice and string remains attached will   (increase/decrease). 
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Pre-washed white t-shirt 

Plastic Cup 

Rubber Band 

Rubbing Alcohol 

Dropper Bottle or medicine dropper 

Safety glasses 

Measuring cup and spoons 

Vinegar 

Baking soda 

Reclosable bag (a quart-size zipper-lock 

bag) 

Toilet Paper 

Warm and ice-cold water 

Sharpie® Permanent Markers (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple) 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Although molecules can be separated into their individual elements in solution, the 

elements themselves do not break down any further.  Chemical elements do not 

break down during normal laboratory reactions involving such treatments as 

heating, exposure to electric current, or reaction with acids. 
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Universal solvent water 

Dilute solution 
a solution that can easily dissolve more  

solute 

Concentrated 

solution 

(“kon-sen-tray-ted”); a solution that 

contains a lot of dissolved solute 

Saturated solution 

(“sa-ture-a-ted”); a point when you 

cannot dissolve any more solute inside a 

certain amount of solvent 

Unsaturated 

solution 

any solution that can still dissolve more 

solute 

Solubility 
(“sahl-yoo-bill-itee”); a measurement of 

how much solute can dissolve in a solvent 
 

Supersaturated 

solution 

a solution which contains more solute 

than can normally be dissolved; usually 

formed by increasing the temperature 

of a solvent 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Place the following in order from least amount of solute to 

greatest:  dilute, supersaturated, saturated, and 

concentrated 
A dilute solution has the least amount of solute; this is followed by concentrated, 

saturated and supersaturated. 
 

How do you make a dilute solution more concentrated? 
You can make a solution more concentrated by adding more solute (or by removing 

solvent). 

How is solubility a physical property? 
Solubility is a measurement of how much solute can be dissolved in a solvent.  Every 

compound has its own measurement of solubility. 
 

If you increase the temperature of a solution, what happens 

to its solubility? 

By increasing the temperature of a solution, you can dissolve more solute. 

 

If you decrease the pressure of a solution, what happens to 

its solubility? 
By decreasing the pressure of a solution, you can dissolve less solute. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-two: 

 
Page 1: 
Compare: 

Both are solutions made up of solutes dissolved in solvents. 

Both contain a lot of solute. 

Contrast: 

Saturated solutions cannot contain any more solute. 

Saturated solution may have extra solute that is not dissolved. 

 

Page 2: 
1. Solubility 

2. Universal solvent 

3. Unsaturated solution 

4. Saturated solution 

5. Supersaturated solution 

6. Concentrated solution 

7. Dilute solution 

 

Page 3: 
1. Concentrated solution 

2. Unsaturated solution 

3. Universal solvent 

4. Saturated solution 

5. Supersaturated solution 

6. Solubility 

7. Dilute solution 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Sharpie Tie-Dyed Shirts“ 
 

Sharpie markers contain permanent ink, which will not 

wash away with water. However, the molecules of ink are 

soluble in another solvent called rubbing alcohol. This 

solvent carries the different colors of ink with it as it 

spreads in a circular pattern from the center of the 

shirt.  As you add more solvent (alcohol) the ink becomes 

more dilute as it spreads throughout your shirt. 
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Sharpie Tie-Dyed Shirts 
Children will cause a solution of ink to diffuse across cloth. 

 

Materials: 
Sharpie® Permanent Markers (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple) 

Dropper Bottle or medicine dropper 

Pre-washed white t-shirt 

Plastic Cup 

Rubber Band 

Rubbing Alcohol  

 

Activity: 
1. Place the plastic cup inside the middle of the t-shirt. Position the opening of 

the cup directly under the section of the shirt that you want to decorate. 

Stretch the rubber band over the t-shirt and the cup to secure the shirt in 

place. 

2. Place about 6 dots of ink from one marker in a circle pattern about the size of 

a quarter in the center of the stretched out fabric. If you like, use another 

color maker to fill in spaces in between the first dots. There should be a 

quarter size circle of dots in the middle of the plastic cup opening when you are 

finished. 

3. Slowly squeeze approximately 20 drops of rubbing alcohol into the center of 

the circle of dots. As the rubbing alcohol absorbs into the fabric, the ink 

spreads in a circular pattern expanding outward from the center. The result is 

a beautiful flower-like pattern. 

4. Apply as much or as little rubbing alcohol as desired, but do not let the pattern 

spread beyond the edges of the cup. Allow the developed design to dry for 3 to 

5 minutes before moving on to a new area of the shirt. 

5. Try as many different patterns as you like. The secret is to keep your patterns 

small and in the center of the design area on the shirt. DO NOT flood the 

design area with rubbing alcohol. The key is to drip the rubbing alcohol slowly in 

the center of the shirt and allow the molecules of ink to spread outward from 

the center. 
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Explanation: 
The markers contain permanent ink, which will not wash away with water. However, 

the molecules of ink are soluble in another solvent called rubbing alcohol. This 

solvent carries the different colors of ink with it as it spreads in a circular 

pattern from the center of the shirt.  As you add more solvent (alcohol) the ink 

becomes more dilute as it spreads throughout your shirt. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “CO2 Sandwich“ 
 
 
 

Acetic acid (vinegar) plus sodium bicarbonate (baking 

soda) produces carbon dioxide gas and water. Wrapping 

baking soda in tissue paper prior to placing it in the 

vinegar is a way of slowing down the reaction. It takes a 

few seconds more for tissue paper to dissolve so that the 

vinegar and baking soda mix.  By increasing the 

temperature of the solution, you will increase the rate of 

reaction.  This is because the energy within the warm 

water speeds up the vinegar and baking soda molecules, 

which causes them to move around more and react with 

each other much faster! 
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CO2 Sandwich 
Children will experiment with temperature and how it affects chemical reactions. 

 

Materials: 
Safety glasses  

Measuring cup and spoons  

Vinegar  

Baking soda  

Reclosable bag (a quart-size zipper-lock bag)  

Toilet Paper 

Warm and ice-cold water 

 

Activity: 
1. Tear off a square of toilet paper.  

2. Twist or fold the toilet paper around the pile of baking soda making a small 

packet.  

3. It’s best to have someone help you with the next few steps. Open the zipper-

lock bag and measure a 1/4 cup of vinegar into the bag. Add a 1/4 cup of warm 

water to the bag.  

4. Zip the bag closed, but not all the way. You want a small opening just large 

enough to sneak in the wrapped up baking soda.  

5. Go outside! 

6. Drop the baking soda bundle into the bag and quickly seal the bag closed. Place 

the bag on the ground and get out of the way. Watch closely as the bag begins 

to puff up until it blows open! 

7. Repeat this experiment; however, instead of using ¼ cup warm water, use ¼ cup 

of ice cold water 
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Explanation: 
Acetic acid (vinegar) plus sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) produces carbon 

dioxide gas and water. The bag puffs up because the carbon dioxide gas takes up 

lots of space, eventually filling the bag. If there’s more gas than the bag can 

hold… Boom! If you’re lucky, the zipper-lock seal will bust open, but the bag will 

not break. Now you can reuse the bag to make another CO2 sandwich. Wrapping 

the baking soda in tissue paper is a way of slowing down the reaction. It takes a 

few seconds more for tissue paper to dissolve so that the vinegar and baking soda 

mix. 

 

By increasing the temperature of the solution, you will increase the rate of 

reaction.  This is because the energy within the warm water speeds up the vinegar 

and baking soda molecules, which causes them to move around more and react with 

each other much faster! 
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Vinegar 

Tomato Paste 

Salt 

Water 

Small plates 

1/2 C milk or heavy cream 

Vinegar or lemon juice 

Saucepan 

Stove 

Dirty Pennies - try to collect tarnished pennies that all look the same 

Taco Sauce - Packets from Taco Bell can be used 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
Both acids and bases are related to the amount of hydrogen ions present in 

solution.  Acids increase the concentration of hydrogen ions, while bases decrease 

the concentration of hydrogen ions (by accepting them).  The acidity or basicity of 

something therefore can be measured by its hydrogen ion concentration. 

 

http://www.visionlearning.com/library/pop_glossary_term.php?oid=1573&l=
http://www.visionlearning.com/library/pop_glossary_term.php?oid=1574&l=
http://www.visionlearning.com/library/pop_glossary_term.php?oid=853&l=
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Fertilizers 
 (“fur-till-eyes-erz”); chemicals used to help 

plants grow!   

Acid 
a solution that contains a high amount of 

hydrogen ions  

Base 
a solution that contains a high amount of 

hydroxide ions 

Hydroxide ion 

an ion that is made up of an oxygen and 

hydrogen atom which holds onto one extra 

electron 

Corrosive 

(“ko-row-siv”); description given to strong 

acids and/or bases as they can react with 

many different materials causing them to 

break apart very quickly 

Strong base 
a solution with a high amount of hydroxide 

ions  

Strong acid a solution with a high amount of hydrogen ions 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What ions are found in solutions which make them either acids 

or bases? 
Acidic solutions have a high amount of hydrogen ions and basic solutions have high 

concentrations of oxygen and hydrogen ions bound together. 
 

Why are acids so dangerous? 
Since hydrogen has not filled up its outer orbital, it can easily react with many 

different ions that are willing to share or give away their electrons.  This makes 

hydrogen ions very reactive as they can break apart many different materials 

very quickly. 

What is the pH of a solution that is neutral? 
A solution with a pH of 7 has no extra hydrogen ions floating around. 

 

How can bases be as dangerous as acids? 

The extra hydroxide ions in a base are just as reactive as acids.  However, instead of 

taking an electron like with acids, hydroxide ions can give away an electron with many 

different ions.  This makes bases just as reactive as acids. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-three: 

 

Page 1: 
1. Base 

2. Strong acid 

3. Strong base 

4. Hydroxide ion 

5. Corrosive 

6. Acid 

7. Fertilizers 
 

Page 2: 

 

Page 3: 
A hydrogen ion is an atom of hydrogen that has lost its electron.  Since it has not 

filled up its outer orbital, it can easily react with many different ions that are 

willing to share or give away their electrons!  This means that hydrogen ions are 

very reactive!  In a strong acid, there are many hydrogen ions inside the solution 

so it is possible for this liquid to react with many different molecules!  Scientists 

say acids are corrosive because they react with many different materials and can 

cause them to break apart very quickly! 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Cleaning with… Taco Sauce???” 
 
Salt breaks down into sodium ions and chloride ions and it 

is the chloride ions that react with the compound on 

pennies that make them look tarnished (copper oxide).  

After the ions react with the penny, the copper oxide is 

removed from the surface of the pennies and you see the 

shiny copper that is left behind.  By themselves the salt 

and vinegar (weak acid) do very little in the way of 

removing the coating of copper oxide on the penny, but 

together these ingredients make a great cleaning agent. 
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Cleaning with… Taco Sauce??? 
Children will use taco sauce to clean the tarnished metal surface of pennies. 

 

Materials: 
Dirty Pennies - try to collect tarnished pennies that all look the same 

Taco Sauce - Packets from Taco Bell can be used 

Vinegar 

Tomato Paste 

Salt 

Water 

Small plates 

 

Activity: 
1. Place several tarnished pennies on a plate and cover them with taco sauce.  

2. Use your fingers to smear the taco sauce all over the surface of the penny. 

3. Wash your hands and don't lick your fingers! 

4. Allow the taco sauce to sit on the pennies for at least two minutes. 

5. Rinse the pennies in the sink and look at the difference between the top side 

that touched the taco sauce compared to the bottom side.  

 

Explanation: 
Salt breaks down into sodium ions and chloride ions and it is the chloride ions that 

react with the compound on the pennies that make them look tarnished (copper 

oxide).  After the ions react with the penny, the copper oxide is removed from 

the surface of the pennies and you see the shiny copper that is left behind.  By 

themselves the salt and vinegar (weak acid) do very little in the way of removing 

the coating of copper oxide on the penny, but together these ingredients make a 

great cleaning agent. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Milky Plastics“ 
 

Acids are very good at breaking apart proteins.  One 

protein in the milk, called casein, was easily broken apart 

by the addition of vinegar and heat.  Once it was broken 

apart, the pieces of casein stuck together in a “blob” of 

small protein pieces.  This plastic-like substance should 

be very sticky. In fact, not too long ago a reaction such 

as you describe was a common and a popular means to 

produce an early form of glue.  Have you ever wondered 

why there is  a picture of a cow on every bottle of 

Elmer's glue?  Hmm….. 
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Milky Plastics 
Children will use an acid to produce a plastic. 

 

Materials: 
1/2 C milk or heavy cream 

Vinegar or lemon juice 

Saucepan 

Stove 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour 1/2 cup milk or heavy cream in a saucepan and heat to simmering over low 

to medium heat. 

2. Stir in a few spoonfuls of vinegar or lemon juice. Continue adding vinegar or 

lemon juice until mixture starts to gel. 

3. Remove from heat and allow to cool. 

4. Rinse the rubbery curds with water. The curds are plastic!  

5. Roll this sticky mass into a ball and let it sit overnight before you play! 

 

Explanation: 
Acids are very good at breaking apart proteins.  One protein in the milk, called 

casein, was easily broken apart by the addition of vinegar and heat.  Once it was 

broken apart, the pieces of casein stuck together in a “blob” of small protein 

pieces.  This plastic-like substance should be very sticky. In fact, not too long ago 

a reaction such as you describe was a common and a popular means to produce an 

early form of glue.  Have you ever wondered why there is  a picture of a cow on 

every bottle of Elmer's glue?  Hmm….. 
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Milk of Magnesia 

Water 

Large clear bowl 

Spoon 

Vinegar 

Measuring cups/spoons 

Raw egg 

Pan 

Mixing bowl 

Fork/whisk 

Cooking spray (or oil) 

Red cabbage juice (from Chapter 12) 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
Both acids and bases are related to the amount of hydrogen ions present in 

solution.  Acids increase the concentration of hydrogen ions, while bases decrease 

the concentration of hydrogen ions (by accepting them).  The acidity or basicity of 

something therefore can be measured by its hydrogen ion concentration. 

 

http://www.visionlearning.com/library/pop_glossary_term.php?oid=1573&l=
http://www.visionlearning.com/library/pop_glossary_term.php?oid=1574&l=
http://www.visionlearning.com/library/pop_glossary_term.php?oid=853&l=
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Stomach acid (“stum-ak”); a strong acid in the stomach that 

helps to remove bacteria from the food we eat 

Digestion 

(“di-jest-shun”); the process of breaking down 

food into smaller, easy-to-dissolve pieces that 

your body can use to survive 

Enzymes 
 (“en-zimes”); chemicals made by the body to help 

in chemical reactions 

Saliva (“sah-live-ah”);  fluid in your mouth; “spit” 

Small 

intestines 

 (“en-test-tinz”); location in the body where food 

is small enough to pass into the blood 

Blood 
a solution of several compounds responsible for 

life to exist 

Buffers 

a group of many different compounds that float 

around in the blood and help to keep its pH 

between 7.2 and 7.6 

Carbon dioxide 

gas (CO2) 
waste product of human bodies 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What is the very first step in digestion? 
The process of chewing is the first step in digestion. 

 

What chemical changes are taking place during this action? 
Enzymes are released into your saliva which break down the large sugar molecules 

in the food you eat. 

Why would enzymes in your mouth not survive in your 

stomach? 
Enzymes in your mouth need a pH that is close to neutral (pH 7).  The acids in your 

stomach lower its pH to a level that would destroy the enzymes in your mouth. 
 

What is the role of acid in your stomach? 

The main purpose of the acid in your stomach is to destroy any unwanted organisms 

in your food. 

 

How do buffers, your lungs and kidneys affect your blood pH? 
Buffers react with extra hydrogen ions and hydroxide ions in your blood to 

neutralize them.  Your lungs remove extra carbon dioxide gas which can form a 

weak acid inside our blood.  Any extra hydrogen or hydroxide ions that remain in 

your blood can be filtered out through your kidneys and removed in your urine. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-four: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Buffers 

2. Saliva 

3. Enzymes 

4. Blood 

5. Digestion 

6. Carbon dioxide gas 

7. Small intestines 

8. Stomach acid 

 

Page 2: 
1. Saliva 

2. Blood 

3. Stomach acid 

4. Buffers 

5. Enzymes 

6. Carbon dioxide gas 

7. Digestion 

8. Small intestines 

 

Page 3: 
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Answers to Unit 6 Review 
 

1. Small intestines 

2. Fertilizers 

3. Corrosive 

4. Acid 

5. Stomach acid 

6. Strong base 

7. Solute 

8. Base 

9. Blood 

10. Colloid 

11. Enzymes 

12. Mixture 

13. Digestion 

14. Hydroxide ion 

15. Solubility 

16. Saliva 

17. Solution 

18. Dilute solution 

19. Strong acid 

20. Buffers 

21. Suspension 

22. Solvent 
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Unit 6 Exam 
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List and explain three ways your body keeps 
its blood pH in a safe range between 7.2-7.6 

 
1. _____________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

2. _____________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
3. _____________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. Which of the following is true: 
a. Covalent bonds are easily broken in water 

b. Compounds with covalent bonds are broken into their individual ions when 

placed in water 

c. Compounds with covalent bonds are not broken apart in water 

 

2. The solute of a solution is... 
a. the molecule that is doing the dissolving 

b. the molecule that is being dissolved 

c. is dissolved only within a mixture. 

 

3. Solubility is affected by... 
a. Pressure and temperature 

b. Temperature and density 

c. Volume and pressure 

 

4.  Which of the following is true: 
a. Strong bases are as corrosive as strong acids 

b. Strong bases have more hydrogen ions than weak bases 

c. Strong bases have fewer hydroxide ions than weak bases 

 

5. Buffers help your blood stay at the correct pH by binding to 
extra __________________ in your blood. 

a. Hydroxide ions 

b. Hydrogen ions 

c. Both hydrogen and hydroxide ions 
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Answers to Unit 6 Exam 
Page 1: 

1. Enzymes 

2. Solvent 

3. Solute 

4. Supersaturated 

solution 

5. Solubility 

6. Corrosive 

7. Buffers 

8. Strong acid 

9. Blood 

10. Carbon dioxide 

gas 

11. Solution 

12. Saliva 

13. Hydroxide ion 

14. Saturated 

solution 

15. Unsaturated 

solution 

16. Concentrated 

solution 

17. Small intestines 

18. Universal solvent 

19. Mixture 

20. Fertilizers 

21. Stomach acid 

22. Dilute solution 

23. Acid 

24. Suspension 

25. Base 

 

Page 2: 
Buffers are a group of many different compounds that float around in our blood.  If our blood 

has a low pH, it has too many hydrogen ions floating around in this solution.  This means our 

blood pH is too low!  When this happens, the buffers react with the extra hydrogen ions and 

bind to them.  This removes a lot of extra ions in the blood and helps it increase its pH between 

7.2-7.6.  Buffers do the same thing if there are too many hydroxide ions in our blood too!  If 

our pH is too high, buffers are very good at binding to these ions and lowering our pH! 
 

Lungs help to remove a waste product from our blood – carbon dioxide gas (CO2).  CO2 has a bad 

habit of binding with extra hydrogen ions in our blood to make a weak acid!  So, every time you 

exhale, you are removing a gas that makes your blood acidic! 
 

Kidneys do an outstanding job of filtering your blood for extra ions that make your blood too  

acidic (below pH7.2) or too basic (above pH7.6).  These extra ions are removed from your body 

by your urine! 
 

Page 3: 
1. C 

2. B 

3. A 

4. A 

5. C 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “MOM and Cabbage Juice“ 

 

The red cabbage juice contains a molecule called flavin which 

turns red in acidic solutions, purple in neutral solutions and 

greenish-yellow in strong basic solutions.  The addition of milk 

of magnesia in the water makes the solution slightly basic and 

will turn the solution a blue-green color.  When vinegar is 

introduced, the color of the solution will turn form blue-green 

to purple and then to red.  However, there is more milk of 

magnesia than acid in the solution.  Therefore, the solution will 

slowly revert back to a more basic solution.  You can witness 

this occurring as the colors move back from red to purple and 

back to a blue-green.  This will continue until you add more acid 

than milk of magnesia.  When there is no more milk of magnesia 

to neutralize the acid, the color change will stay at red as the 

solution will remain acidic. 
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MOM and Cabbage Juice 
Children will simulate how antacids affect your stomach pH. 

 

Materials: 
Red cabbage juice (from activity in Chapter 12) 

Milk of Magnesia 

Water 

Large clear bowl 

Spoon 

Vinegar 

Measuring cups/spoons 

 

Activity: 
1. Fill the measuring cup half-full with water. 

2. Add ¼ cup red cabbage juice. 

3. Add ¼ cup milk of magnesia. 

4. Stir well to mix. 

5. Add two tablespoons of vinegar. 

6. Stir well and watch the color change.  After the solution returns to its original 

color, add more vinegar and repeat. 

7. The colors will continue to return until the amount of vinegar exceeds ¼ cup. 
 

Explanation: 
The red cabbage juice contains a molecule called flavin which turns red in acidic 

solutions, purple in neutral solutions and greenish-yellow in strong basic solutions.  

The addition of milk of magnesia in the water makes the solution slightly basic and 

will turn the solution a blue-green color.  When vinegar is introduced, the color of 

the solution will turn form blue-green to purple and then to red.  However, there 

is more milk of magnesia than acid in the solution.  Therefore, the solution will 

slowly revert back to a more basic solution.  You can witness this occurring as the 

colors move back from red to purple and back to a blue-green.  This will continue 

until you add more acid than milk of magnesia.  When there is no more milk of 

magnesia to neutralize the acid, the color change will stay at red as the solution 

will remain acidic. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Fried Green Eggs“ 
 
 
The pigments in red cabbage change color in response to 

changes in acidity or pH.  Egg whites are alkaline (pH ~9) 

so when you mix the red cabbage juice into the egg white 

the pigment changes color. The pH does not change as 

the egg is cooked so the color stays the same.  
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Fried Green Eggs 
Children will use an acid/base indicator to “turn” their eggs. 

 

Materials: 
Raw egg 

Red cabbage juice (from previous activity) 

Pan 

Mixing bowl 

Fork/whisk 

Cooking spray (or oil) 

 

Activity: 
1. Spray a pan with cooking spray. Heat the pan over medium-high heat. 

2. Crack an egg and separate the egg white from the yolk. Set the yolk aside. 

3. In a small bowl, mix the egg white with a small amount of red cabbage juice.  

You should notice a color change.  

4. If you mix the egg white and red cabbage juice thoroughly then the 'white' of 

the fried egg will be uniformly green. If you only lightly mix the ingredients 

you will end up with a green egg that has white splotches.  

5. Add the egg white mixture to the hot pan. Set the egg yolk in the middle of 

the egg. Fry it and eat it like you would any other egg. 

 

Explanation: 
The pigments in red cabbage change color in response to changes in acidity or pH. 

Egg whites are alkaline (pH ~9) so when you mix the red cabbage juice into the 

egg white the pigment changes color. The pH does not change as the egg is cooked 

so the color is stable. It's also edible, so you can eat the fried green egg! 
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Ruler 

Pencil 

Ice 

Two caps from drinking bottles 

Water 

Lamp (optional) 

9-volt battery 

Aluminum foil, approx. 2x4 inches 

Salt 

Electrical wires with alligator clips  

Small bowl 

Water 

Spoon 

Measuring cup 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Substances react chemically in characteristic ways with other substances to form 

new substances (compounds) with different characteristic properties. In chemical 

reactions, the total mass is conserved. 
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Reaction 
the interaction of two or more ions, 

atoms or molecules  

Reactants 

(“ree-act-ants”); the two atoms, ions 

or molecules that interact during a 

chemical reaction   

Products 
any new ion or molecule that is created 

as a result from a chemical reaction 

Chemical 

formulas 

the chemical symbols for ions, atoms 

or molecules 

Law of 

Conservation 

a law that states that matter cannot 

be created or destroyed, only changed 

Chemical 

equation 

a way for scientists to identify 

chemical reactions which involve 

chemical formula in the form of 

reactants and products 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What must be produced during a chemical reaction? 
All chemical reactions must produce a different molecule. 

 

 

What do scientists call the molecules that react together to 

form a new product? 
Reactants are the two molecules that go through a chemical change in order to 

produce a different type of matter. 

What is the most important rule about chemical equations? 
All of the atoms within the reactants must be found somewhere in the products. 

 

Why is the Law of Conservation so important? 

The Law of Conservation states that at no time can matter ever be created or 

destroyed.  It is possible to move atoms around and build new molecules, but you can 

never make them disappear or reappear! 

 

Why are chemical formulas important within chemical 

equations? 
Scientists use chemical formula much like mathematicians would use variables like 

x and y.  The chemical formulas symbolize how many atoms of a particular 

element are present during a chemical reaction. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-five: 

 
Page 1: 
Products 

Reactants 

Reaction 

Law of Conservation 

Chemical equation 

Chemical formulas 

 

Page 2: 

 

Page 3: 
Rule #1:  Reactions take place between ions, atoms and/or molecules. 

Rule #2:  A reaction must produce a different form of matter.   
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Conserve your ice!!!“ 
 
The Law of the Conservation of Mass states that matter cannot 

be created or      destroyed only changed.  Regardless if the 

substance is in a solid, liquid or gaseous state, both samples of 

water on the balance will contain the same amount of mass!  Due 

to this Law, you should not see a difference in mass between 

the melted ice and water because they both contain the same 

amount of molecules!  A molecule of water is made up of two 

atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.  These molecules 

are identical whether they are frozen into a solid (such as ice) 

or in liquid form (such as water); however, the molecules are 

arranged differently from each other in either state.  In ice, 

the molecules are lined up in an orderly manner known as a 

crystal.  In water, these same molecules are loosely connected 

to each other as they slide around and over each other. 
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ESP: Conserve your ice!!! 
Children will explore the Law of Conservation of Mass. 

 

Materials: 
Ruler 

Pencil 

Ice 

Two caps from drinking bottles 

Water 

Lamp (optional) 
 

Activity: 
1. Make a balance by placing the ruler on top of the pencil.  Onto the ends of the 

ruler you will want to place a cap from the drinking bottles. 

2. Place a small piece of ice in one of the caps on the balance. 

3. Place an equal amount of water in the other cap.  The ruler should be adjusted 

so that it is perfectly balanced. 

4. Allow the ice to melt (under a lamp or sunny location) and record if any change 

in mass occurred.   If the cap with the ice gains any mass, it will travel 

downwards on the balance (like a see saw!)  If the cap with the water gains any 

mass, it too would travel downwards.  If the balance is not disturbed, you 

should not notice any changes in the mass! 

5. For experimentation, increase the amount of ice/water on the balance. 
 

Explanation: 
The Law of the Conservation of Mass states that matter cannot be created or      

destroyed only changed.  Regardless if the substance is in a solid, liquid or gaseous 

state, both samples of water on the balance will contain the same amount of mass!  

Due to this Law, you should not see a difference in mass between the melted ice 

and water because they both contain the same amount of molecules!  A molecule 

of water is made up of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.  These 

molecules are identical whether they are frozen into a solid (such as ice) or in 

liquid form (such as water); however, the molecules are arranged differently from 

each other in either state.  In ice, the molecules are lined up in an orderly manner 

known as a crystal.  In water, these same molecules are loosely connected to each 

other as they slide around and over each other.   
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Independent Variable:  Amount of water 

Dependent Variable:  Height of the ice 

Hypothesis: 
If the amount of water is (increased/decreased), then the height of the ice will 

(increase/decrease). 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Splitting Water in Two“ 

  

When you add salt to water, the salt ions (which are 

highly polar) help pull the water molecules apart into ions. 

Each part of the water molecule (H2O) has a charge. The 

OH- ion is negative, and the H+ ion is positive. This 

solution in water forms an electrolyte, allowing current to 

flow when a voltage is applied. The H+ ions move toward 

the negative electrode, and the OH- ions move toward 

the positive electrode. Bubbles of oxygen gas (O2) form 

at the positive electrode and bubbles of hydrogen gas 

(H2) form at the negative electrode. The bubbles are 

easily seen. Twice as much hydrogen gas is produced as 

oxygen gas. 
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Splitting Water in Two 
Children will use a battery to split water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen gas. 

 

Materials: 
9-volt battery  

Aluminum foil, approx. 2x4 inches 

Salt 

Electrical wires with alligator clips 

Small bowl 

Water 

Spoon 

Measuring cup 

 

Activity: 
1. Accordion-fold each piece of aluminum foil down the long way so that you have 

two pieces approximately 1 cm x 6 cm. These are going to be your electrodes. 

2. Press each electrode flat. 

3. Bend the top 1 cm of each electrode over to act as a hanger. 

4. Dissolve salt into water at the ratio of one teaspoon salt for each ¼ cup of 

water. Stir to dissolve the salt. 

5. Hang the electrodes on the inside of the bowl so that they hang down into the 

water. They should hang a couple inches apart--do not let them touch during 

the experiment.  

6. Attach one end of each wire to the hanger of your electrode. 

7. Attach the other end of each wire to your battery. Make a note which 

electrode is attached to the positive and which is attached to the negative 

terminal of your battery. 
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Explanation: 
When you add salt to the water, the salt ions (which are highly polar) help pull the 

water molecules apart into ions. Each part of the water molecule (H O) has a 

charge. The OH- ion is negative, and the H+ ion is positive. This solution in water 

forms an electrolyte, allowing current to flow when a voltage is applied. The H+ 

ions move toward the negative electrode, and the OH- ions move toward the 

positive electrode. Bubbles of oxygen gas (O ) form at the positive electrode, and 

bubbles of hydrogen gas (H ) form at the negative electrode. The bubbles are 

easily seen. Twice as much hydrogen gas is produced as oxygen gas. The chemical 

equation is: 

2H2O        2H2 + O2 
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Two drinking glasses 

2 spoons 

2-sugar cubes 

Warm water 

Two drinking glasses 

2 spoons 

2 sugar cubes 

Cold and warm water 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Substances react chemically in characteristic ways with other substances to form 

new substances (compounds) with different characteristic properties. In chemical 

reactions, the total mass is conserved. 
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Activation energy  

(“ack-tih-vay-shun”); energy 

required to start a chemical 

reaction  

Surface area 
measurement of how much an 

object’s surface is showing   

Concentration 

 (“kon-sen-tray-shun”); the amount 

of reactants added to the 

chemical reaction 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Why do chemical reactions need activation energy? 
All reactants in a chemical reaction have chemical bonds holding them together. The 

activation energy is used to split these molecules apart so they can rearrange into 

new products. 
 

 

How is the cooking of bacon an endothermic reaction? 
The bacon is not creating heat energy as it cooks; it must continually absorb 

energy in order to keep cooking. 

Does a bowling ball or a golf ball have more surface area? 
Since surface area is a measurement of how much an object’s surface is showing, and 

bowling balls are much larger tan golf balls, it is the bowling ball that has more 

surface area. 
 

How can a change in temperature affect the rate of reaction? 

As the temperature of molecules increase, they move around much faster. Since 

chemical reactions depend upon atoms coming into contact with each other, faster 

moving atoms have a greater chance at reacting with other atoms.  Therefore, the 

rate of reaction increases with temperature. 

 

How can you increase the concentration of a solution? 
By adding more solute to a solution or taking away some of the solvent you can 

increase the concentration of a solution. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-six: 

 
Page 1: 
Answers will vary.  Be certain that the answer contains the following 

definitions: 

Activation energy – energy required to start a chemical reaction 
Concentration – the amount of reactants added to the chemical reaction 
Surface area – measurement of how much an object’s surface is showing 

 

Page 2: 
1. Activation energy  

2. Concentration  

3. Surface area 

 

Page 3: 
1. Concentration 

2. Surface area 

3. Activation energy 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Speeding up the Reaction:  Part I“ 
 

The greater the surface area of the solute, the faster 

the rate of dissolution of the solute.  

 

Crushing increases the amount of surface area exposed 

to the solvent. Stirring distributes the solute throughout 

the solution and, therefore, increases the rate of 

dissolution. It may actually break the solute up into 

smaller units, thereby producing the same effect as 

"crushing" the solute. 
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Speeding up the Reaction:  Part I 
Children will increase the rate of reaction by manipulating surface area. 

 

Materials: 
Two drinking glasses 

2 spoons  

2-sugar cubes  

Warm water 

 
Activity: 
1. Fill each of the two glasses half-full with cold water. 

2. Use the back of a spoon to crush a sugar cube.  

3. Drop one sugar cube in one of the glasses and the crushed cube in the second 

glass 

4. Using spoons, stir the contents of both glasses. 

5. Observe what happens. Which method increased the rate at which sugar 

dissolved most?  

 

Explanation: 
The greater the surface area of the solute, the faster the rate of dissolution of 

the solute. Crushing increases the amount of surface area exposed to the solvent. 

Stirring distributes the solute throughout the solution and, therefore, increases 

the rate of dissolution. It may actually break the solute up into smaller units, 

thereby producing the same effect as "crushing" the solute.  
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Speeding up the Reaction:  Part II“ 
 

Most people will correctly predict that the heating of 

water is the easiest way to speed up the dissolving of a 

solute into a solution.  With more energy present in the 

water, the rate of reaction will increase due to the 

release of this energy into the solvent. 
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Speeding up the Reaction:  Part II 
Children will increase the rate of reaction by manipulating temperature. 

 

Materials: 
Two drinking glasses 

2 spoons  

2 sugar cubes  

Cold and warm water 

 
Activity: 
1. Fill one glass with cold water and the other with warm water. 

2. Drop one cube of sugar into each glass. 

3. Using spoon, stir the contents of both glasses. 

4. Observe what happens. Which method increased the rate at which sugar 

dissolved most?  

 

Explanation: 
Most people will correctly predict that heating the water is the single greatest 

way to increase solution formation.  With more energy present in the water, the 

rate of reaction will increase due to the release of this energy into the solvent.  
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Large box of baking soda 

One quart of vinegar 

Small lighter 

Empty aquarium or other large container (plastic will work fine) 

Small candle 

Water 

Glass bowl (sides must be at least twice as high as the candle flame) 

Antacid tablets 

Clock with second hand 
 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

 
In most chemical and nuclear reactions, energy is transferred into or out of a 

system. Heat, light, mechanical motion, or electricity might all be involved in such 

transfers. 
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Fuel 
matter that gives off energy when 

it burns 

Combustion 

(“kom-bust-shun”); a very fast 

chemical reaction that takes place 

between oxygen and a fuel 

Activation energy 
energy required to start a 

chemical reaction 

Friction 
 (“frick-shun”); heat from two 

objects rubbing together 

Charcoal 

wood that has been heated up so 

much that it does not have any 

more smoke to give off 

Hydrocarbon 
a compound made with only carbon 

and hydrogen atoms   
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What makes wood a fuel for a combustion reaction? 
Wood, like oils and gasoline, is matter that gives off energy when it burns.  This 

creates an exothermic reaction. 
 

 

What do you need in order to create fire? 
You need oxygen, fuel and activation energy to create fire. 

Is it the charred wood or the smoke that acts as fuel to 

cause wood to burn? 
It is the smoke that provides the fuel needed to keep the wood burning. 

 

Why does burning charcoal not provide a lot of smoke? 

Charcoal is wood that has been heated enough that it does not have any more 

reactants that can be used to make smoke.   

 

Why are hydrocarbons good fuels? 
Compounds with carbon and hydrogen (like hydrocarbons) can be broken apart and 

mixed together very easily with oxygen during a combustion reaction. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-seven: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Hydrocarbon 

2. Fuel 

3. Friction 

4. Activation energy 

5. Charcoal 

6. Combustion 

 

Page 2: 

 

Page 3: 
Oxygen, Fuel and Activation energy are needed for combustion to take place. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Dancing Fire“ 
 

The mixing of baking soda and vinegar creates carbon 

dioxide gas.  This gas is denser than regular air; 

therefore, when carbon dioxide is created inside the 

container, it is trapped within the container and cannot 

escape.  Since the fuel inside the lighter is forced out 

with great pressure, it can be forced through the carbon 

dioxide gas.  As you lower your hand into the gas, the 

fast-moving fuel flows through the gas layer and into the 

air where it remains ignited due to the presence of 

oxygen (there is no oxygen inside the container at this 

time, unless it is attached to carbon!)  By moving your 

hand inside the gas you can make the flame “dance”. 
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Dancing Fire 
Children will watch how combustion cannot occur without the presence of oxygen. 
 

Materials: 
Large box of baking soda 

One quart of vinegar 

Small lighter 

Empty aquarium or other large container (plastic will work fine) 
 

Activity: 
1. Turn off all fans and close all windows in the room.  You want as little airflow in 

the room as possible. 

2. Place all of the baking soda into the container. 

3. Pour the vinegar over the baking soda and watch the bubbles! 

4. When the bubbles settle down, have a parent ignite the lighter. 

5. Slowly lower the hand containing the ignited lighter into the center of the 

container. 

6. When the lighter dips below the surface of gas within the container, the flame 

will seem to “dance” in mid-air over the lighter. 

7. Do not blow air into the container at any time! 
 

**Have a parent hold the lighter during this experiment.  Besides, the cool part is 
watching the flame dance! 
 

Explanation: 
The mixing of baking soda and vinegar creates carbon dioxide gas.  This gas is 

denser than regular air; therefore, when carbon dioxide is created inside the 

container, it is trapped within the container and cannot escape.  Since the fuel 

inside the lighter is forced out with great pressure, it can be forced through the 

carbon dioxide gas.  As you lower your hand into the gas, the fast-moving fuel 

flows through the gas layer and into the air where it remains ignited due to the 

presence of oxygen (there is no oxygen inside the container at this time, unless it 

is attached to carbon!)  By moving your hand inside the gas you can make the flame 

“dance”.   
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Homemade fire extinguisher“ 

 
As the effervescent tablets dissolve, two chemicals within this 

solid react together in the presence of water:  sodium 

bicarbonate (baking soda) and citric acid.  The reaction is very 

similar to baking soda and vinegar, as vinegar is a dilute solution 

of acetic acid!!  When these chemicals are dissolved in the 

water, they undergo a chemical change as a gas is generated.  

This gas is carbon dioxide (the same gas you breathe out!!) and 

is actually heavier than the air around us!!  When carbon dioxide 

is released at the top of the water (when the bubbles burst) it 

remains on top of the water and continues to rise until it spills 

over the bowl (or it is blown out by your breath!).  As the 

carbon dioxide level increased in the bowl, it pushes the oxygen 

out of the bowl.  Without oxygen, the candle cannot remain lit 

so its fire is extinguished. 
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ESP:  Homemade fire extinguisher 
Children will explore how combustion requires oxygen. 
 

Materials: 
Small candle 

Water 

Effervescent tablets 

Clock with second hand 

Glass bowl (sides must be at least twice as high as the candle flame) 
 

Activity: 
1. Light a candle and place a few drops of wax in the center of the glass bowl.   

2. Fix the candle onto this wax and allow it to harden. 

3. Pour enough water into the bowl so that ½ of the candle is under water. 

4. Drop one quarter of a tablet of antacid into the bowl and record how long it 

takes for the candle to be extinguished.  During this time you do not want to 

breathe into the bowl or have any wind blowing into the room.  This would 

remove the gas you are creating in the bowl. 

5. If the candle does not extinguish, your bowl may be too large or you will   

require more antacid in the water!!! 

6. For experimentation, increase the amount of antacid in the bowl. 
 

Explanation: 
As the tablet dissolves, two chemicals within this solid react together in the 

presence of water:  sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) and citric acid.  The 

reaction is very similar to baking soda and vinegar, as vinegar is a dilute solution of 

acetic acid!!  When these chemicals are dissolved in the water, they undergo a 

chemical change as a gas is generated.  This gas is carbon dioxide (the same gas 

you breathe out!!) and is actually heavier than the air around us!!  When carbon 

dioxide is released at the top of the water (when the bubbles burst) it remains on 

top of the water and continues to rise until it spills over the bowl (or it is blown 

out by your breath!).  As the carbon dioxide level increased in the bowl, it pushes 

the oxygen out of the bowl.  Without oxygen, the candle cannot remain lit so its 

fire is extinguished. 
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Independent Variable:  Amount of effervescent tablets 

Dependent Variable:  Time for the candle to extinguish 

Hypothesis: 
If the amount of effervescent tablets is (increased/decreased), then 

the time for the candle to extinguish will (increase/decrease). 
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Hydrogen peroxide 

One teaspoon yeast 

Cup 

Toothpick and match (optional) 

Tall glass jar (mason jars work well) 

Small dish 

Nickel 

Birthday candle 

Chewing gum or clay 

Matches 

Water 

 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

In most chemical and nuclear reactions, energy is transferred into or out of a 

system. Heat, light, mechanical motion, or electricity might all be involved in such 

transfers. 
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Complete combustion 

(“kom-bust-shun”);  a very fast 

chemical reaction that takes place 

between oxygen and a fuel in 

which there is plenty of oxygen to 

produce water and carbon dioxide 

Incomplete 

combustion 

a very fast chemical reaction that 

takes place between oxygen and a 

fuel in which there is not enough 

oxygen to produce water and 

carbon dioxide 

Carbon monoxide  

a gas without smell or color which 

is made up of one carbon atom 

bonded with one oxygen atom; this 

gas is very dangerous to living 

organisms 

Lungs the “gas tanks” of your body 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What does it mean for a combustion reaction to be 

“complete”? 
A complete combustion reaction takes place when the reaction has plenty of oxygen 

to produce water and carbon dioxide. 
 

 

Why do incomplete combustion reactions take place much 

easier than complete combustion reactions? 
It is almost impossible to have enough oxygen atoms in the air around a fire to 

react with the smoke to produce carbon dioxide and water. 

What fuels can produce carbon monoxide during incomplete 

combustion? 
Almost any fuel that contains carbon can produce carbon monoxide during incomplete 

combustion. 
 

How is carbon monoxide dangerous to humans? 

Your blood can fill up with carbon monoxide faster than with oxygen.  If your blood 

cannot get enough oxygen inside your body (because it is already filled up with 

carbon monoxide), you will not be able to breathe.   

 

Why is carbon monoxide (sometimes) added to packages of 

meat? 
Carbon monoxide gas bonds with blood to produce a bright red color.  This keeps 

the meat looking “fresh” for a much longer time while at the grocery store. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-eight: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Lungs 

2. Carbon monoxide 

3. Incomplete combustion 

4. Complete combustion 

 

Page 2: 
1. Carbon monoxide 

2. Lungs 

3. Incomplete combustion 

4. Complete combustion 

 

Page 3: 
Smoke is the real fuel for a combustion reaction.  If smoke receives enough oxygen 

and activation energy, an object will begin to burn. 
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Answers to Unit 7 Review  
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Unit 7 Exam 
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Imagine being sealed in a room.  The only gas 
that is in the room is methane (which is very 

explosive!)  You strike a match…  what happens? 

Include the following vocabulary words in your 
answer:  combustion, oxygen, activation energy 

and reaction 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. The chemical reaction between two ____________________ creates 
new _________________________. 

a. Products/reactants 

b. Reactants/products 

c. Products/reactions 

 

2. The Law of Conservation states that _____________________ cannot 
be created or destroyed, only changed. 

a. Atoms 

b. Mass 

c. Matter 

 

3. All chemical reactions need _________________ to get started. 
a. Ions 

b. Activation energy 

c. Fire 

 

4.  Fire is caused by combustion between a fuel and ______________. 
a. Activation energy 

b. Fuel 

c. Wood 

 

5. Which of the following do not happen very often in nature: 
a. Complete combustion 

b. Incomplete combustion 

c. Combustion reactions 
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Answers to Unit 7 Exam 
 

 

Page 1: 
1. Incomplete 

combustion 

2. Carbon 

monoxide 

3. Concentration 

4. Friction 

5. Activation 

energy 

6. Fuel 

7. Law of 

Conservation 

8. Reaction 

9. Hydrocarbon 

10. Charcoal 

11. Lungs 

12. Chemical 

equation 

13. Reactants 

14. Chemical 

formulas 

15. Combustion 

16. Activation 

energy 

17. Products 

18. Surface area 

19. Complete 

combustion 
 

Page 2: 
Nothing will happen.  You need oxygen in order for a spark to be created.  

Even if you could produce a spark, there is no oxygen in the room to induce 

any kind of combustion. 

 

Page 3: 
1. B 

2. C 

3. B 

4. B 

5. A 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Fungal Flames“ 

 
Yeast reacts with hydrogen peroxide to produce oxygen 

gas.  Oxygen is needed for the combustion of objects; 

therefore, the introduction of a glowing splint into the 

bubbles of oxygen will (possibly) reignite the splint.  You 

can also place the glowing splint near a sample of the 

hydrogen peroxide to show that the physical property of 

this liquid is much different than the product of its 

reaction! 
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Fungal Flames 
Children will create oxygen gas from household items. 

 

Materials: 
Hydrogen peroxide 

One teaspoon yeast 

Cup 

Toothpick and match (optional) 

 

Activity: 
1. Place 1/2+ cup of hydrogen peroxide into the cup. 

2. Insert the yeast into the liquid and watch foamy bubbles instantly form. 

3. The bubbles will be filled with oxygen gas. 
 

Optional:  You may choose to have a parent ignite one end of a toothpick for a few 
seconds and blow it out to produce a glowing tip.  Gently insert the glowing splint 
into the bubbles and the glowing stick will either glow much brighter or reignite! 

 
**  It goes without saying that all safety precautions should be in place if you 

choose this optional activity.  Safety first! 

 

Explanation: 
Yeast reacts with hydrogen peroxide to produce oxygen gas.  Oxygen is needed 

for the combustion of objects; therefore, the introduction of a glowing splint into 

the bubbles of oxygen will (possibly) reignite the splint.  You can also place the 

glowing splint near a sample of the hydrogen peroxide to show that the physical 

property of this liquid is much different than the product of its reaction! 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Elevating Water with Fire“ 
 

There is a pile of air on top of everything on Earth. 

There’s so much air piled up on us that it pushes with a 

force of a little more than 14 pounds for every square 

inch of stuff. In a natural stat that air takes up all the 

space around the water in the bowl and inside the jar. 

 

The lit candle converts all of the free oxygen in the air. 

As the oxygen is changed, and empty space is created in 

the jar. The force of the air pushing down on the water 

in the bowl forces the water into the jar to take up the 

empty space that used to be occupied by the oxygen 

molecules. 
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Elevating Water with Fire 
Children will utilize air pressure to move water into a jar. 

 

Materials: 
Tall glass jar (mason jars work well) 

Small dish 

Nickel 

Birthday candle 

Chewing gum or clay 

Matches  

Water 

 

Activity: 
1. Chew the gum (or get a small piece of clay) and insert it in the middle of the 

dish. 

2. Insert the birthday candle into the gum/clay. 

3. Place the nickel on the dish. 

4. Fill the dish (nearly full) with water. 

5. Light the candle. 

6. Place the mouth of the glass jar over the candle, making certain that the lid 

of the jar is resting on the nickel. 

7. At this time, the water level should be higher than the mouth of the bottle. 

8. Wait until the fire goes out and watch the water from the dish fill up the 

bottle. 

 

Explanation: 
There is a pile of air on top of everything on Earth. There’s so much air piled up on 

us that it pushes with a force of a little more than 14 pounds for every square 

inch of stuff. In a natural stat that air takes up all the space around the water in 

the bowl and inside the jar.  

 

The lit candle converts all of the free oxygen in the air. As the oxygen is changed, 

and empty space is created in the jar. The force of the air pushing down on the 

water in the bowl forces the water into the jar to take up the empty space that 

used to be occupied by the oxygen molecules. 
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Salt-free crackers 

Two disposable cups/plates 

Iodine 

Drinking glass 

Spoon 

Water 

Starch packing peanuts (they look almost like styrofoam peanuts) 
 

You can find these peanuts in most large arts and crafts stores as well as in many 
companies that receive large boxes of materials via the mail.  Contact various 

businesses for their assistance as these packing peanuts are typically discarded. 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Carbon atoms can bond to one another in chains, rings, and branching networks to 

form a variety of structures, including synthetic polymers, oils, and the large 

molecules essential to life. 
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Organic compound 
(“ore-gan-ick”); a compound that 

contains carbon 

Photosynthesis 

(“foto-sinth-ee-sis”);  a chemical 

reaction in plants which produces 

sugar  

Respiration 

(“ress-pur-ay-shun”); a chemical 

reaction in plants and animals in 

which sugar is broken down into 

energy 

Carbohydrates 

(“kar-bow-hi-drates”); organic 

compounds that are made of 

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 

Starch 
long chains of sugar molecules 

bound together 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How many bonds can carbon make with other atoms? 
Carbon has four valence electrons which allows it to form four bonds.   

 

 

Why is sugar an important organic compound? 
Sugar is the product of photosynthesis and a reactant during respiration.  It is 

through respiration that energy is produced for living organisms to use for 

survival. 

What are the reactants of photosynthesis? 
Carbon dioxide and water are the reactants of photosynthesis (plus a little activation 

energy from a light source). 
 

How do plants get the energy they need to survive? 

Plants and nearly every other organism on the planet go through the respiration 

reaction in order to obtain the chemical energy they need to survive. 

 

How do plants store the carbohydrates they need in order to 

go through respiration? 
Plants store long chains of sugar molecules as starch to be used, in the future, as 

the reactants for respiration. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Twenty-nine: 

 
Page 1: 

 

Page 2: 
1. Starch 

2. Photosynthesis 

3. Respiration 

4. Organic compound 

5. Carbohydrates 

 

Page 3: 
Compare: 

Both are reactions 

Both are used by all living organisms 

Contrast: 

Photosynthesis produces sugar 

Photosynthesis does not occur in animals. 

Photosynthesis requires sunlight. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Chewing through a Chemical Reaction“ 
 
Starch is a long polymer of glucose molecules.  Amylose is 

the type of starch found in crackers, which are made up 

of a chain of glucose molecules bonded together in the 

shape of helix structure. Iodine molecules fit tightly 

inside the helix. When this occurs the starch-iodine 

complex turns to a blue-black color.  Amylase, an enzyme 

found in the saliva, breaks down starch into its individual 

subunits.  As starch is broken apart, at some point they 

can longer accommodate the iodine molecules. The color 

reaction does not occur and iodine retains its normal 

brownish-red color.  This is why the chewed cracker does 

not turn blue-black in the presence of iodine (as opposed 

to the crumbled cracker). 
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Chewing through a Chemical Reaction 
Children will chemically alter their food with the help of an enzyme. 

 

Materials: 
Salt-free crackers 

Two disposable cups/plates 

Iodine 

 

Activity: 
1. Instruct students to choose fresh crumbled cracker and chew on it, NO 

SWALLOWING ALLOWED! 

2. Chew and observed taste sensation every 30 seconds (for 5 minutes). 

3. Tell the child to notice the taste changing from bland to sweet (it actually 

happens). 

4. Spit the cracker into a cup #1. 

5. With your hands, crumble the second cracker into the cup and add a drop 

or two of iodine.  Notice the color change, if any.   (DO NOT EAT the cracker 

with iodine on it) 

6. Then take the chewed cracker (in cup #1) and put a drop or two of iodine on 

the chewed up cracker. Notice the color change, if any.    

 

Explanation: 
Starch is a long polymer of glucose molecules.  Amylose is the type of starch 

found in crackers, which are made up of a chain of glucose molecules bonded 

together in the shape of helix structure. Iodine molecules fit tightly inside the 

helix. When this occurs the starch-iodine complex turns to a blue-black color.  

Amylase, an enzyme found in the saliva, breaks down starch into its individual 

subunits.  As starch is broken apart, at some point they can longer accommodate 

the iodine molecules. The color reaction does not occur and iodine retains its 

normal brownish-red color.  This is why the chewed cracker does not turn blue-

black in the presence of iodine (as opposed to the crumbled cracker).   
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Earth-friendly packaging“ 
 

Many of us are used to the original styrofoam packing 

peanuts that were make of a plastic called polystyrene.  

These new starch-based packaging peanuts are more          

environmentally friendly as they will easily dissolve in 

water.  Styrofoam peanuts cannot dissolve in water, and 

therefore take up much more space within a landfill.  

Both of these peanuts are made from long chains of 

molecules that are connected together.  This type of 

molecular arrangement is known as a polymer and exists 

within nearly all plastics. 
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ESP:  Earth-friendly packaging 
Children will explore the interesting properties of a new packing material. 
 

Materials: 
Drinking glass 

Spoon 

Water 

Starch packing peanuts (they look almost like styrofoam peanuts)   

You can find these peanuts in most large arts and crafts stores as well as in many companies 
that receive large boxes of materials via the mail.  Contact various businesses for their 

assistance as these packing peanuts are typically discarded. 

 
Activity: 
1. Pour about two inches of water in the bottom of a drinking glass. 

2. Place one starch pellet into the water and stir until the pellet dissolves. 

3. Continue adding peanuts individually until no more peanuts can be dissolved.  

Record this number. 

4. For experimentation, increase the amount of water in the glass. 
 

Explanation: 
Many of us are used to the original styrofoam packing peanuts that were make of 

a plastic called polystyrene.  These new starch-based packaging peanuts are more          

environmentally friendly as they will easily dissolve in water.  Styrofoam peanuts 

cannot dissolve in water, and therefore take up much more space within a landfill.  

Both of these peanuts are made from long chains of molecules that are connected         

together.  This type of molecular arrangement is known as a polymer and exists 

within nearly all plastics. 
 

Independent Variable:  Amount of water 

Dependent Variable:  Amount of peanuts that can be dissolved 

Hypothesis: 
If the amount of water is (increased/decreased), then the amount of 

peanuts that can be dissolved will (increase/decrease). 
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Cereal (Total or generic equivalent seem to work well) 

Magnets (the more powerful the better – try getting some of the rare Earth 

magnets which are very powerful at a local craft store) 

Water 

Ziplock bag 

Bowl Apple slices (8 slices) 

Vitamin C tablets (from the activity in Chapter 7) 

Knife 

Rolling pin/brick/spoons (used to crush the tablets) 

Ziplock baggies 

Plate 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Carbon atoms can bond to one another in chains, rings, and branching networks to 

form a variety of structures, including synthetic polymers, oils, and the large 

molecules essential to life. 
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Protein 

(“proh-teen”);  long chains of amino acids 

found in all living things that is responsible 

for most functions of survival 

Amino acid 
(“ah-mee-no”); bind together to form long 

chains; building blocks of protein  

Contractile 

proteins 

 (“kon-tract-till”); proteins used in our 

muscles to the help them move 

Antibodies 
proteins in our blood which are used to 

defend us against disease 

Catalyst 

(“kat-ah-list”); compounds that can control 

a chemical reaction without being broken 

down 

Tendons 
tough bands of proteins (like rubber bands) 

that connect your muscles to bones 

Hemoglobin 

 (“he-mo-glow-bin”);  protein found inside 

red blood cells which is used to carry 

oxygen gas throughout the blood 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How can 20 different amino acids make so many different 

proteins? 
The amount and order of amino acids create individual proteins.  Since proteins are 

made up of 50-3000 individual amino acids, the way in which they can be arranged is 

very large! 
 

 

How do proteins defend our bodies from disease? 
Some proteins act as antibodies.  Antibodies are very good at floating around your 

blood and destroying anything that doesn’t exist (like bacteria and viruses). 

Why are catalysts important in chemical reactions? 
Catalysts act as reactants during a chemical reaction; however, catalysts are not 

broken down during the reaction.  This allows a catalyst to react many times during a 

reaction. 
 

How do proteins provide structure to our muscles and bones? 

Strong bands of proteins, called tendons, connect muscle to bone which allow our 

bodies to move. 

 

How are proteins used to carry oxygen through our blood? 
Proteins inside our blood, called hemoglobin, are the “taxi cabs” of oxygen gas 

throughout our body. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirty: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Contractile proteins 

2. Hemoglobin 

3. Amino acid 

4. Catalyst 

5. Tendons 

6. Antibodies 

7. Protein 

 

Page 2: 
1. Hemoglobin 

2. Tendons 

3. Contractile proteins 

4. Protein 

5. Amino acid 

6. Catalyst 

7. Antibodies 

 

Page 3: 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Waiter!  There’s IRON in my cereal!“ 
 

The human body requires iron for many functions. Most 

importantly, iron is used in the production of hemoglobin 

molecules in red blood cells. It is the iron in the hemoglobin 

that attracts oxygen molecules, allowing the blood cells to carry 

oxygen to body cells. Red blood cells are constantly being 

replaced. Therefore, there is a constant need for a new supply 

of iron in the diet. That is why iron is often mentioned as a 

healthful additive to certain foods and vitamin pills. 

 

The iron in the cereal is pure iron! It is the same iron found in 

nails and automobiles. It is mixed in the cereal batter along 

with many other additives. The very tiny particles of iron 

quickly react with hydrochloric acid and other chemicals in the 

digestive tract, changing to a form easily absorbed by the body. 
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Waiter!  There’s IRON in my cereal! 
Children will extract iron from their breakfast cereal. 
 

Materials: 
Cereal (Total or generic equivalent seem to work well)  

Magnets (the more powerful the better – try getting some of the rare Earth 

magnets which are very powerful at a local craft store) 

Water  

Ziplock bag 

Bowl 
 

Activity: 
1. Place a few large handfuls of cereal into the bowl and crush them into flakes 

that are about the size of the letters on this page. 

2. Pour the crushed cereal into the baggie. 

3. Pour enough water to cover the crushed cereal and seal up the baggie. 

4. Gently kneed the bag until the mixture is thin and soupy. 

5. Place the magnet on the outside of the baggie and continue kneeding.  Be 

certain to keep the magnet in the same place on the baggie! 

6. After a few minutes, slowly remove the magnet from the baggie and observe a 

thin, dark layer of particles that are stuck to the side of the baggie.  These 

particles are made of iron! 
 

Explanation: 
The human body requires iron for many functions. Most importantly, iron is used in the 

production of hemoglobin molecules in red blood cells. It is the iron in the hemoglobin 

that attracts oxygen molecules, allowing the blood cells to carry oxygen to body cells. 

Red blood cells are constantly being replaced. Therefore, there is a constant need for a 

new supply of iron in the diet. That is why iron is often mentioned as a healthful additive 

to certain foods and vitamin pills.  
 

The iron in the cereal is pure iron! It is the same iron found in nails and automobiles. It 

is mixed in the cereal batter along with many other additives. The very tiny particles of 

iron quickly react with hydrochloric acid and other chemicals in the digestive tract, 

changing to a form easily absorbed by the body. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Preserving Your Fruit“ 
 
 

Without a coating of vitamin C, an apple will easily turn 

brown.  Enzymes within the fruit escape out of the 

discolored cells and react with oxygen to digest the cells 

of the fruit. Vitamin C stops the fruit from darkening by 

reacting with the enzyme before it can start digesting 

the cell tissue. 
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Preserving Your Fruit 
Children will block the decay of fruit with a vitamin. 

 

Materials: 
Apple slices (8 slices) 

Vitamin C tablets (from your activity in Chapter 7) 

Knife 

Rolling pin/brick/spoons (used to crush the tablets) 

Ziplock baggies 

Plate 

 
Activity: 
1. Crush a few vitamin C tablets into powder. 

2. Cut the apple into several slices and place two slices into each baggie. 

3. Place the remaining slices of apple on the plate. 

4. Sprinkle the vitamin C powder over the apples in one of the baggies and seal 

both of the baggies. 

5. Sprinkle some of the powder over half of the apples on the plate. 

6. Let the apples sit for about 2 hours and observe what has happened. 

 

 

Explanation: 
The section of the apple without the vitamin C turns brown, but the section of the 

fruit with the vitamin C on it is still the same color. Fruits like apples, pears, and 

bananas turn colors when left out in the air. This is caused by chemicals called 

enzymes. 

 

The enzymes are let out of the discolored cells and react with oxygen to digest 

the cells of the fruit. Changes in the color and taste of the apple take place at 

this time. Vitamin C stops the fruit from darkening by reacting with the enzyme 

before it can start digesting the cell tissue. 
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Whole milk 

Food coloring 

Water 

Cotton swabs 

Shallow dish 

Liquid soap 

McDonald’s Happy Meal 

Blender 

Liquid measuring cups 

Sauce pan 

Tall, skinny and clear container (i.e. olive jar, thin water bottle) 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Carbon atoms can bond to one another in chains, rings, and branching networks to 

form a variety of structures, including synthetic polymers, oils, and the large 

molecules essential to life. 
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Lipid 
one of four organic compounds all living 

organisms need to survive; also known as fat 

Saturated fat 
(“satch-ur-ay-ted”); a fat which is solid at 

room temperature 

Unsaturated fat a fat which is liquid at room temperature 

Fatty acids 
long chains of hydrocarbons bound to glycerol 

to make lipids 

Glycerol 
(“gliss-er-all”); a type of carbohydrate that is 

used to bind fatty acid chains together 

Triglyceride 

 (“try-gliss-ur-eyed”); one lipid molecule which 

is made up of three fatty acids and one 

glycerol 

Vitamins 
 (“vite-ah-minz”); organic compounds used in 

small amounts to keep organisms healthy 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What kinds of foods contain fat? 
Nearly every fresh food contains some kind of fat.  This includes meat, nuts and 

dairy. 
 

 

What is the difference between saturated and unsaturated 

fat? 
Saturated fats are solid at room temperature while unsaturated fats are liquid at 

room temperature. 

What makes up a fat molecule? 
A single fat molecule is made up of two different compounds:  Fatty acids and 

glycerol 
 

What is the difference between a fat molecule and a 

triglyceride? 

There is no difference between these terms.   

 

Is all fat bad for humans? 
No;  we all need a little fat in our diet to help absorb vitamins, create cell 

membranes and as a storage container for energy. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirty-one: 

 
Page 1: 

1. Lipid 

2. Unsaturated fat 

3. Glycerol 

4. Fatty acids 

5. Triglyceride 

6. Vitamins 

7. Saturated fat 

 

Page 2: 
1. Fatty acids 

2. Triglyceride 

3. Saturated fat 

4. Lipid 

5. Glycerol 

6. Vitamins 

7. Unsaturated fat 

 

Page 3: 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “The Cat’s Meow“ 
 
Your liver makes a special liquid called bile, which is used 

to break down the fat in your food.  In this experiment, 

you are using another chemical (soap) to break down the 

fat that is found inside the milk.  Small particles of soap 

try to surround other chemicals, like fats.  When the 

soap surrounds a fat, it tends to break apart the fat into 

smaller pieces. This is why you use soap to wash your 

hands and clothes. It surrounds the “dirty” stuff and 

breaks it apart so that it can be clean again! 

 

The fat is so spread out inside the milk that the soap 

cannot easily surround it! So, it swirls around and around 

trying to surround all of the fat! 
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The Cat’s Meow 
Children will experiment with the fat content of milk. 

 

Materials: 
Whole milk 

Food coloring 

Water 

Cotton swabs 

Shallow dish 

Liquid soap 
 

Activity: 
1. Pour about one half inch of milk into the dish. 

2. Add a couple of drops of four different food colors at the edge of the 

container. Place the drops equal distances from each other. (if you can imagine 

the dish/pan as a clock, put the drops at 3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock.) 

3. Dip the tip of the cotton swab into the soap and insert it in the center of the 

container of milk. 

4. Hold the swab in place for a short period of time. 

5. You should notice after a few moments that the food coloring starts to swirl 

around inside the milk. 
 

Explanation: 
Your liver makes a special liquid called bile, which is used to break down the fat in 

your food.  In this experiment, you are using another chemical (soap) to break 

down the fat that is found inside the milk.  Small particles of soap try to surround 

other chemicals, like fats.  When the soap surrounds a fat, it tends to break apart 

the fat into smaller pieces. This is why you use soap to wash your hands and 

clothes. It surrounds the “dirty” stuff and breaks it apart so that it can be clean 

again! 

 

The fat is so spread out inside the milk that the soap cannot easily surround it! 

So, it swirls around and around trying to surround all of the fat! 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “McMush“ 
 
 

All fat within a Happy Meal can be separated by first 

blending the solid mixture and boiling it into a soupy 

mixture.  This mixture will form two layers at the top of 

the container and will turn into a solid as it cools. The 

translucent white material floating in the middle is 

saturated fat.  
 

 

The thin orange near the top is trans-fat. Trans-fat is 

bad news!  It is made from vegetable oil that has been 

treated with hydrogen in order to make it more solid and 

give it a longer shelf life!   
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McMush 
Children will identify the fat content of a fast food meal. 

 

Materials: 
McDonald’s Happy Meal  

Blender  

Liquid measuring cups  

Sauce pan  

Tall, skinny and clear container (i.e. olive jar, thin water bottle) 

 

Activity: 
1.  Blend the burger and fries (not the toy!) with about a cup of water 

    on high until it is well pulverized into a thick soupy goo.   

2. Scoop 2 tablespoons of the mixture into the sauce pan and add two  

    cups of water.  

3. Boil the mixture gently for 15 minutes.  

4. Fill the tall/skinny container with the mixture. 

5. Refrigerate overnight.  

6. Remove the mixture from the refrigerator and measure the amount of fat that 

will be found on top of the mixture. 

 

Explanation: 
All fat from this mixture will form two layers at the top of the container and will 

turn into a solid as it cools. The translucent white material floating in the middle 

is saturated fat. This type of fat is found in foods from animals, such as fatty 

cuts of meat, poultry with the skin, whole milk dairy products, lard, and in some 

vegetable oils. Saturated fat raises blood cholesterol more than anything else 

eaten. 
 

The thin orange near the top is trans-fat. Trans-fat is bad news!  It is made from 

vegetable oil that has been treated with hydrogen in order to make it more solid 

and give it a longer shelf life!  All nutrients show up as a dark brown at the 

bottom. 
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Toothpicks 

Fishing line or string 

Banana 

Salt 

Warm water 

Blender 

Liquid soap 

Toothpicks 

Strainer 

Glass jar 

Rubbing alcohol 

Licorice sticks or ropes, red and black 

Gumdrops, jelly beans, or marshmallows in 4 colors 
 

 

You and your child(ren) will be covering the 
following Science Standards this week: 

Carbon atoms can bond to one another in chains, rings, and branching networks to 

form a variety of structures, including synthetic polymers, oils, and the large 

molecules essential to life. 
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Nucleic acids 

(“noo-klay-ick”); organic compound 

found in all living organisms;  

created from long chains of 

nucleotides 

Nucleotides 

(“noo-klee-oh-tides”); compounds 

that bind together to form long 

chains of nucleic acids; adenine, 

thymine, guanine and cytosine 

DNA 

a type of nucleic acid; known as the 

“blueprint” or “instruction book” 

for a cell 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What is the function of nucleic acids in our bodies? 
Nucleic acids, like DNA, act as blueprints for the construction of proteins in our 

cells. 

How can four nucleotides make so many different kinds of 

DNA molecules? 
Much like proteins, it is the amount and order of nucleotides that creates unique 

DNA molecules. 
 

 

Why are you not an identical twin to you parents? 
Although we inherit much of the same DNA sequence from our parents, the order 

nucleotides inside our DNA is still a little different.  This difference allows all of 

us to be a little different from our parents. 

 

What types of organisms have DNA? 

All living organisms on the planet use DNA for its survival. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirty-two: 

 
Page 1: 

 
 

Page 2: 
1. Nucleic acids 

2. Nucleotides 

3. DNA 

 

Page 3: 
1. Nucleotides 

2. DNA 

3. Nucleic acids 
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Answers to Unit 8 Review 
 

1. Fatty acids 

2. Protein 

3. Hemoglobin 

4. Carbohydrates 

5. Respiration 

6. Nucleotides 

7. DNA 

8. Photosynthesis 

9. Glycerol 

10. Amino acid 

11. Triglyceride 

12. Catalyst 

13. Saturated fat 

14. Tendons 

15. Vitamins 

16. Starch 

17. Antibodies 

18. Unsaturated fat 

19. Lipid 

20. Nucleic acids 

21. Organic compounds 
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Unit 8 Exam 
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Which one is right?  Circle the correct answer. 
 

1. The difference between respiration and photosynthesis is… 
a. In respiration, sugar is created from carbon dioxide and water 

b. In photosynthesis, sugar is broken down into energy 

c. In respiration, sugar is broken down into energy 

 

2. Carbohydrates are known as organic compounds because… 
a. Carbohydrates are found in living organisms 

b. Carbohydrates are made up of carbon 

c. They can bind together to form starch 

 

3. Proteins are made of several _____________________ bound together. 
a. Amino acids 

b. Atoms 

c. Carbohydrates 

 

4.  Lipids are made up of ___________________ and ___________________________. 
a. Protein and amino acids 

b. Carbohydrates and starch 

c. Fatty acids and glycerol 

 

5. Which of the following are not nucleotides: 
a. Adenine 

b. Guanine 

c. DNA 
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Potato “eyes” are tiny 
potato plants that are just 
beginning to grow.  Where 

do these tiny plants get 
their energy? 
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Answers to Unit 8 Exam 
 

 

Page 1: 
1. Catalyst 

2. Lipid 

3. Glycerol 

4. Saturated fat 

5. Unsaturated fat 

6. Nucleotides 

7. Fatty acids 

8. Carbohydrates 

9. DNA 

10. Respiration 

11. Nucleic acids 

12. Protein 

13. Triglyceride 

14. Photosynthesis 

15. Vitamins 

16. Antibodies 

17. Amino acid 

18. Hemoglobin 

19. Contractile 

proteins 

20. Starch 

21. Organic 

compound 

22. Tendons 

 
 

Page 2: 
1. C 

2. B 

3. A 

4. C 

5. C 

 

Page 3: 
Answers will vary.  The white part of the potato has plenty of starch, 

which is a storehouse for carbohydrates.  The carbohydrates are used by 

the plant to go through respiration in order to create chemical energy. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Candy DNA“ 

 
 

In the words of Watson and Crick, "...This (DNA) 

structure has two helical chains each coiled round 

the same axis...Both chains follow right handed 

helices...the two chains run in opposite directions. 

..The bases are on the inside of the helix and the 

phosphates on the outside..." 
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Candy DNA 
Children will make a model of DNA. 

 

Materials: 
Licorice sticks or ropes, red and black 

Gumdrops, jelly beans, or marshmallows in 4 colors 

Toothpicks 

Fishing line or string 

 

Activity: 
1. Assign each base to a color, as blue/adenine, green/cytosine, red/guanine and 

purple/thymine.   Use these colors of small candies to represent bases.  

2. Connect pairs of bases with toothpicks, pairing only those bases that are paired 

in DNA. 

3. Cut small pieces of licorice and string them together, alternating colors. 

Connect the pairs of candy to the strands of licorice, using the ends of 

toothpicks to connect them. Continue connecting until you have the desired 

length. 

4. Twist, and you have a DNA model! 

 

 

 

Explanation: 
In the words of Watson and Crick, "...This (DNA) structure has two helical chains 

each coiled round the same axis...Both chains follow right handed helices...the two 

chains run in opposite directions. ..The bases are on the inside of the helix and the 

phosphates on the outside..."  

 

"The novel feature of the structure is the manner in which the two chains are 

held together by the purine and pyrimidine bases... The (bases) are joined 

together in pairs, a single base from one chain being hydrogen-bonded to a single 

base from the other chain, so that the two lie side by side... 
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One of the pair must be a purine and the other a pyrimidine for bonding to occur. 

...Only specific pairs of bases can bond together. These pairs are: adenine (purine) 

with thymine (pyrimidine), and guanine (purine) with cytosine (pyrimidine)."  

 

"...in other words, if an adenine forms one member of a pair, on either chain, then 

on these assumptions the other member must be thymine; similarly for guanine 

and cytosine. The sequence of bases on a single chain does not appear to be 

restricted in any way. However, if only specific pairs of bases can be formed, it 

follows that if the sequence of bases on one chain is given, then the sequence on 

the other chain is automatically determined." 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Pulling DNA out of your Dessert“ 
 
 
DNA can be removed from any uncooked organism on the planet.  

Initially, DNA is contained inside of the plant cell’s nucleus.  

The cell membrane and nuclear membrane of any plant is made 

up of fats called lipids. We use soap everyday (hopefully) to 

break apart things like dirt and grime. But soap also breaks 

apart oils and fats too. So, all of those lipids that are used to 

protect the cell in its membrane cannot stay together when you 

put a lot of soap on them! The soap actually breaks apart the 

membranes of the cell, without hurting the organelles inside! 
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Pulling DNA out of your Dessert 
Children will use a simple procedure to extract DNA 

 

Materials: 
Banana 

Salt 

Warm water 

Blender 

Liquid soap 

Toothpicks 

Strainer 

Glass jar 

Rubbing alcohol 
 

Activity: 
1. Cut the banana into small pieces. 

2. Place the pieces into a blender. Add a teaspoon of salt and cover the mixture 

with warm water. 

3. Mix in the blender for 10 seconds. 

4. Pour the blended mixture through the strainer and collect the 

5. liquid in the glass jar. You should receive a generous amount of liquid! 

6. Add two teaspoons of liquid soap to the liquid and slowly mix it in! 

7. Do not create bubbles while you stir! 

8. Carefully pour an equal amount of rubbing alcohol down the side of the glass. 

Allow the mixture to stand for at least five minutes. Do not mix!!! 

9. Use the toothpick to scoop up the white/milky-looking substance that is 

floating in the rubbing alcohol. This substance is your DNA! 
 

Explanation: 
The material your child removed from the banana was the blueprints for a banana tree 

to stay alive. The DNA you took from this fruit, at one time, was contained inside of the 

plant cell’s nucleus. This is the material that sent messages throughout the cytoplasm 

for the ribosomes to read and make protein. 
 

Why liquid soap? The cell membrane and nuclear membrane of any plant is made up of 

fats called lipids. We use soap everyday (hopefully) to break apart things like dirt and 

grime. But soap also breaks apart oils and fats too. So, all of those lipids that are used 

to protect the cell in its membrane cannot stay together when you put a lot of soap on 

them! The soap actually breaks apart the membranes of the cell, without hurting the 

organelles inside! 
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Very dark room 

Mirror 

Wint-O-Green Lifesaver mints 

Three light sticks (the disposable ones that you crack to make them glow) 

Two glass container 

Very warm and ice cold water 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 

their reading for Day One: 
 

Why can’t scientists see atoms? 
Atoms are too small to be seen.  We do not have microscopes that are powerful 

enough to see atoms. 

 

Do electrons follow a certain path around a nucleus? 
No;  electrons do not follow the same path around the nucleus of an atom. 

 

 

Do electrons stay with one nucleus or do they move around? 
Electrons are not held by the nucleus they are orbiting.  Therefore, it is possible 

for electrons to move away from a nucleus and begin orbiting other nuclei. 

 

When two atoms form a covalent bond, how evenly do each 

nuclei share their electrons? 

During a covalent bond, electrons may be more attracted to one nuclei than another. 

 

Do molecules increase or decrease in size while they are 

changing their state of matter? 
Atoms found in a solid are the same atoms that can be found in liquids and gases.  

They never change their size! 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirty-three: 

 
Atoms can be seen with a microscope. 
Scientists do not have microscopes that are powerful 

enough to see atoms.   

Atoms have electrons circling them like planets around a 
star. 
Electrons do not follow the same path around the nucleus.    

Electrons never leave the nucleus they are orbiting. 
Elements do not hold onto their electrons all of the time!  As 

you learned in earlier chapters, electrons can be gained, shared 

or given away when atoms bond together. 

Electrons are equally shared in covalent bonds. 
When some atoms bond together, electrons may be more 

attracted to one atom than another.   

Molecules of solids are larger than molecules of gases. 
The shape, size and mass of a molecule does not change as 

matter changes between a solid, liquid and gas. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Lighting up your Mouth“ 
 

All hard sugar-based candies give off some light when 

you bite them, but most of the time, that light is very 

faint. This effect is called triboluminescence, which is 

similar to the electrical charge build-up that produces 

lightning, only much less powerful. Triboluminescence is 

the emission of light resulting from something being 

smashed or torn. Triboluminescence occurs when 

molecules, in this case crystalline sugars, are crushed, 

forcing some electrons out of their atomic orbitals. 

These free electrons bump into nitrogen molecules in the 

air. When they collide, the electrons impart energy to 

the nitrogen molecules, causing them to give of energy in 

the form of light. 
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Lighting up your Mouth 
Children will use a candy to create flashes of light in their mouths. 
 

Materials: 
Very dark room 

Mirror 

Wint-O-Green Lifesaver mints 
 

Activity: 
1. Go into a very dark room for a few minutes and position yourself in front of a 

mirror. 

2. It may help to close your eyes for at least a minute as well in order to prepare 

your eyes for this experiment. 

3. Open your eyes. 

4. Place a mint into your mouth and crack them with your teeth while keeping your 

mouth open. 

5. You can substitute your teeth with a hammer and a sturdy table; however, this 

may be a little dangerous! 

6. If you are lucky enough to burst through one of the flavor crystals, you will 

notices a flash of light inside your mouth. 
 

Explanation: 
All hard sugar-based candies give off some light when you bite them, but most of 

the time, that light is very faint. This effect is called triboluminescence, which is 

similar to the electrical charge build-up that produces lightning, only much less 

powerful. Triboluminescence is the emission of light resulting from something 

being smashed or torn. When you rip a piece of tape off the roll, it will produce a 

slight glow for the same reason.  

Triboluminescence occurs when molecules, in this case crystalline sugars, are 

crushed, forcing some electrons out of their atomic orbitals. These free electrons 

bump into nitrogen molecules in the air. When they collide, the electrons impart 

energy to the nitrogen molecules, causing them to give of energy in the form of 

light. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Turning down the lights“ 
 
 

When light is produced from a chemical reaction, the 

resulting light is called chemiluminescence.  The reaction 

between the different chemicals in a light stick causes a 

substantial release of energy. When the chemicals are 

mixed, some of the electrons inside the chemicals leave 

their orbitals.  When they return, to their normal 

orbitals they release energy as light.  Temperature can 

speed up or slow down the rate of the reaction and 

affect how bright the light stick can become. 
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Turning down the lights 
Children will alter a chemical reaction by changing its temperature. 

 

Materials: 
Three light sticks (the disposable ones that you crack to make them glow) 

Two glass container 

Very warm and ice cold water 

 

Activity: 
1. Fill one of the glass containers with ice  water and the other with hot water  

2. In a darkened room, bend all three light sticks until you hear them “snap” and 

the liquid begins to glow. Shake the light sticks to mix the liquid inside.  

3. At the same time place one light stick in the hot water and place one light stick 

in the ice water. Leave the third light stick at room temperature. 

4. You should notice a change in the intensity of light coming from all three light 

sticks. 

5. After a few minutes, reverse the light sticks so that the warm light stick will 

be placed into the cold water, and the cold light stick into the warm water. How 

long does it takes for the intensity to change?  

6. Remove the light sticks from the hot water and the ice water. Allow them to 

come to room temperature. How long do you observe any changes? 

 
Explanation: 
When light is produced from a chemical reaction, such as this one, the resulting 

light is called chemiluminescence.  The reaction between the different chemicals 

in a light stick causes a substantial release of energy. When the chemicals are 

mixed, some of the electrons inside the chemicals leave their orbitals.  When they 

return, to their normal orbitals they release energy as light. The chemical 

reaction in a light stick usually involves several different steps. The “snapping” or 

bending action breaks the glass vial and allows the chemicals to mix. The chemicals 

immediately react to one another, and the atoms begin emitting light. The 

particular dye used in the chemical solution gives the light a distinctive color.  
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The chemical reaction may last for a few minutes to a few hours to even a few 

days depending on the formulation. Most light sticks found in the stores will last 

for a few hours. As you discovered in this activity, temperature can speed up or 

slow down the rate of the reaction. If you heat the solutions, the extra energy 

will accelerate the reaction, and the light stick will glow brighter. However, the 

light stick will glow for a shorter amount of time. If you place the light stick in 

cold water, the reaction will slow down, and the light will dim. So, if you want to 

preserve your light stick for the next day, put it in the freezer. The cold 

temperature will not stop the reaction, but it will slow down the reaction until you 

warm up the light stick. 
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Baking soda 

Vinegar 

Styrofoam cup 

Thermometer 

Water 

Measuring cup/spoon 

Syrup 

Clear plastic bottle about 15 oz capacity or slightly larger, with tightly fitting cap• 

Stopwatch 

Glass marble small enough to fit through the mouth of the bottle 

Permanent marking pen 

Several books 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

How do chemical bonds store energy? 
Chemical bonds do not store energy.  All a chemical bond is the giving, taking or 

sharing of electrons between atoms.  Energy can be released during exothermic 

reactions and they can be absorbed by a product during an endothermic reaction; 

however, there is no “energy” stored in these bonds. 

 

What happens to the energy that is used during a chemical 

reaction? 
Much like matter, energy cannot be created or destroyed only changed into a 

different form.  For example, during a chemical reaction the thermal energy that is 

being used to start a combustion reaction can be converted into mechanical energy 

as the combustion causes a piston to move inside your car. 
 

 

Why is “freezing” not a chemical reaction? 
When groups of molecules reach their freezing point, they do not create a new 

form of matter.  Therefore, they cannot be going through a chemical reaction.  All 

that is occurring is the slowing down of a molecule. 

 

How can chemical changes be reversed? 

Since matter cannot be created or destroyed, it is possible to reverse all chemical 

reactions.  However, this would not be a very easy task to perform.  For example, it 

is possible to take all of the smoke and charred wood from a combustion reaction and 

turn them back into the solid piece of wood.  Unfortunately, it is not very probable 

that you could accomplish this task.  It would be much easier to reverse smaller 

reactions like the formation of water into hydrogen and oxygen gas molecules.  
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirty-four: 

 
Chemical bonds store energy and breaking bonds release 
energy. 
Chemical bonds do not store energy! 

Energy is used up or created during chemical reactions. 
The Law of Conservation states that matter and energy cannot 

be created or destroyed, only changed.   

Freezing and boiling are examples of chemical reactions. 
The freezing and boiling of molecules are physical reactions 

and not chemical reactions.   

Physical changes are reversible while chemical changes 
are not. 
Both chemical and physical changes can be reversed!   
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Bubbly coldness…“ 
 
The Styrofoam cup acts as an insulator from surrounding 

surfaces and air.  This will help to get a more accurate 

reading during this endothermic reaction.  The reaction 

between the baking soda and the vinegar requires energy 

to produce carbon dioxide bubbles.  This energy comes 

from the heat energy in the solution, the cup and the air 

itself.  Generally speaking, the more bubbles you create 

(because of the more concentrated acid solution) the 

cooler the solution should become. 
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ESP:  Bubbly coldness… 
Children will explore an endothermic reaction. 
 

Materials: 
Baking soda 

Vinegar 

Styrofoam cup 

Thermometer 

Water 

Measuring cup/spoon 
 

Activity: 
1. Place ½ cup of water into the Styrofoam cup. 

2. Insert the thermometer into the cup and allow it to settle for a minute. 

3. Begin recording the temperature of the water every minute for ten minutes.  

There should be little/no change. 

4. Repeat this process with ½ cup of water and ¼ cup of vinegar.  Record the 

temperatures.  The temperature should, at some time, become cooler. 

5. Repeat this process one more time with ½ cup of vinegar and record the 

temperatures.  The temperature should definitely get cooler during this trial. 
 

Explanation: 
The Styrofoam cup acts as an insulator from surrounding surfaces and air.  This will help 

to get a more accurate reading during this endothermic reaction.  The reaction between 

the baking soda and the vinegar requires energy to produce carbon dioxide bubbles.  

This energy comes from the heat energy in the solution, the cup and the air itself.  

Generally speaking, the more bubbles you create (because of the more concentrated acid 

solution) the cooler the solution should become. 
 

Independent Variable:  Concentration of acid 

Dependent Variable:  Temperature of the solution 

Hypothesis: 
If the concentration of acid is (increased/decreased), then the         

temperature of the solution will (increase/decrease). 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “A Sticky Sweet Problem to Solve“ 
 
 
Different liquids have different properties. One of these 

properties is viscosity, the liquid’s resistance to flowing. 

Water, milk, and fruit juice are comparatively thin and 

flow more easily than thicker, more viscous liquids such 

as honey, corn syrup, shampoo, or liquid soap. 
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A Sticky Sweet Problem to Solve 
Students will solve a problem-based activity through trial and error. 
 

Materials: 
Syrup 

Clear plastic bottle about 15 oz capacity or slightly larger, with tightly fitting cap• 

Stopwatch 

Glass marble small enough to fit through the mouth of the bottle 

Permanent marking pen 

Several books 
 

Activity: 
1. On the side of the bottle about 1 in from each end, draw two lines with a 

permanent marking pen. 

2. Insert a marble in the bottle, fill the bottle to the top with syrup, and close 

the cap tightly. 

3. Invert the bottle and observe the marble dropping through the syrup.  

4. With the stopwatch, try to measure the time it takes for the marble to drop 

from one line on the bottle to the other when you invert it. 

5. Predict the angle it would take to have the marble slide from one line to the 

other in exactly 10 seconds. 

6. Place the bottle on its side with the cap resting on book. This makes a gentle 

ramp for the marble to roll down. 

7. Raise the end of the bottle so that the marble rolls to the cap end. 

8. Place the end of the bottle down quickly but gently. Use the stopwatch to 

measure the time it takes for the marble to roll from one line on the bottle 

to the other. 
 

Explanation: 
Different liquids have different properties. One of these properties is viscosity, 

the liquid’s resistance to flowing. Water, milk, and fruit juice are comparatively 

thin and flow more easily than thicker, more viscous liquids such as honey, corn 

syrup, shampoo, or liquid soap. 
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1 ½ cups corn starch 

¼-1 cup Water 

Bowl with tall walls 

Large bolt 

Nuts and/or washers to fit the bolt 

Clock with second hand 

Pastry for two pie crusts (top and bottom) 

Box of crackers 

½ cup Sugar 

1 tsp Butter 

Cinnamon 

½ tsp Cream of tartar 

Pie pan 

Large pot 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

What happens to the reactants during a chemical reaction? 
The atoms which make up the reactants are rearranged into new products.  They are 

not destroyed because of the Law of Conservation. 

 

Do gas molecules weigh less than solid molecules? 
No;  the molecules of hydrogen that can fill up a balloon and cause it to float in the air 

are the same molecules of hydrogen if they are cooled down into a liquid or a solid. 
 

 

How do molecules get softer as they turn from solids into 

gases? 
At no time do molecules ever change how “firm” they are.  This is not a possibility. 

 

Why is water not an acid or a base since it has both hydrogen 

and oxygen-hydrogen atoms? 

Not all molecules that contain hydrogen or compounds containing oxygen and hydrogen 

are acids or bases. Water is not an acid or base because it does not contain extra 

hydrogen ions (H+) or hydroxide ions (OH-).   
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirty-five: 

 
The reactants of a chemical reaction completely disappear. 
Matter cannot be created or destroyed (or disappear), only 

changed. 
 

Gas molecules weigh less than solid molecules. 
The atoms and molecules that make up gases are the same pieces 

of matter that can make up solids and liquids too!  They always 

weigh the same. 
 

Molecules of solids are hard and molecules of gases are 
soft. 
This is almost the same as the previous answer...The atoms and 

molecules that make up gases are the same pieces of matter that 

can make up solids and liquids too!  They’re “hardness” never 

changes. 
 

Molecules containing hydrogen (H) are acidic and molecules 
that contain oxygen-hydrogen (OH) are basic. 
Many solutions contain hydrogen and oxygen-hydrogen but are 

not an acid or a base.   
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “ESP:  Chemical Quicksand“ 
 
This “chemical quicksand” (also known as oobleck) is a non-

Neutonian fluid. This means that it is a liquid that doesn't 

follow Newton's equations for liquids under pressure.  

When a small amount of force is used it acts like a liquid, 

but when more force is applied, it acts like a solid. For 

instance, one can slowly put a spoon in Oobleck, but it is 

impossible to stir it quickly.  Quicksand, blood and 

toothpaste are all examples of non-Neutonian fluids. 
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ESP: Chemical Quicksand 
Children will simulate quicksand with a very interesting substance. 

 

Materials: 
1 ½ cups corn starch    

¼-1 cup Water  

Bowl with tall walls 

Large bolt 

Nuts and/or washers to fit the bolt 

Clock with second hand 

 

Activity: 
1. Put ¼ cup of water in a large bowl and begin adding the corn starch and  mixing 

(your hand works best for this part!) Eventually the mixture will get thicker; keep 

adding and stirring.  You may need to use more than ¼ cup of water depending on 

the weather and freshness of the corn starch!!!  When there doesn’t appear to be 

any standing water remaining, yet the substance still looks like it is pourable, you 

are completed!  Let this mixture sit for 10 minutes. 

2. Drop a bolt into the center of the mixture. 

3. Record how long it takes for the bolt to be completely enveloped by the 

“quicksand.” 

4. For experimentation, increase the weight of the bolt by adding nuts and/or 

washers. 

 

Explanation: 
This “chemical quicksand” (also known as oobleck) is a non-Neutonian fluid. This 

means that it is a liquid that doesn't follow Newton's equations for liquids under 

pressure.  When a small amount of force is used it acts like a liquid, but when more 

force is applied, it acts like a solid. For instance, one can slowly put a spoon in 

Oobleck, but it is impossible to stir it quickly.  Quicksand, blood and toothpaste are 

all examples of non-Neutonian fluids.   
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Independent Variable:  Weight of the bolt 

Dependent Variable:  Amount of the time for the bolt to sink 

Hypothesis: 
If the weight of the bolt is (increased/decreased), then the amount of time for the 

bolt to sink will (increase/decrease). 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Chemical Pie“ 
 
 

Cream of tartar produces a weak acid, which combines 

with other ingredients to produce the tangy taste of 

apples in the presence of starches. The acid, combined 

with the pieces of solid cracker, closely resembles the 

taste and appearance of apple pie. This recipe produces a 

dessert that tastes and looks like apple pie by tricking 

our senses... since there are no apples in this pie! 
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Chemical Pie  
Children will enjoy an apple pie without the use of apples in the recipe.  
 

Materials:  
Pastry for two pie crusts (top and 

bottom)  

Box of crackers  

½ cup Sugar  

1 tsp Butter  

Cinnamon  

½ tsp Cream of tartar  

Pie pan  

Large pot  

 

Activity:  
1. Place 2 cups of water in the pot and heat it until it boils.  

2. While the water is heating, mix the sugar and cream of tartar in a bowl.  

3. Add the mixture to the boiling water, a little at a time and stir to dissolve 

completely.  

4. Add 20-25 whole crackers, one at a time, to the boiling solution.  

5. Boil for about 3 minutes, but do not stir.  

6. Pour the mixture into a pastry-lined pie pan.  

7. Sprinkle a small amount of cinnamon on top of the pie filling.  

8. Melt the butter and drip it evenly over the filling.  

9. Cover with a pastry top, Stick a knife through the top several times to allow 

steam to escape.  

10. Bake the pie in a preheated oven at 450 degrees F for about 20 minutes or 

until the curst is brown.  

11.  Cool, and enjoy eating your experiment.  
 

Explanation:  
The cream of tartar produces a weak acid, which combines with other ingredients 

to produce the tangy taste of apples. The acid, combined with the pieces of solid 

cracker, closely resembles the taste and appearance of apple pie. It tastes like 

apple pie and look like apple pie because our senses will be tricked into thinking 

that it is apple pie. Because our senses are easily tricked, as scientists we must 

use sensitive instruments to measure changes that occur around us. 
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Bar of Ivory™ soap 

Paper towel or microwave-safe dish 

Microwave oven 

Baking soda 

Vinegar 

Waterproof container with tall sides (i.e. plastic shoebox, aquarium, large bowl, 

etc.) 

Bubble solution 
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Sample Questions to ask after your child finishes 
their reading for Day One: 

 

Why are the boiling points for atoms and molecules different? 
The boiling point for all elements and molecules is different because a boiling point is 

a measure of how strong the atom(s) are held together.  Since all atoms are held 

together in different amounts (based on their atomic mass), their boiling points will 

all be different. 

 

What is found inside the bubbles in boiling water? 
Gaseous water is found within these bubbles.  As the water molecules absorb enough 

energy from the heat source, the hydrogen bonds that hold them together break 

down and the molecules turn into fast moving gas particles.   
 

 

How is it possible to pour a gas? 
Gases are fluids, just like water, and can be more or less dense than the air itself.  

If a gas is more dense than the air, it can be poured from a container, pulled 

downward by gravity and fill up a container on the ground. 

 

How can objects that are heavier than air float away? 

“Heavy” or “light” are not words you should use to determine why objects float or 

sink in the air.  It is the density of an object that determines if it will sink or float 

in the air. 
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Answers to worksheet questions 
for Week Thirty-six: 

 
Boiling points are the same for all elements and 
molecules. 
The boiling point is a measure of how strong the atoms are held 

together!  Molecules that are held together more strongly will 

need more heat energy to break their bonds and begin to boil.   
 

Bubbles in boiling water contain air, oxygen or nothing at 
all. 
Bubbles in boiling water contain water in its gaseous state.   
 

The molecules of gas always spread out and fill up its 
container. 
Because of high densities, some gases can be poured like a liquid 

and does not spread out to fill an entire container. 
 

Objects float in water because they are lighter than 
water. 
Objects that float (or sink) in water have nothing to do with 

their weight.   
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Answers to Unit 9 Review 
 

1. A 

2. C 

3. C 

4. C 

5. C 
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Unit 9 Exam 
All of these statements are completely false!  

Explain why they are so wrong! 

Bubbles in boiling water contain air, oxygen or nothing at 
all. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 
The reactants of a chemical reaction completely 
disappear. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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Chemical bonds store energy and breaking bonds release 
energy. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

Atoms can be seen with a microscope. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

Electrons never leave the nucleus they are orbiting. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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Answers to Unit 9 Exam 
 

Bubbles in boiling water contain air, oxygen or nothing at 
all. 
Bubbles in boiling water contain water in its gaseous state.   

 

The reactants of a chemical reaction completely 
disappear. 
Matter cannot be created or destroyed (or disappear), only 

changed. 
 

Chemical bonds store energy and breaking bonds release 
energy. 
Chemical bonds do not store energy! 

Atoms can be seen with a microscope. 
Scientists do not have microscopes that are powerful 

enough to see atoms.   

Electrons never leave the nucleus they are orbiting. 
Elements do not hold onto their electrons all of the time!  As 

you learned in earlier chapters, electrons can be gained, shared 

or given away when atoms bond together. 
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Ivory Foam“ 

 

Two processes occur when you microwave the soap. First, 

you are heating the soap, which softens it. Second, you 

are heating the air and water trapped inside the soap, 

causing the water to vaporize and the air to expand. The 

expanding gases push on the softened soap, causing it to 

expand and become a foam. When you microwave Ivory™, 

the appearance of the soap is changed, but no chemical 

reaction occurs. This is an example of a physical change. 

It also demonstrates Charles' Law, which states the 

volume of a gas increases with its temperature. The 

microwaves impart energy into the soap, water, and air 

molecules, causing them to move faster and further away 

from each other. The result is that the soap puffs up. 
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Ivory Foam 
Children will create foam from a bar of soap. 

 

Materials: 
Bar of Ivory™ soap  

Paper towel or microwave-safe dish  

Microwave oven 

 

Activity: 
1. Unwrap a bar of Ivory™ soap.  

2. Place the bar of soap on a paper towel or microwave-safe dish.  

3. Set the microwave on high for four minutes. Watch the soap closely to see 

what happens.  

4. Depending on microwave power, your soap will reach its maximum volume within 

90 second to 2 minutes. If you microwave the soap longer nothing bad will 

happen, but the soap won't continue to grow.  

5. Allow the soap to cool for a minute or two before touching it.  

6. The soap will feel brittle and flaky, but it's still soap, with the same cleaning 

power as before.  

 

Explanation: 
Two processes occur when you microwave the soap. First, you are heating the 

soap, which softens it. Second, you are heating the air and water trapped inside 

the soap, causing the water to vaporize and the air to expand. The expanding 

gases push on the softened soap, causing it to expand and become a foam. When 

you microwave Ivory™, the appearance of the soap is changed, but no chemical 

reaction occurs. This is an example of a physical change. It also demonstrates 

Charles' Law, which states the volume of a gas increases with its temperature. 

The microwaves impart energy into the soap, water, and air molecules, causing 

them to move faster and further away from each other. The result is that the 

soap puffs up.  
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1. Review “Day One” with the information below. 
2. Run the activity, “Creepy Floating Bubbles“ 
 
As you know, baking soda and vinegar combine to produce carbon dioxide, gas. 

Carbon dioxide gas is denser than regular air so it stays inside the container. 

Since the bubbles are just slightly more dense than air, as they slowly sink into 

the container they land on the carbon dioxide layer. Since they are less dense 

than the carbon dioxide, they float on the “invisible” surface. 
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Creepy Floating Bubbles 
Children will cause bubbles to float on a sheet of gas. 

 

Materials: 
Baking soda 

Vinegar 

Waterproof container with tall sides (i.e. plastic shoebox, aquarium, large bowl, 

etc.) 

Bubble solution 

 

Activity: 
1. Pour a small box of baking soda into the container.  Make certain there are no 

fans around...  You do not want any wind! 

2. Pour an equal amount of vinegar into the baking soda and watch the bubbles 

form. 

3. Blow some bubbles over the top of the container and allow them to fall into the 

container (Blow the bubbles over the container!  Do not blow into the 

container!!!) 

4. The bubbles should hover over in the middle of the container until they pop! 

 

Explanation: 
The baking soda and vinegar combine to produce carbon dioxide, gas. Carbon 

dioxide gas is denser than regular air so it stays inside the container. Since the 

bubbles are just slightly more dense than air, as they slowly sink into the 

container they land on the carbon dioxide layer. Since they are less dense than 

the carbon dioxide, they float on the “invisible” surface. 
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Acid 
a solution that contains a high 

amount of Hydrogen ions  

Activation energy  

(“ack-tih-vay-shun”); energy 

required to start a chemical 

reaction  

Activation energy 
energy required to start a 

chemical reaction 

Alkali metals 

(“al-kah-lie”); metals in the 

first family of the periodic 

table (except for hydrogen) 

which are shiny, malleable and 

have high reactivity 
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Alkaline metals 

(“al-kah-line”);  metals in the 

second family of the periodic 

table which are grey or white 

in color, not very malleable at 

all and have a lower reactivity 

than the first family of metals 

Alloy 

(“al-oi”); a combination of two 

or more metals (or other 

elements) together to form a 

different kind of metal  

Alpha particle 

one of three atomic particles; 

made up of two protons and 

two neutrons 

Americium-241  

(“ah-mare-eh-see-um”); 

radioactive isotope used in 

smoke detectors 

Amino acid 

(“ah-mee-no”); bind together 

to form long chains; building 

blocks of protein  
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Antibodies 

proteins in our blood which are 

used to defend us against 

disease 

Atom 
the building blocks of the 

universe 

Atomic mass 

average mass of the protons 

and neutrons for an element 

and all its isotopes 

Atomic number 
the number of protons in the 

nucleus of an atom 

Atomic particles 

three different “pieces” of 

matter that fall off of 

isotopes that are radioactive 

Base 
a solution that contains a high 

amount of Hydroxide ions 

Beta particle 

one of three atomic particles; 

a super fast electron created 

from a nuclear reaction 
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Blood 

a solution of several 

compounds responsible for life 

to exist 

Brass 
alloy of the elements copper 

and zinc 

Bronze 
alloy of the elements copper 

and tin 

Buffers 

a group of many different 

compounds that float around 

in the blood and help to keep 

its pH between 7.2 and 7.6 

Burning 

a chemical change in which 

elements inside wood combine 

with oxygen to form ashes and 

smoke 

Carbohydrates 

(“kar-bow-hi-drates”); organic 

compounds that are made of 

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen; 

used as fuel for respiration 
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Carbon 

(“kar-bon”); a nonmetal in 

family 14 that gains or shares 

four electrons during a 

reaction 

Carbon dioxide gas 

(CO2) 

waste product of human 

bodies 

Carbon monoxide  

a gas without smell or color 

which is made up of one 

carbon atom bonded with one 

oxygen atom; this gas is very 

dangerous to living organisms 

Catalyst 

(“kat-ah-list”); compounds that 

can control a chemical reaction 

without being broken down 

Chain reaction 

a process in which one neutron 

sets off a huge amount of 

fission reactions  
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Charcoal 

wood that has been heated up 

so much that it does not have 

any more smoke to give off 

Chemical bond 
another name for “chemical 

energy” 

Chemical bond   

the force that holds two 

atoms together; also known as 

“chemical energy” 

Chemical change 

a change in matter in which a 

new kind of matter, with 

brand new properties, is 

formed 

Chemical energy 
the energy that holds two or 

more atoms together 

Chemical equation 

a way for scientists to 

identify chemical reactions 

which involve chemical formula 

in the form of reactants and 

products 
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Chemical formulas 
the chemical symbols for ions, 

atoms or molecules 

Chemical properties 

the characteristics of objects 

that can change such as 

through burning or rusting 

Chemical symbol 

one or two letters in the 

alphabet that identifies one 

element in the periodic table   

Chemistry  
(“kem-iss-tree”); the study of 

matter and how it changes 

Chromium 

(“kroh-me-um”; Atomic 

Number 24); used in the 

making of stainless steel as it 

prevents iron from turning 

into rust 

Cobalt-60  

(“ko-balt”); radioactive isotope 

used to clean the tools 

doctors use in surgery 
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Colloid 

(“kahl-oyd”); a mixture in 

which not all of the solute can 

be dissolved by the solvent; 

the undissolved solute is still 

very small 

Combustion 

(“kom-bust-shun”); a very fast 

chemical reaction that takes 

place between Oxygen and a 

fuel 

Complete combustion 

(“kom-bust-shun”);  a very fast 

chemical reaction that takes 

place between oxygen and a 

fuel in which there is plenty of 

oxygen to produce water and 

carbon dioxide 

Compound 

(“kom-pownd”); two or more 

different atoms joined 

together 
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Concentrated solution 

(“kon-sen-tray-ted”); a 

solution that contains a lot of 

dissolved solute 

Concentration 

 (“kon-sen-tray-shun”); the 

amount of reactants added to 

the chemical reaction 

Condensation 

(“kon-den-say-shun”); the 

process in which a gas turns 

back into a liquid 

Conductive 

(“kon-duck-tiv”); a physical 

property of solids that can 

transfer electricity, heat or 

sound very easily 

Contractile proteins 

 (“kon-tract-till”); proteins 

used in our muscles to the help 

them move 
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Corrosive 

(“ko-row-siv”); description 

given to strong acids and/or 

bases as they can react with 

many different materials 

causing them to break apart 

very quickly 

Covalent bond  

(“koe-vale-ent”);   a bond 

shared between atoms that 

shares electrons with each 

other 

Density 

(“den-city”); the amount of 

atoms that can be found in an 

object 

Deuterium 

(“doo-teer-ee-um”); an isotope 

of hydrogen with one proton 

and one neutron 
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Digestion 

(“di-jest-shun”); the process 

of breaking down food into 

smaller, easy-to-dissolve 

pieces that your body can use 

to survive 

Dilute solution 
a solution that can easily 

dissolve more  solute 

DNA 

a type of nucleic acid; known 

as the “blueprint” or 

“instruction book” for a cell 

Double bond 

covalent bond in which two 

electrons are shared between 

atoms 

Ductile 

(“duck-tull”); physical property 

of solids that can be pulled 

into the shape of a wire 
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Electron 

(“ee-leck-trahnz”); small piece 

of an atom with a negative 

charge that sits inside the 

nucleus 

Elements 

(“ell-uh-ments”); a single atom 

or groups of atoms with the 

same number of protons in 

their nucleus 

Endothermic reaction 

(“en-doh-thur-mik”); a 

chemical reaction in which 

thermal energy is being 

absorbed by the new form of 

matter 

Energy 
the ability to do work, or move 

things around 

Enzymes 

 (“en-zimes”); proteins made 

by the body to help in 

chemical reactions 
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Exothermic reaction 

(“ex-oh-thur-mik”);  a chemical 

reaction in which thermal 

energy is being released by 

the new form of matter 

Family 

a column of elements on the 

periodic table; each contains 

similar chemical and physical 

properties of elements 

Fatty acids 

long chains of hydrocarbons 

bound to glycerol to make 

lipids 

Fertilizers 

 (“fur-till-eyes-erz”); 

chemicals used to help plants 

grow!   

Fission 

(“fizz-shun”); process of 

splitting the nucleus of an 

element by striking it with a 

moving neutron 
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Freezing point 
temperature at which liquids 

turn into solids 

Friction 
 (“frick-shun”); heat from two 

objects rubbing together 

Fuel 

matter that gives off energy 

when it burns or is broken 

down 

Fusion  
(“fewz-shun”);  the process of 

creating heavier atoms by 

joining two smaller nuclei 

Gamma radiation 

one of three atomic particles; 

the energy that is given off 

during a nuclear reaction 

Gas 
a group of atoms that have no 

fixed volume or shape 

Glycerol 

(“gliss-er-all”); a type of 

carbohydrate that is used to 

bind fatty acid chains 

together 
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Gram 
unit of measurement for 

weight and mass 

Gravity 
a force that pulls objects 

towards each other 

Halogens 

(“hal-oh-gens”); nonmetal 

elements in family 17 

(Fluorine, Chlorine, Bromine, 

Iodine and Astatine) that 

gains or shares one electron 

during a reaction 

Helium 
(“hee-lee-um”); a gas which is 

less dense than air 

Helium-3 
an isotope of helium with two 

protons and one neutron 

Helium-4 
an isotope of helium with two 

protons and two neutrons 
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Hemoglobin 

 (“he-mo-glow-bin”);  protein 

found inside red blood cells 

which is used to carry oxygen 

gas throughout the blood 

Hydrocarbon 
a compound made with only 

carbon and hydrogen atoms   

Hydrogen 

(“hi-droe-jen”); an element 

with only one proton in its 

nucleus 

Hydrogen bond 

bonds take place between 

hydrogen atoms and a handful 

of atoms that can gain 

electrons from other atoms 

Hydroxide ion 

an ion that is made up of an 

Oxygen and Hydrogen atom 

which holds onto one extra 

electron 
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Incomplete combustion 

a very fast chemical reaction 

that takes place between 

oxygen and a fuel in which 

there is not enough oxygen to 

produce water and carbon 

dioxide 

Ionic bond  

(“i-ahn-ick”); the bonding of a 

positive and negative ion by 

the gaining and releasing of 

electrons 

Ionic compound 

a compound formed by an ionic 

bond between positive and 

negative ions 

Iron 

a transition metal (Atomic 

Number = 26) that has is 

magnetic and is used to create 

the alloy called steel 
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Isotopes 

atoms with the same number 

of protons but a different 

number of neutrons 

Krypton-85  

(“krip-tawn”); radioactive 

isotope used in small lights 

found on appliances 

Law of Conservation 

a law that states that matter 

cannot be created or 

destroyed, only changed 

Light energy  light 

Lipid 

one of four organic compounds 

all living organisms need to 

survive; also known as fat 

Liquid 

a group of atoms that have a 

fixed volume but its shape 

changes with the shape of its 

container 

Lungs the “gas tanks” of your body 
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Malleable 

(“mal-ee-uh-bull”); a physical 

property of solids that can be 

hammered or rolled into a flat 

sheet 

Mass 
the measurement of how much 

matter there is in an object 

Matter 

the name for all of the solids, 

liquids and gases in the 

universe 

Melting point 
temperature at which solids 

turn into liquids 

Metalloids 

(“met-ahl-oidz”); elements 

that have chemical and 

physical properties of both 

metals and nonmetals; these 

elements conduct electricity 

only at certain temperatures 

or in certain amounts of light   
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Metallurgists 

(“meh-tall-ur-jists”); 

scientists who study new ways 

to mix metals together  

Mixture 

a group of two or more 

substances that are mixed 

together 

Mixture 

adding together two items 

that do not dissolve into each 

other 

Molecule 
("maul-ee-koo-el"); two or 

more atoms joined together 

Negative ion  
(“i-ahn”); an atom with more 

electrons (-) than protons (+) 

Neutral atom 
an atom with an equal number 

of protons and electrons 

Neutron 

(“noo-trahn”); small piece of an 

atom that no charge and sits 

inside the nucleus 
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Nitrogen 

(“nigh-trow-gen”);  a nonmetal 

in family 15 that gains or 

shares three electrons during 

a reaction 

Noble gases 

Nonmetal elements in family 

18 that do not react with any 

other elements in the periodic 

table 

Nonmetals 

elements that have the 

opposite physical and chemical 

properties of metals; most are 

gases; solid nonmetals are dull, 

brittle and not conductive 

Nuclear energy 

(“nuke-lee-er”); the amount of 

energy that holds an atom 

together 

Nuclear fuel 

different isotopes of elements 

that can be broken apart 

through fission 
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Nuclear reaction 

a reaction involving a change in 

the nucleus of an atom; 

examples include fission and 

fusion 

Nucleic acids 

(“noo-klay-ick”); organic 

compound found in all living 

organisms;  created from long 

chains of nucleotides 

Nucleotides 

(“noo-klee-oh-tides”); 

compounds that bind together 

to form long chains of nucleic 

acids; adenine, thymine, 

guanine and cytosine 

Nucleus 

(“new-klee-us”); combination of 

protons and neutrons within 

every atom 

Orbital 

(“or-bit-uls”); a layer of 

electrons that spins around 

the nucleus 
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Organic compound 
(“ore-gan-ick”); a compound 

that contains carbon 

Oxygen 
(“ox-ee-jen”); an element with 

six protons in its nucleus 

Oxygen 

(“ox-ee-gen”); a nonmetal in 

family 16 that gains or shares 

two electrons during a 

reaction 

Periodic table 

an arrangement of all the 

elements that have been 

discovered 

Phosphorus 

(“foss-for-us”); a nonmetal in 

family 15 that gains or shares 

three electrons during a 

reaction 

Photosynthesis 

(“foto-sinth-ee-sis”);  a 

chemical reaction in plants 

which produces sugar  
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Physical change 

the act of changing the state 

of matter; a reversible change 

in matter 

Physical properties 

(“fizz-eh-kull”); the 

characteristics of objects 

that stay the same such as 

color, shape and size 

Plasma  

(“plaz-mah”); the fourth state 

of matter which is made of a 

mixture of free electrons and 

nuclei   

Plutonium 

(“plew-tone-ee-um”); one of 

several radioactive elements; 

an isotope of this element (Pu-

239) is commonly used as a 

nuclear fuel 
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Polar 

uneven sharing of electrons 

within molecules which cause 

some of its atoms to have a 

positive charge and others to 

have a negative charge 

Positive ion  
(“i-ahn”); an atom with fewer 

electrons (-) than protons (+) 

Pressure 

the measurement of how hard 

atoms of gas push on the walls 

of its container 

Products 

any new ion or molecule that is 

created as a result from a 

chemical reaction 

Protein 

(“proh-teen”);  long chains of 

amino acids found in all living 

things that is responsible for 

most functions of survival 
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Protium  

(“pro-tee-um”); an isotope of 

hydrogen that is made up of 

only one proton and no 

neutrons 

Proton 

(“pro-tahn”); small piece of an 

atom with a positive charge 

that sits inside the nucleus 

Radioactivity 

(“ray-dee-oh-ack-tiv-eh-tee”); 

the release of energy and 

atomic particles during a 

nuclear reaction 

Reactants 

(“ree-act-ants”); the two 

atoms, ions or molecules that 

interact during a chemical 

reaction   

Reaction 
the interaction of two or more 

ions, atoms or molecules  

Reactivity 

the ability and speed that 

atoms have in bonding with 

other atoms 
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Respiration 

(“ress-pur-ay-shun”); a 

chemical reaction in plants and 

animals in which sugar is 

broken down into energy 

Room temperature 

the normal temperature of the 

air that we, as humans, are 

used to 

Saliva 
(“sah-live-ah”);  fluid in your 

mouth; also known as “spit” 

Saturated fat 

(“satch-ur-ay-ted”); a fat 

which is solid at room 

temperature 

Saturated solution 

(“sa-ture-a-ted”); a point when 

you cannot dissolve any more 

solute inside a certain amount 

of solvent 
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Selenium 

(“seh-len-ee-um”) ; a nonmetal 

in family 16 that gains or 

shares two electrons during a 

reaction 

Semiconductors 

the ability of metalloids to 

conduct electricity only at 

certain temperatures or in 

certain amounts of light   

Small intestines 

 (“en-test-tinz”); location in 

the body where food is small 

enough to pass into the blood 

Solid 

a group of atoms that have a 

fixed shape and a fixed 

volume 

Solubility 
(“sahl-yoo-bill-itee”); a 

measurement of how much 

solute can dissolve in a solvent 

Solute 

(“sahl-oot”);  a molecule that is 

dissolved by the solvent in a 

solution 
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Solution 

(“sow-loo-shun”); when a solute 

mixes together so well that 

you cannot see it anymore in 

the solvent 

Solvent 

(“sahl-vent”); a molecule that 

is dissolving the solute in a 

solution  

Stainless steel 
alloy of the elements iron and 

chromium 

Starch 
long chains of sugar molecules 

bound together 

States of matter a solid, liquid, gas or plasma 

Steel 
alloy of the elements iron and 

carbon or chromium 

Stomach acid 

(“stum-ak”); a strong acid in 

the stomach that helps to 

remove bacteria from the food 

we eat 
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Strong acid 
a solution with a high amount 

of Hydrogen ions 

Strong base 
a solution with a high amount 

of Hydroxide ions  

Sulfur 

(“sull-fur”) ; a nonmetal in 

family 16 that gains or shares 

two electrons during a 

reaction 

Supernova a star that has blown up 

Supersaturated solution 

a solution which contains more 

solute than can normally be 

dissolved; usually formed by 

increasing the temperature of 

a solvent 

Surface area 
measurement of how much an 

object’s surface is showing   
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Surface tension 

the “stickiness” of water; 

created by hydrogen bonds 

between water molecules 

Suspension 

(“suh-spen-shun”); a mixture in 

which some of the particles 

are large enough to be easily 

seen (and removed) 

Technetium-99  

(“teck-net-ee-um”); 

radioactive isotope most 

commonly used as a tracer 

Temperature 

(“tem-pur-ah-chur”); the 

measurement of the motion of 

atoms 

Tendons 

tough bands of proteins (like 

rubber bands) that connect 

your muscles to bones 
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Theory  

(“thee-or-ee”); a statement 

about some scientific event 

that has been tested many 

times and have all had the 

same results 

Thermal energy 

measurement of the amount of 

energy given off by atoms in 

motion; felt as heat on our 

bodies 

Thermal energy  (“thur-mull”); heat 

Thorium-229  

(“thor-ee-um”); radioactive 

isotope used in the long, skinny 

light bulbs  

Tracer 

most common use of 

radioactive isotopes by 

doctors; once inside the body, 

tracers can be detected with 

x-rays 
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Transition metals 

(“tranz-ish-shun”); metals in 

the 3rd-12th families of the 

periodic table which are 

normally very shiny, hard and 

conductive, with poor 

reactivity 

Triglyceride 

 (“try-gliss-ur-eyed”); one lipid 

molecule which is made up of 

three fatty acids and one 

glycerol 

Triple bond 

covalent bond in which three 

electrons are shared between 

atoms 

Universal solvent water 

Unsaturated fat 
a fat which is liquid at room 

temperature 

Unsaturated solution 
any solution that can still 

dissolve more solute 
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Uranium 

(“yoo-rain-ee-um”) one of 

several radioactive elements; 

an isotope of this element (U-

235) is commonly used as a 

nuclear fuel 

Valence electrons  

(“vay-luns”); the number of 

electrons in the last orbital of 

each element 

Vaporization 

 (“vay-puhr-ih-zay-shun”); the 

process by which a liquid turns 

into a gas 

Vitamins 

 (“vite-ah-minz”); organic 

compounds used to keep 

organisms healthy 

Volume 
the amount of space that an 

object takes up 

Weight 
(“wayt”); measurement of the 

force of gravity on an object 
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